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Koestner speaks
out publicly
Staff Reporter
Katie Koestner, a date rape
survivor, spoke about her experience
and tried to spread awareness and understanding when she spoke at John
Carroll University on Sunday
even mg.
The University Counseling
Center sponsored the event for the
overall safety of the students and to
heighten awareness for the Carroll
community.
"To pretend this doesn't exist
is naive. On any given weekend, the
possibility is there. Katie tells a powerful story," said John Ropar of the

made a special film about her experience called "No Visible Bruises:
the Katie Koestner Story."'
Koestner first met Peter her
freshman year when they were
watchmg a movie in the restdence
hall wtth a group of friends. Over
the next couple of weeks, they spent
~lot of time together and got to know
one another.
On their first date, Peter took
Koestner to an expenstve French res-

Pep

rally
will
continue

tau rant and ordered champagne. She
did not want to drink, but he told her
that the bottle was expensive and he
would be hurt if she did not have any,
so she took a few sips.
"Looking back, I see that by
drinking the champagne, I showed
him that if he pushed a little bit, he
could get me to do what he wanted,"
said Koestner.
During dinner, Peter went so
far as to tell Koestner how to dress
and where she could and could not
go. He also said she would have to
have sex with him whenever he
wanted.
"He said it as a joke, so I blew
it off as such," she said.
Back in her dorm room, he began to unbutton her dres , but she
pushed h[m away and moved to the
Peter proceeded to take off his
clothes and move towards her. She
asked him repeatedly to get off her,
which he eventually did. Then he
went to sleep.
''I felt trapped because I
couldn't ask for help from the girls
down the hall because they wouldn't
understand the problem. They only
saw an attractive guy m my room,"
said Koestner.
Around 5 a.m., Peter began to
awaken. At this point, Koestner had
not slept at all and was feehng tll. He
said that it would never happen again.
She decided to give him a second
chance and feU asleep. It was at this

Brian Edelstein
Staff Reporter
The Homecommg rally, a
long-standmg John Carroll Umversity tradaion, will not dte this year
as was rumored late last week.
'The adrrurustratton strongly
suggested we cancel the rally," Student Union President Melante
Shakarian aid.
"They think there ts a l ck
of interest among students for thts
type of event, but a lot of students
wanted

11 to gu on ." she added
La I rrtd• , before Ulll ver•
..,.,_ _ t'fOsdf fttt'trle aedend,

point she let her guard down that he
began to take advantage of her again.
This time. her protests did not
protect her.
After two days of silence,
Koestner told her resident advisor. She
was taken to the health services center and given a sleeping pill to calm
her nerves. She would have to wait
two weeks for a pregnancy test.
Peter continued to harass her,
leaving notes and voice mail messages.
He spoke as if he expected it to happen again.
She was afraid of him, so she

finally went to the police . The dtstrict attorney informed her that the
brutses were not enough evtdence to
convict and that it was nothing but
"her word against his."
About I 500 people at the College of William and Mary signed a
petition stating she was a liar She endured hearing many a derogatory
comment; someone broke into her
apartment and rearranged her furniture.
The dean of the college was'

see KOESTNER, page 2

Buddhist teacher brings lessons to Carroll
Carrie Mack
Campus News Editor
Kyabje Gelek Rinpoche addressed issues surrounding Tibetan
Buddhism and Western stereotypes of

it when he spoke at John Carroll University last Friday.
"Nice campus. We are late because we were reading the map [of
Carroll] upside down." Rinpoche

September 30, 1999

joked.
Rinpoche, the great-nephew of
the previous Oalat Lama, gave up
monastic life to better serve the lay
community of Tibetan Buddhist prac-

titioners. He was politically exiled
from Tibet, and currently resides in
Ann Arbor, Mich. He became a United
States citizen in 1994, according to literature given to Fnday's attendees by
Jewel Heart, an international organization dedicated to the "preservatton
of Tibetan culture and Buddhism. ''
There is a chapter here in Cleveland.
[Buddhism] is not anything
mystical," said Rinpoche. " It's not the
temple, the monastery, intellectual
knowledge, meditation. It is actually
dealing with our lives and how we face
our problems."
R inpoche lamented about
"Harvard professors on actd trips who
don't know anything" about Buddhtsm; they see a more supernatural
quality that is not really there.
Rinpoche also clarified many
myths about Buddhism. He said.
" Buddhism is not a religion if you
think in terms of the American definition of the word. It's how we tackle
mental and emotional problems. The
purpose of Buddhism is to overcome

see TIBET, page 2

the Student Union was notified that
tts request to have the rally w~s approved. "Students have a nght to
free assembly on this campus, so the
rally would have taken place anyway," Shakarian said.
The rally, which is normally
staged after classes on the Fnday
of the Homecoming dance, wtll be
held this evening at 6:30 on the
Atrium steps.
A shtfting of the weekend's
scheduled events made changmg
the day of the rally necessary, as the
dance has usually been held on Saturday night in past years.
Holding the dance and the
rally both on Friday would cause
many students to miss the rally. By
having it on Thursday. Students
Umon members hope Carroll students will attend the rally in greater
numbers than in the past.
Head football coach Regts
Scafe is expected to mtroducc the
team and offer some insight into the
rivalry between Carroll and Mount
Union College.
Performances by the dance
team. the cheerleaders and the pep
band are also planned. Everyone
who attends the rail y is encouraged
to wear their Carroll clothmg and
colors.
"[Carroll students] harbor
lots of animosity towards Mount
Union." explained Mongols sptrit
club president Scott Embacher, a
junior, who promises all who attend
would be treated to an emotion
filled demonstration. "We're going
to rip up Mount Union apparel." he
said.
Embacher said that an appearance by the Streak Freaks in
"inevitable."
Shakarian noted that she expects the rally to be a resounding
success and that "the Student Union
hopes to retain this tradition for
years to come."
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KNIGHTS PICNIC CANCELED
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John Carroll University's
Knights of Columbus chapter will not
be having their picnic behind Campion
Hall on Saturday after all.
According to Knights treasurer
and coordinator of the picnic Mike
Bogdan, the event was authorized by
d irector of facilities Larry Bechtel.
The organization planned to borrow
grills from the university, and planned
on renting two tables and I 0 chairs.
"The event was going to be a
hamburger and hot dog cook-out, from
about 10 a.m . to game time," said
Bogdan.
According to Bogdan, when
Bechtel notified Lisa Heckman, director of student leadership, of the
planned event, she said that the
Knights could not have the picnic.
When Bogdan spoke to
Heckman, she said that there was "potential for alcohol use" at the event.
He said that the organization was not
going to serve alcohol at all on Saturday.
"Most of our members are under 21, except for maybe two," said
Bogdan, "and nowhere did we say
there was alcohol involved."
He said that another one of

meeeinp aro held every Sun. at 5:!0 p.m. in the
President.. Dilling Room. the Oll!anization deals with social justice issues and Ipatian Vaiua.
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negative addictions. "
He addressed the issue of a god
in Buddhism and said, "Buddhism
does not accept a creator god. Worn
dha 1 not the r igion .
You could call Buddhists atheJs ls."
Rinpoche said that anyone
could be Buddhist. "If you are a good,
nice, kmd human being, you are Buddhist, to me."
Rinpoche addressed the issue
ofreincarnation, which is a fundamental belief in Tibetan Buddhism. "Buddhism is reincarnation. When you die,
you don 't end there. You change your
identity, you wander everywhere. Besides, ifl don't accept it, I'll be out of
a job," he said. Rmpoche was recognized as the reincarnation of Khenpo
Tashi Mangyal, former abbott of the
Gyuto Tantric Monastery, at the age
of fo ur, and began training to become
a teacher of the Tibetan culture and
religion, according to the Jewel Heart
literature.
Much of the philosophy behind
Buddhism starts with the se lf.

Heckman's concerns was that the
Knight's picnic would take business
away from the Homecoming block

party.
"We wanted to add to the party,
not take away from it," Bogdan said.
The picnic would have been for
Knights members only.
"The purpose of Homecoming
is for community, and that's what we
have to have," said Heckman. Bogdan
said that another one of Heckman's
concerns was with the no tailgating
policy.
The 1999-200 I Student Handbook does not outline any particular
regulations regarding tailgating.
However, the handbook notes
that the organization that wishes to
hold an event must meet with the director of student leadership to assure
dates are not conflicting with other
important events or facility use, organize the details of the event and review
contracts and possible liabilities.
Bogdan also spoke with Rev.
Richard Salmi, vice president for student affairs, about the cancellation of
the event Salmi told Bogdan that it
would be appropriate at another game,
but not at the Homecoming game, according to Bogdan.
However, Bogdan said that the

Parents' Club often holds picnics before football games throughout the
season, and sometimes alcohol is consumed at these events.
Salmi, who could not be
reached for comment, also told
Bogdan that their function is less of a
party. and more of a sales thing, as they
often sell T-shirts, buttons, etc.
The acceptance and rejection of
the event all happened "in a matter of
hours," Bogdan said, "on Tuesday."
"We have not totally ruled it
[the picnic] out," said Bogdan.
Student Union President
Melanie Shakarian said, "Students
have a right to free assembly on this
campus, so technically, it could happen."
The handbook's free assembly
policy states "recognizing that freedom requires order, discipline andresponsibility, and further recognizing
the right of all faculty and students to
pursue their legitimate goals without
interference, students are free to assemble, to demonstrate and to protest.
Assemblies, demonstrations, and protests may not interfere with ingress or
egress from university facilities, interrupt classes or services, injure or harass individuals or groups, or damage
property."

Rinpoche uses how people today deal resides in India, to the university on
with their anger and allow it to con- Saturday to speak about "The Founsume them as an example. This tra it dation of all Perfections," a Tibetan
manifests itself through mental, physi- Buddhist text written by Je
cal and emotional fatigue. "[Bud- Tsongkhapa. Ganden holds the highdhism] is a way to work against anger, est degree in Tibetan Buddh ism, the
attachment, ignorance. The cause of Geshe Lharampa.
·;:_:::::_::__:~~~=~~-~=:=::=~~::r---~
many problems Is
de lus ions- anger, jea lousy. Don't treat the symptom, treat the cause and
then the symptoms will go
away."
Rinpoche said that
we cannot ignore our anger, either. "A person wh o
denies they are angry is a
wuss, to me. I'm not asking you to become a doormat, just don't shoot."
The lecture, which
was co-hosted by the Religious Studies, Continuing
Education, East Asian
Studies, International Studies, and Multicultral Affair!> departments, also
brought Ga nd en Tri
Rinpoche, a politicall y ex·
iled mon k who currently

BLOCK PARTY FESTIVITIES
OFFER SOMETHING
FOR EVER~ONE
Jennifer Gardner
Staff Reporter
As part of the festivities surrounding Homecoming 1999, John Carroll
University will be hosting a block party on Saturday afternoon from II :00
a.m.-5 :00p.m .
The block party seeks to appeal to a wide range of people and attract
crowds before, during and after the game against Mount Union College at 2
p.m.
Student organizations are able to set up booths on S. Belvoir Blvd. and
sell food to support their groups. There will be a children's tent, which will
include activities such as face painting and performances by the St. Ignatius
Jugglers.
Also p(!rforming for the general public will be the Scott1sh Pipers,
GUJtanst and Figure 8. The Homccommg king, queen and court will be announced at hal f-time of the game
Afi ~r the game, tne panv continues on the Atnum stcos The Student
mor wul spon>or a coneert fcat un n' tJandq>fsome Carroll tudc nt> chc end~· ~hnusl)
T \\ tch mam '0
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informed, and he punished Peter by
prohibitin g him from ente ring her
dorm. He said the two of them should
try to "get back together;" he thought
they made a wonderful couple.
Koestner transferred to Cornell,
and Peter went on to assault another
girl. He was expelled from the un iversity and Koestner re-enrolled. Peter was re-admitted and the two were
in the same graduating class.
" To this day, he has never
apolog1zed," said Koestner of Peter,
wh o is now pursuing his Ph.D.
Koestner said that men should
also reali ze rape is an important issue
_and be willing to speak out about it,
and realizes th at when a woman says
no, they should stop.
"Guys shoul d get mad now, before 11 happens to their sister or g1 I
fnt"n

"
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Students think 'fakes' are worth penalties

CONCERNS ABOUT CONFLICT WITH BLOCK PARTY STOP EVENT
CanteMack
Campus News Editor

NEWS

Fake I.D.s make campus life more entertaining
Kelly Norris
Asst. Campus News Ed1tor
Docs being underage prevent
the majority of John Carroll UniverSity students from drinking or entering bars and clubs that are only 21 and
over'! " ot really," said a female
sophomore. "If you arc underage, you
either have friend s that have a fake LO.
o r you get one you rself. It 's not that
difficult."
The number of ways to obtain
an J.D . depends greatly on whom
people know or how creative they are.
Most students simply use an o ld J.D.
of an older sib ling or friend. " I got
my 1.0. from my cousin's girlfri end's
sorority sister," said a female junior.
"She just offered it to me and now I
use it to buy alcohol and get into bars
at home. It works like a charm, even
though the girl looks nothing like me.
She is 5' 10" and I'm 5'5", and I use 11
all the time."
Still, not all students have as
quite as easy of a time convincing
people to accept their fake
I.D.s. "I got turned
down at a drug

sa1d

except civ il autl10nties, according to him or her being served, the minor IS
the Department ofPublic Safety. Even penalized and the bartender or owner
so, 11 would be hard for a minor to in- is more severely penalized. The bar
ca n be shut
form the police with·
do wn te mout risk of penalty to
po ran ly or
himself or herself.
permanently
Actual l y
and the ba r
makmg an 1.0. for a
can lose its
minor is considered
I iquor iJ.
fraud, and a therefore
cense dea felony. According
pending on
to
Detective
the
situation
Dominic Jarem of
and the prosthe
Cuyahoga
ecutor. The
County Sheriff's Deminor repartment , whether
ceives
a
the forger uses a
A student tries to get in at a
ticket for untypewriter or a
local bar with a fake I.D.
derage
ballpo int pen it is
drinking and
consid ered fraud, or
the penalty is usually a fine
uttering, and the perso n can
and/or a stay in jail.
go to prison, espe"!think it's worth it
cially if he is
to try and get in bar .
selling
Half the time, all you get
is a slap on the wri t.
They just take your
J.D . or something.
The cops usually
aren ' t around, so
what's th e big
deal?" sa id
one of the
students.
All
the stu-

not illegal for someone under 21 to enter a bar;
1t only becomes a crime when the
Other students adperson
is seen consuming alcohol by
mit to paying someone to
make them a fake J.D. A first year the authorities. Bars do have the nght
female said, "I just gave a guy in my to refuse admittance to anyone they
feel can be a nuisance or danger to the
city back home my license. He scans
normal operation of their establishthe picture and places it on a fake Ji.
ment. Still, a minor is not penalized
cense."
"When 1 was on vacation in Ha- when entering a bar even when a sign
is posted reading, "2 I and over only."
waii 1 bought a fake J.D. for forty dol"Nobody gets in trouble if the
lars," ·said a sophomore male who
minors
aren't drinking," said Detecwishes to be called AZN. "The guy
just came up to me in a market place. tive Jarem. "Even if there is a sign
He took a digital picture and put it on posted and you ' re not drinking, then
a new plastic credit card. I've never what's the problem?"
"99 percent of the time places
been stopped and I can buy alcohol
that asked for an J.D. at the door won't
anywhere ."
check the LD. again unless people are
One student even adm itted to
acting up," said Detective Jarem, when
ordering a fake I. D. off the Internet.
"I heard about the web site from my asked about th e pe nalty for a minor usfriend," sai d a female junior. " All I ing a fake J.D. without drinking. "Why
really know about it is that an J.D . would a business want to harass the1r
cu stomers?'
comes from a company in Tex.as ."
lf a minor enters a bar and is
Carrying a fake I. D. is a misdeo one not asked for identification they arc not
meanor in the state of Ohio.
has the right to confiscate a license penalized, but if the authorities catch

Ohio's LiQuor Laws
+ In order to dnnk or purchase beer and intOXICating hquor,
wh1ch includes paying for, sharing
co t and attempting to buy it, an mdividual must be 21 years of age or
older.
PENALTY: If the mdividual
is 18 or older, he or she is subject to
a fine of up to $1000 and/ or up to
six months in jail (First Degree Misdemeanor)
+ lt is agamst the law to
knowingly how or give false information about name, age or ot her
Identification if under the age of2 1
and trying to buy beer or liquor. It
is also against the Jaw for a person
to falsely identify the name , age or
any other information of another
person under 21 so that person can
get beer or liquor either as a purchase or a gift.
PENALTY: If the undi vidual
is over the age of 18, he or she 1s
su bject to a fincof up to $1000 and/
or six. months in jail. An individual
who uses a fake driver 's license to
purchase beer, will lo e his or her
driveing rights for a year. In addition, a person who lends another under the age of 21 their license for
the use of purchasing alco,ho l is at
risk of losing his driving rights and
a fine of up to $500 and/ or SIX
month> m Jail.

+ It is Illegal for any person
other than the state to manufacture,
sell or distribute in any manner any
identification card for the purpose of
establishing a person 's age that displays the great seal of Oh1o. the
word "Ohio," "State," "Official,'' or
any other designation that represents
the card as the offical idcnt1 fication
card of Ohio.
PENALTY : SubJect to a tine
of up to $2,500 and/ or five years m
Ja il (fourth degree felony).
DID YOU KNOW?
e1n Ohio, it is lega l for your
parents to buy you a dnnk as long as
they arc in your presence while you
consume it.

• Years prcv1ous to the dig1·
tal p 1cturcs tak en at the DMV, m inors could bring the socml 'ecurity
number and birth certificate of a
friend and assumer their identity. By
posmg as another person 21 or over,
those tudents not "of age" could receive a new hcense by claiming they
had lost or destroyed the1r prev10us
license. Now because of the digital
photos on computer file at the DMV
Jt tS much more difficult to assume
the nan1e and age of another.
Students do not say anythmg
to L1quor ontrol Agents when questioned. Only w hen 4Ue,\1Cmc d by \he
p ohc.c Uo th..:y h av..;

1.0
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tion. m

$3500.0()

.CASH IN ON GOOD GRADIS.
tuition, most books and
fees •plus $150 per school
sophomore with good
month. They also pay off
grades,apply now for a
with leadership expenthree -year or two-year
ence and officer credenscholarship from Army
tials impressive to
ROTC. Army ROTC
~L,g.-AO~E~RS"'"Ili-P
future employers.
scholarships pay
'

If you're a freshman or

We've got
issues.
THE CARROLL
NEWS

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the Lombardo
Student Center, or call 397-4421
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CONCERNS ABOUT CONFUU WITH BLOCK PARTY STOP EVENT
Carrie Mack
Campus News Ed~or
John C arro ll Un iversi ty 's
Knights of Columbus ci:Japterwill not
be having their picnic behind Campion
Hall on Saturday after all.
According to Knights treasurer
and coordinator of the picnic Mike
Bogdan, the event was authorized by
director of facili ties Larry Bechtel .
The organization planned to borrow
gri lls from the un iversity, and planned
on rentin g two ta bles and 10 chairs.
"The event was going to be a
hamburger and hot dog cook-out, from
about 10 a.m. to game time ," said
Bogdan.
According to Bogdan, when
Bechtel noti ti ed Lisa Heckman, director of student leader s hip , of the
planned event , s he said that the
Knights could not have the picnic.
When Bogdan spoke to
Heckman, she said that there was "potential for alcohol use" at the event.
He said that the organization was not
going to serve alcohol at all on Saturday.
"Most of our members are under 21, except for maybe two," said
Bogdan, " and nowhere did we say
there was alcohol involved."
He said that another one of
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CONTINUm FROM PAGE 1
negative addictions."
He addressed the issue of a god
in Buddhism and said, "Buddhism
does not accept a creator god. Worin
dha 1 not h e r ligion.
s
You co uld call Buddhists atheists."
Rinpoche said that anyon e
could be Buddhist. "lfyou are a good,
nice, kind human being, you are Buddhist, to me."
Rinpoche addressed the issue
ofrcincamation, which is a fu ndamental belief in Tibetan Buddhism. "Buddhism is reincarnation. When you die,
you don't end there. You change your
identity, you wander everywhere. Besides, ifi don't accept it, I'll be out of
a job," he said. Rinpoche was recognized as the reincarnation of K.henpo
Tashi Mangyal, former abbon of the
Gyuto Tantric Monastery, at the age
of four, and began training to become
a teacher of the Tibetan culture and
religion, according to the Jewel Heart
literatu re.
Much of the philosophy behind
Budd h ism starts with the se lf.

H ec kman 's concerns was that the
Kn ight 's picnic would take business
away from the Ho mecoming block
party.
"We wanted to add to the party,
not take away from it," Bogdan said.
The picnic would have been fo r
Knights members only.
"The purpose of Homecoming
is for community, and that's wi:Jat we
have to have," said Heckman. Bogdan
said that another one of H eckm an's
concerns was with the no t ailgating
po licy.
The 1999-200 I Student Handbook does not outl ine any particular
regu lations regarding tailgating.
However, the handbook notes
that the organization that wishes to
hold an event must meet with the director of student leadership to assure
dates are not conflicting with other
important events or facility use, organize the details of the event and review
contracts and possible liabi lities.
Bogdan also spoke with Rev.
Richard Salmi, vice president for student affairs, about the cancellation of
the event. Salmi told Bogdan that it
would be appropriate at another game,
but not at the Homecoming game, according to Bogdan.
However, Bogdan said that the

Parents ' Club often holds picnics before football games througho ut the
season, and sometimes alcoh ol is consumed at these events.
Salm i, who could no t b e
reac he d for comment , also to ld
Bogdan that their fu nction is less of a
party, and more of a sales thing, as they
often sell T-s hirts , buttons, etc.
The acceptance and rejection of
the eve nt all happened "in a matter of
hours," Bogdan said, " on Tuesday."
" We ha ve not totally ruled it
[the picnic] out," said Bogdan .
Student Uni on Pre si d e nt
Melanie Shaka rian said, "Students
have a right to free assembly on this
campus, so technically, it could happen."
Th e han dbook 's free assembly
policy states " recognizing that freedom requires order, discipline andresponsibility, and further recognizing
the right of all faculty and students to
pursue thei r legitim ate goals without
interference, students are free to assemble, to demonstrate and to protest.
Assemblies, demonstrations, and protests may not interfere with ingress or
egress from un iversity fac ilities , interrupt classes or services, injure o r harass individuals or gro ups, or damage
property."

R inpoche uses bow people today deal resides in Ind ia, to the university o n
with the ir an ger and allow it to con- Saturday to speak about "The Founsu me them as an example. This trait dation of all Perfections," a Tibetan
Buddhist text writ te n by J e
manifests itself through mental, physica l and emo tional fatigue. "[B ud- Tso ngkhapa. Ganden holds the highdhism] is a way to work against anger, est degree in Tibetan Buddhism, the
attachment, isnorance. The cause of Geshe Lharampa.
many roble
ti
~:::::...:::_:~~~~~~-~~~~~~---1
delusions anger, jealousy. Don't treat the symptom , treat the cause a nd
then the symptoms wi ll go
away.n
Rinpoche said that
we can not ignore our anger, either. "A person who
denies they arc angry is a
wuss, to me. I' m not asking you to become a doormat, just don ' t shoot."
The lecture, which
was co-hosted by the Religious Studies, Continuing
Education, East Asian
Studies, International Studies, and Multicultral Affait!; departments, also
brought Ganden Tri
Rinpoche, a polit ically exRinpoche addresses the audience.
iled mon k who currently

BlOCK PARTY FESTIVITIES
OFFER SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE
Jennifer Gardner
Staff Reporter
As part of the festivities surrounding Homecoming 1999, John Carroll
University w ill be hosti ng a block party on Saturday afternoon fro m II :00
a.m.-5:00p.m .
The block party seeks to appeal to a wide range of people and attract
crowds be fore, during and after th e game against Mount Union College at 2
p. m .
Student organizat mns are able to set up booths on S . Belvoir Blvd. and
sell food to support their groups. There will be a children's tent, which will
mclude activit1es such as face painting and performances by the St. Ignatius
Jugglers.
Also performing for the general pubhc wlll be the Scottish Pipers,
Gu1tanst and Figure 8. The Homecoming king, qu~en and court will be an nounced at half-time of the game
1\ftcr the game, the party contmues on the Atnurn step, The Student
hands of some arroll students Sch • T
rchmanf''

KOESTNER
COHTINUm FROM PAGE

1

informed, and he punished Peter by
proh ibiting him from en terin g her
dorm . He said the two of them should
try to "get back togeth er;" he tho ught
they made a wonderful couple.
Koestner transferred to Cornell,
and Peter went on to assault ano ther
girl. He was expelled from the university and Koestner re-enro lled. Peter was re-ad mitted and th e two were
in the same graduating class.
"To t hi s day, he has never
apologized," sa id Koestner of Peter,
who is now pursuing his Ph .D.
Koestner said that men should
also realize rape is an important issue
.and be will ing to speak out about it,
and realizes that when a woman says
no, they should stop.
"Guys should get mad now. before 1t happens to thc1 s1stcr or JP
fTie~d." ·
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Students think 'fakes' are worth penalties
Fake I.D.s make campus life more entertaining
Kelly Norris
Asst. Campus News Editor
Docs being underage pre vent
the maJonty of John Carroll University students from drinking or entering bars and clubs that are only 21 and
over? "Not really," sa1d a female
sophomore . "lfyou arc underage, you
either have fnends that have a fake J.D.
or you get one yoursel f. It's not that
difficult."
The number of ways to obtain
a n J.D . depends greatly on whom
people know or how creative they are.
Most students simply use an old J.D.
of an older sibling or friend. " I got
my LD . from my cousin's girlfriend's
sorority sister," sa1d a female junior.
"She just offered it to me and now I
use it to buy alcohol and get into bars
at home. It works like a charm , even
though th e girl looks nothing like me.
She is 5' 10" and I' m 5'5", and I use 11
a ll the ti me."
Still, not all students have as
quite as easy of a time convinc in g
people to ac cept thei r fak e
I.D.s. "I go t turn ed
do wn a t a drug

you.
back until you have
your own identificatio n.'"
Other students adm it to paying someone to
make them a fake J.D. A first year
female said , " I j ust gave a guy in my
city back ho me my li cense. He scans
the picture and places it on a fa ke license."
"When I was on vacarion in Hawaii I bought a fake I. D. for forty do lla rs ," 'said a sophomore ma le w ho
wishes to be called AZN. " The guy
just came up to me in a market p lace.
He took a digital picture and put it on
a new plastic credit card . I' ve never
been stopp ed and I can buy alcohol
anywhere."
One student even admitted to
ordering a fake J.D . off the Intern et.
" I heard about the web site from my
friend," said a female jun ior. "A ll I
really know about it is that an J. D .
comes from a company in Texas."
Carrying a fake I. D. is a misdemeanor in th e state of Oh io. No one
has the right to confiscate a li cense

except civil authorities, according to him or her being served, the minor is
the Department ofPublic Safety. Even penalized and the bartender or owner
is more severely penalized. The bar
so, it would be hard for a minor to incan be hm
fonn the police withdown temout nsk of penalty to
poranly or
himself or herself.
pennanently
Actually
and the bar
making an J.D. for a
can lose it
minor is considered
hquor
lifraud, and a therefore
cense dea felony. According
pen d ing o n
to
Detective
the situation
Dominic Jarem of
and the prosthe
C uyahoga
ecutor. The
County Sheriff's Dem1no r repartment , whether
ceives
a
th e forger uses a
A student tries to get in at a
ticket for untypewriter or a
local bar with a fake 1.0.
derage
ballpoint pen it is
drinking and
con 1dered fraud , or
the penalty is usually a fine
uttering, and the person can
and/or a stay in j ail.
go to prison, espe"]think 1t 's worth it
cially if he is
to try and get in bars.
selling
Halfthe time, all you get
is a slap on the wrist.
They just take your
1. D. or something.
The cops usually
aren' t around, so
what 's the big
deal?" said
one of t h e
students.
A ll
t he s tu -

not illegal for someone under 21 to enter a bar;
1t only becomes a crime when the
person is seen consuming alcohol by
the authorities. Bars do have the right
to refuse adminan ce to anyo ne they
feel can be a nui sance or danger to the
normal operation of their es tablishment. Still , a minor is not penalized
when entering a bar even when a sign
is posted reading, "21 and over only."
"N obo dy gets in trouble i f the
minors aren 't drinking," said Detective Jarem. " Even if there is a sign
posted and you're not drinking, then
what 's the problem?"
"99 perce nt of the tim e places
th at asked for an LD. at the door won't
check the J.D. again unless peop le are
acting up," said Detective Jarem, when
asked about the penalty for a minor using a fake J.D. without drinking. "Why
would a busi ness want to harass their
customel'li?'
If a m inor enters a bar and is
no t asked for identification they are not
pe nalized, but if the authorities catch

Ohio·s LiQuor Laws
+ In order to dnnk or purchase beer and mtox1catmg liquor,
which includes paying for, sharing
cost and attempting to buy it, an mdividual must be 2 I years of age or
o lder.
PENALTY: If the mdiv1dual
is 18 or older, he or she is subject to
a tine of up to $1000 and/ or up to
six months in Jai l (First Degree Misdemeanor)
+ lt is against the law to
knowingly show or give false information about name, age or other
identification if under the age of21
and trying to buy beer or liquor. It
is also against the law for a person
to falsely identify the name. age or
any other information of another
pel'lion under 21 so that person can
get beer or liquor either as a purchase or a gill.
PENALTY: If the undividual
is over the age of 18, he or she is
subject to a fmcof up to $1000 and/
or six months in j ail. An indiv1 dual
who uses a fake driver's licen e to
purchase beer, will lose his or her
driv eing ng hts fo r a year. In add ition, a person who lends another under the age of 2 1 the ir license for
th e use of purchasing alcohol i at
risk of losin g his dnvm g nghts and
a f1ne of up to $SOO and/ or s1x
months m j ;lll.

+ lt ts illegal for any person
other than the state to manufacture,
sell or distribute in any manner any
identificatton card for the purpose of
esta bhshmg a person's age that displays the great seal of Oh1o. the
words "Ohio," "State," "Official," or
any other designation that represents
the card as the oflical idenu ficatio n
card ofOh10.
PENALTY: SubJect to a fmc
of up to $2,500 and/ or five yeal'li m
jail (fourth degree felony).
DID YOU KNOW?

e In Oh10. tt is legal for your
parents to buy you a drink a long as
they arc m your presence while you
consume 1t.
e Years prev1ous to the d•g• ta l JliCtures taken at the DMV, minors could bnng the socml sccunty
number a nd birth certificate of a
friend and assumer theu 1dent1ty. By
po ing as another pel'lion 21 or over,
those students not "of age" could receive a m:w lice nse byclai m mg they
had lost or destroyed th e1r previOus
license. Now becau c of the digital
photos on computer files at the DMV
it is much mo re difficult to assume
the name and age of another.
Students do not say anythmg
to Liquor Control Agents when questJ<.m cd Only when qu •sliom:d by the

.CASH IN ON GOOD GRADIS.
tuition, most books and
fees , plus$150perschool
sophomore w ith good
month. They also pay off
g ra des ,apply now for a
with le-ad e rship expeilthree-year o r two-year
ence and offic er credenscholarship from Army
tials impressive to
ROTC. Army ROTC
-~e,..llD~E~!lS!!'!
HI...
P
future employers.
scholarships pay

If you're a freshman or

We've got
issues.
THE CARROLL
NEWS

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the Lombardo
Student Center, or call397-4421
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JCU tackles binge drinking

Local Briefs
Young Steelers fan punished in school
AlllldcalalWestern Reserve Middle School, about SO miles southwest ofCievQnd, came bome in tees Jut week after be was forced 1o
sit io
dQrina claatime for wearing a PiUiblqb Steclcrs jersey
01ttllo actioors Cle¥el8l Btvwol'lpirit day.
Teo-year-old &io 'Nuttcrcame1D ldlool1hllday wearfDJaKAJalell
Stewart jersey hoDOiina Piaibur&h's qaadablck.
He was surprised wheo hil telcber, Bratt Maillard, had him tum
his desk around io the back of the classroom.
Eventually, Eric changed inlo a Cleveland Iodiaos t-shirt for gym
class. He kept this shirt on for the rest of the day and was allowed to put
his desk back in its oorma1 position.
Maillard and Thomas Turner, the school's principal, met with Eric's
angered parents aod apologized for the mistrealment.

•ccaer

BaD-cap bandit finally caught
The most prolific bank robber in noi1hcast Ohio in recent years
has tiDally been caught
A mao the FBI believes is the so-called ball-cap baodit was arrested Saturday by FBI agents outside an apartment building at W. sga
St. and Detroit Ave.
Witnesses have described the mao as white, 5-foot-6 and weighing aboua I SO pounds. Ho has a shaved head and a cleft chin.
He bas hit baob from Berea to Clevelaod, to Norlh Bloomfiold,

to as far WCIIt II Loalia Couoly.
His pattern is to walk into tbc bank, quietly tell the teller that he
baa • weapo!l, ...., the Cllb, aad thea nm. He baa DeVer displayed'\
weapon In my oftbo robberies.
He bU worn baD-cape with Cleveland IDdiaDs and Browns logos.
At one time, be wore a Pittsb1qb Steelm eap,lddinJ insult to iqjury.
The man ia curreotly being held in Cuyahop Coooty Jail and is
expected to be c:bqed soon.

Quake shakes northeast Ohio
After much speculation last Wednesday Sept 22, it was concluded
that there was indeed an earthquake in Ohio.
Ht.IDdreds of people in the northeast Ohio area claimed that they
felt tremors at 6:02 a.m. that shook their boda and moved their furniture.
~
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Mmsch was unable to deterntine where the quake was centered
butguesscditwas~artheCuyabopCoumy-LakeCouotyborder,wm

people felt the tremom the most.

Man harasses local teens
with staple gun

Carroll joins statewide campaign to
deal with excessive drinking
Megan Hebnan
World News Editor
If you have opened a paper such
as USA Today, the Wall Street Journal, or the New York Times recently
then you may have noticed an advertisement featuring a bottle labeled
"Binge Beer" under the heading " Hitting college campuses this fall."
These sarcastic full-page ads
are part of a nationwide campaign, of
113 colleges and univers ities, focused
on stoppi ng excessive drinking on
campus.
Although John Carroll University is not involved in the national advertising campaign, it is involved in
the state program "Binge Drinking
Prevention on Ohio Campuses" which
is funded mostly in part by Ohio Parents for Drug Free Use. This year
marks the university's second year in
the program which includes 38 Ohio
colleges and universities .
A core survey conducted at
John Carroll in 1993, in which 645 of
the entire undergraduate population
responded, reported that 52 percent of
JCU students were binge drinkers.
"Binge drinking" has varying
definitions. For this survey, "binge
drinking" was defined as five or more
drinks for men or four or more drinks
for women in one sitting within the last
two weeks.
According to Dr. Nancy Taylor
of the John Carroll Univemity Counseling Service , the statistics do nor
matter as much as measuring student
behavior and finding out why students
are binge drinking.
"It's not so much how much or
how often you drink but why you do
what you do and what happened when

youdidgetdrunk. Ifyoucan'tremember what you did when you were drunk
then that is a consequence of binge
drinking."
Taylor feels that it is important
that students do not become offensive
when the term "binge drinking" is
mentioned.
"There is drinking and then
there is harmful drinking ," said Taylor. 'This is not about telling anybody
what to do or what not to do. This is
about educating students as to how to
live a healthy balanced li festyle."
According to Taylor, the campaign against binge drinking will take
a "proactive" approach rather than a
"reactive" one. The campaign will focus on harm reduction and the reduction of abusive drinking.
"We arc concerned with educating the students and asking
them'What's your expectation from
alcohol?' and 'Could you get this in
some way besides drinking?'"
Part of this proactive approach
towards binge drinking includes resources in the John Carroll University
Counseling Center including Alcohol
I0 I , an interactive computer program,
and Insight I, which allows students
to lo ok at their behavior experience
when they use alcohol and do a reality
check.
The counseling center also of,.fers an easy way for students to do a
self assesmeot of their alc:obol activities, ca ll ed the AGE test.
The CAGE test in vo Ives asking
yourself if anyone has asked you to ~ut
back on alchol consumption, if anyone is Annoyed or Angry with you
because of the way you act when you
are drunk, if you feel .Quilty for doing

or saying something when you were
drunk , and do you need an .Eye opener
in the morning to help you deal with a
hangover.
According to Taylor, one of the
goals of the campaign is to get a new
core survey into JCU students' hands
two full weeks before Thanksgiving.
Taylor hopes to gain valuable
information from survey such as
student's behavior and also the perception of students .
"The survey will help us find
out what th e student perception is and
also what th e actual percentage of
binge drinkers is . Then we can tell students 'Here is the perception , here is
the reality, '" Taylor added.
This crackdown by colleges nationwide is partially in response to a
1998 Harvard School of Public Health
survey in which 43 percent of college
students across the country reported
that they have been binge drinking at
least once in the two weeks before the
survey was taken.
The Harvard School of Public
Health conducted the same survey of
nearly 17,600 students atl40-fouryear
colleges and universities in 1993.
The 1993 survey reported that
overall, 44 percent ofU.S. college students engaged in binge drinking during the two week period prior to the
survey.
The report also stated that beill& whir&, ill~ ill atblcli£11, gc a
member of a f raternity or sorority
made it more likely that a student
would be a binge drinker.
Of the students surveyed, very
few, even the ones who reported binge
drinking up to three times a week, admitted to having a drinking problem.

Jolm Bodriua, 38. WM lmlted fbr cdiDic iati~llld lllP"vated ~ SaWnlay after ftriDs• ~ ... JUDa&two 16-,...

olda.

The teeDS thouaht tbc atlple JUil wua ~
It took place at tbe BP staliOII on lbe COIIl«oCMayfiold Road and
Wmeosvllle Ccater 1t.olcL
~y Botirius rode bit bjgyclc aad followed the teens to
tboir
~ bptcallina tbe tea "drua dealen" aud

ntLOW:,--··...T.>

uams

~'wtOJio.....-tahweeb qo forDMIJicioa

Newsbrlttfi Wll'lf COirlpfl«l by Megan Hetman fJIId J-.y R4divoj.
New8brlt;/i cmt be submitted to 17te CArroll News olftc. by
Mom/tzyal S p.m.
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Renowned feminist to speak at
"Break the Silence .. Luncheon
has left an indelible positive influence on how women are
Usa Foster
treated today."
Managing Editor
Along with the keynote speech by Stein em, Deputy
Every nine seconds a woman in the United States is
Chief Mary Bounds of the Cleveland Police Department
bat1ered by her husband, boyfriend, or live-in partner.
This shocking FBI statistic is one of many unbeliev- will be honored at the luncheon as the recipient ofCPDV's
able facts about domestic violence in the United States. For 1999 Domestic Violence Humanitarian Award.
The award is being given to
this reason, the Center for PreBounds for her role in educating police
vention of Domestic Violence
personnel and social service profession(CP DV) , a United Way
als about domestic violence.
Agency, was founded in 1976
CPDV was the first agency in Ohio
under the name Women Toto organize a battered women's shelter for
gether to help educate people
women and children who are fleeing doabout abuse, empower women
mestic violence.
and end domestic violence.
Along with this service, CPDV also
For the · past six years,
provides a 24-hour domestic violence
CPDV has held their annual
hotline (216-391-HELP).
"Break the Silence" luncheon
This hotline is for anyone who
to benefit this organization and
thinks they may be involved in an abuto raise the awareness of the
sive relationship, to request information
huge domestic violence probabout domestic violence, and is also the
lem in the United States.
gateway into the shelters.
This year's event brings
Gloria Steinem
The "Break the Silence" luncheon
a well-known and revered femiwill be held
Thurs., Oct. 14 at the Cleveland Renaisnist author and speaker, Gloria Steinem.
Steinem is an author, co-founder of "Ms." Maga- sance Hotel.
Tickets to the event are $60 per person and the event
zine and founding president of the Ms. Foundation for
is open to anyone who is interested.
Women.
For more information or to order tickets, call 216At this years event, Steinem will speak to the
831-5440.
benefit's theme, "Facing Violence, Choosing Peace."
Ifyou or someone you know i.s involved in an abu"We are so excited to have Gloria Steinem as the
keynote speaker at our benefit," said Gayle Doucette, Ex- sive relationship, call the Center for Prevention ofDomestic Jliolence 24-hour Domestic Violence Hotline at 216ecutive Director of CPDV.
"Her passionateactivism in the Women's Movement 391-HELP

s
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Home schooling Politically Carroll
Respecting political opinions
on the rise
Critics question validity of home
education
Staff Reporter
The increase in the number
of home schooled students in the
United States was highlighted last
week as the country celebrated
National Home Education Week.
It is hard to determine exactly how many students are home
schooled because there are no state
standards that regu late this practice, however there has been a notable increase.
Along with this rise in parents who choose to teach their children at home there has been an
equal rise of those that oppose
home schooling.
Critics of home schooling
claim that parents are not qualified
to teach their children because they
do not have degrees in education.
Also, they are concerned about
whether or not colleges recognize
home taught students' diplomas .
Teacher certification has
not been required since the U S
Supreme Court ruling in 1993 that
decided th at requiring teacher certification for religious home
schoo ls was unconstitutional.
Also, Ohio passed an
amendment protecting home
schools
from
teacher
certitication .Critics also claim that

zations, websites and mailing lists.
To answer the critics' claim that
home schooled students receive an inferior education and will harm public
school enrollment, Worth states that
statistics and test scores prove that
home schooled students test at a much
higher level than children taught at
public schools. Also, according to
Worth, removing children from public schools and teaching them at home
will reduce class size, therefore enabling public school teachers to spend
more time with ind ividual students.
In response to critics' claims
that colleges wi 11 not accept home
schooled students' diplomas, Worth
states that most colleges eagerly seek
out home taught students, however if
diplomas are a problem, then those students could easily obtain aGED .
According to John Carroll
University's Dean of Admissions, John
Gladstone, because these students are
home taught, they arc scrutinized more
closely to gain acceptance in this univer ity.
Gladstone said that th ere is really no special criteria for these students, but they do have a more extensive interview and their essay is critiqued more closely.
According to Tom Fanny of the
Office of Admissions, John Carroll
University can accept home schooled
students diplomas.

ing children to teach them at home
damages the public schools.
Fred Worth, a nati onal advocate for home schooling, offered
an answer for each of these objections.
According to Worth parents
are quali tied to teach their children
because parents are the ones that
teach their children how to walk,
talk, share and feed themselves.
Worth also claims that there
are many resources available to
parents who choose to home
school their children such as conferences, workshops, support
groups. local and national organi-

ten policy that we do not require
GED's. We do look at standardized
tests, SATs and ACTs, and we strongly
encourage an interview as well as recommendations," said Fanny.
According to parents of home
taught children, safety was a big factor in their decision to keep the ir chJIdren home, especially in the wake of
school shootings that have taken place
all around the country.
Another reason for the increase
in home schooling is the poor condition of the public schools. Although
sending their children to private school
is an alternative choice, most of these
parents could not afford it.

Anne Hetman

HEAKIN RESEARCH INC.
Richmond Town Square Mall
Suite E19 (near Sears)

The Perfect
Part-time Job!
Could you use some
extra $$ each week?
We need bright, energetic people to conduct consumer surveys with shoppers here
at our offices at Richmond Mall. Interesting
work in beautiful new surroundings. Flexible scheduling, opem seven days a week
and weeknights. We provide training;
computer or typing skills a plus.
Telephone work also available.
Pick up an application, or call:
(440) 473-1000

Have you ever had your political opinion ridiculed or have you ever ridiculed the political opinion
of others? 1 have.
l have been atlacked (even had a punching
Amish doll thrown at me. Don't ask) for my political
opinions , T have also ridicu led others for theirs.
While they totally deserved 1t, 1 kind of felt bad
about it. But, we must stop no matter how absurd some
people's opinions are.
Therefore FOPs, we will learn a valuable lesson together. We will learn how to respect others opin1ons.
If we respect others opinions they will hopefully respect ours in return, unless they are totally irrational morons. But, you say, some people's opinions are so off the wall that I have to laugh! I know, I
know!
Then we will think of ways we can make our
own comments about others opinions, while at the same
time being respectful lady and gentlemen FOPs.
Here is a quick idea. When you arc so amused
by their ridiculousness that you start to cry from amuse-

by Jackie Bryk

ment. tell them that you
agree so strongly with
them that you cannot
hold your emotion
back .
Example: (sob)
Oh yes, I know what
you mean (sniffle), Bill
and Monica have been
victims to their true
love.
As you become an experienced FOP, it will get
easier to become a respectful ridiculer to the point you
want to hear opinions adverse to your own.
We will practice next week when I start discussing presidential candidates. Yet, tn all seriousness, remember that people do feel as strongly about their political beliefs a you do yours.
Always be open to other opinions o that you
might rethink or olidify your own and hear what the
other side thinks.
E-mail commen/J to jabryk@jcu.edu

:.J.. \W,
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Grasselli Library rejects
Internet restriction policies
Melissa Williams
Staff Reporter
Imagine making your way over
to the computer lab at John Carroll
University's Grasselli Library to find
information on the Internet on breast
cancer and finding th at your request
was blocked because your search included the word "breast."

propriate" Internet material despite a
recent push by many concerned parent and citizen groups for libraries to
implement Internet restrictions.
However Grasselli Library
does not condone the viewing of what
they would consider "inappropriate"
Internet material and will ask an individual to exit the site.
"We don't walk around watching people, but if we see someone
looking at a questionable site, we will
ask him or her to close the site," said
Gorman Duffer, director of Grasselli
Library.
The reason the library implemented this policy is because many
students need to use the limited number of computers available for research
or to write a paper. In order for those
students to receive priority, those students who are simply " surfing the net''
must limit their time on-line.
Although the librarians will restrict someone from viewing inappropriate sites, Duffett claims there has
only been one or two cases when the
librarians have come across inappropriate material.
Cleveland area libraries have
also chosen to restrain from using restrictive software.
Many local library officials believe that using this restrictive software
is a violation of the public's Constitutional rights.
Although many local libraries
do not block out "i nappropriate "
websites on their computers, thc:y do
have varying degrees of restrictions.
Some libraries do not allow
their patrons to view any type of questionable sites, e-mail, or chat rooms
and many area libraries require parental permission for children to access
the Internet.
The Cleveland Public Library's
main branch on Superior Ave. in
downtown Cleveland does not restrict
Internet access to adults as long as it

JCU will not be implementing new Internet policies
is not bothersome to other patrons,
however, they do keep a close ey!f. on
children using the internet in the library.
"We have a zero tolerance
policy where children are concerned,"
said Alan Seifullah, head of marketing and public relations at the Cleveland Public Library.
According to Seifullah, the
computers are set in areas that are in
the view of the librarians in case a
problem should occur. If the librarians do witness individuals under the
age of 18 viewing inappropriate material, they will ask the individual to
leave.
Most Ohio libraries have the
same internet policy towards minors.
Hudson Library and Historical
Society requires that a person under
the age of 18 have a parent's signature
to have Internet access.
Leslie Polott, director of the
Hudson Library and Historical Society, believes that it is the parents responsibility to govern what their children gain access to on the Internet.
According to Polott, the
Internet needs to be used for research
purposes, therefore they do not allow
e-mail to be used on their computers.
Like the Cleveland Public Libraries, the librarians at Hudson Library will also ask someone to move
on to another site if what they're viewing is inappropriate, although they
have not really had any problem dealing with this issue.

The Hudson Library also holds
classes that give in format tOn about the
proper use of the Internet and how to
find out information about the legitimacy of a particular site.
At the Shaker Heights Public
Library, the Internet access policy is
posted on the computer screen. Children are required to read thts before
they use the Internet.
The Shaker Heights Public Library does allow people to use privacy
screens where a person has to be right
in front of the screen to v1cw it.
At East Cleveland Public Library, the only restriction is that individuals are limited to 30 minutes on
the Internet unless they are doing research.
Michelle Jackson, a libnman at
Easl Cleveland Public Library said that
they are careful about their Internet
restrictions because they do not want
to hinder anyone from finding the information they need.
The group Family Friendly Libraries (FFL) states on their website
that there needs to be more common
sense access policies to protect children fi'om exposure to age-inappropriate materials without parental consent,
although they do not support censorship by the government.
FFL would like to change policies that some libraries have that give
children access to anything on the
Internet, however, FFL also states,
"Parents should NOT use libraries as
babysitters."
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Local Briefs
Young Steelen fan punished in school
A~li~UdeafltWaran Raerve Middle School, about SO miles south-

west

or ON I

\

C4lllle home in tears

lut week after he was foreed to

Iilia •camercladaa clwtimt for weariD& a Piu.bu!Jb StooJcrs jeney
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JCU tackles binge drinking
Carroll joins statewide campaign to
deal with excessive drinking

.....ildloor. Qwellad Brow~' apirit day.

Ten~ErioNutfercae1Didlool1bltday'MIIIIDJaiCGidcll
Stewart jeney hoaolilla ,...,.,.'lqaatedlac:k.
He WIS s1B'priscd wfleG billelcbcr. BRat MaiJJird. luMl him tum
his desk arouad in the back of the
Eventually, Eric changed into a Clevclaod IndiaDs t-sbirt for gym
class. He kept this shin on for the rest of the day and was allowed to put

ca-oom.

his desk back in its normal position.
MaillardandThouw Thmer, the school's principal, met with Eric's
anaered parents and apologized for the mistrealment.

Ball-cap bandit finally caught
The most prolific bank robber in northeast Ohio in recent years
has finally been caught
A man the FBI believes is the so-called ball-ap bandit was arrested Saturday by FBI agents outside an apartment building at W. S8"'
St. and Detroit Ave.
Witnesses have described tbe man as white, S-foot-6 and weighing about 1SO pounds. He has a shaved head and a cleft chin.
He bas hit banks from Berea to Cleveland, to North Bloomtield,
to u farWCIIJt .. LoniD CGua&)>.
His paaem is to Wllk ioto the bank, quietly tell the teller thit he
bu • weapon, aub tbo aad then nm. He baa DeVer' displayed'\
weapoD Ia •y:oftbe robberies.

He bU wom b.U-capa with Clcvelaad IndiaDa and Browna Josos.

At ooe time, be wore • PittsburJh Sleden cap,lddiq inlult to U:Uwy.
Tbc man it euaeatly beiDa held in Cuyabop Couldy Jail and is
expected to be cbaapd soon.

Quake shakes northeast Ohio
After much speeulation last Wednesday Sept 22, it was concluded
that there was indeed an earthquake in Ohio.
Hlllldreds of people in the northeast Ohio area claimed 1bat tbey
felt !remora at 6:02 a.m. that shook their beds and moved tboir tumiture.
outl:~qoal~:a CX,pet11

bruabed

Minsch was wtablc to detenniue where the quake was centered
but guessed itwu Dear tbe Cuyabop County-Lake County border, wbcre
people felt the tremors tbe 111011.

MepnHebnan
World News Editor
If you have opened a paper such
as USA Today, the Wall Street Journal , or the New York Times recently
then you may have noticed an advertisement featuring a bottle labeled
"Binge Beer" under the heading "Hitting college campuses this fail."
These sarcastic full-page ads
are part of a nationwide campaign, of
113 colleges and univers ities, focused
on stopping excessive drinking on
campus.
Although John Carroll University is not involved in the national advertising campaign, it is involved in
the state program "Binge Drinking
Prevention on Ohio Campuses" which
is funded mostly in part by Ohio Parents for Drug Free Use. This year
marks the university's second year in
the program which includes 38 Ohio
colleges and universities.
A core survey conducted at
John Carroll in 1993, in which 645 of
the entire undergraduate population
responded, reported that 52 percent of
JCU students were binge drinkers.
" Binge drinking" has varying
definitions. For this survey, "binge
drinking" was defined as five or more
drinks for men or four or more drinks
for women in one sitting within the last
two weeks.
According to Dr. Nancy Taylor
of the Jobn Carroll University Counseling Service, the statis tics do not
matter as much as measuring srudent
behavior and finding out why students
are binge drinking.
"It's not so much how much or
how oflen you drink but why you do
what you do and what happened when

you did get drunk. If you can't remember what you did when you were drunk
then that is a consequence of binge
drinking."
Taylor feels that it is important
that students do not become offensive
when the term "binge drinking" is
mentioned.
" There is dnnking and then
there is harmful drinking," said Taylor. "This is not about telling anybody
what to do or what not to do. This is
about educating students as to how to
live a healthy balanced lifestyle."
According to Taylor, the campaign against binge drinking will take
a "proactive" approach rather than a
"reactive" one . The campaign will focus on harm reduction and the reduction of abusive drinking.
"We are concerned with educating the students and asking
them'What 's your expectation from
alcohol?' and 'Could you get this in
some way besides drinking?'"
Part of this proactive approach
towards binge drinking includes resource s in the John Carroll University
Counseling Center including Alcohol
I 01, an interactive computer program,
and Insight I, which allows students
to look at their behavior experience
when they use alcohol and do a reality
check.
The counseling center also of,.fers an easy way for students to do a
self assesment of their alcohol activities, called the CAGE test.
The CAGE test involves asking
yourself if anyone has asked you to ~ut
back on alchol consumption, if anyone is Annoyed or Angry with you
because of the way you act when you
are drunk, if you feel Quilty for doing

or saying something when you were
drunk, and do you need an .Eye opener
in the morning to help you deal with a
hangover.
According to Taylor, one of the
goals of the campaign is to get a new
core survey into JCU students' hands
two full weeks before Thanksgiving.
Taylor hopes to gain valuable
information from survey such as
student's behavior and also the perception of students.
"The survey will help us find
out what the student perception is and
also what the actual percentage of
binge drinkers is. Then we can tell students 'Here is the perception, here is
the reality,"' Taylor added.
This crackdown by colleges nationwide is partially in response to a
1998 Harvard School ofPublic Health
survey in which 43 percent of college
students across the country reported
that they have been binge drinking at
least once in the two weeks before the
survey was taken.
The Harvard School of Public
Health conducted the same survey of
nearly 17,600studentsat 140-fouryear
colleges and universities in 1993 .
The 1993 survey reported that
overall, 44 percent ofU.S. college students engaged in binge drinking during the two week period prior to the
survey.
The report also stated that being white ia.volw4 athletics or a
member of a fraternity or sorority
made it more likely that a student
would be a binge drinker.
Of the students surveyed, very
few, even the ones who reported binge
drinking up to three times a week, admitted to having a drinking problem.
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Renowned feminist to speak at
"Break the Silence" Luncheon
N~ ~ COIIIpi1«J by Megan Hetma~t tutd .knny

RlzdNoA

Newt~brltfs aur be submltte4 to 1Jie Carroll~ oAf~ by

Monday at 5 p.m.
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has left an indelible positive influence on how women are
Usa Foster
treated today."
Managing Editor
Along with the keynote speech by Steinem, Deputy
Every nine seconds a woman in the United States is
Chief Mary Bounds of the Cleveland Police Depanment
battered by her husband, boyfriend, or live- in partner.
This shocking FBI statistic is one of many unbeliev- will be honored at the luncheon as the recipient ofCPDV's
able facts about domestic violence in the United States. For 1999 Domestic Violence Humanitarian Award.
The award is being given to
this reason, the Center for Pre·
Bounds for her role in educating police
vention of Domestic Violence
personnel and social service profession(CPDV}, a United Way
als about domestic violence .
Agency, was founded in 1976
CPO V was the first agency in Ohio
under the name Women Toto organize a battered women's shelter for
gether to help educate people
women and children who are fleeing do·
about abuse, empower women
mcstic violence.
and end domestic violence.
Along with this service, CPDV also
For the -past six years,
provides a 24-hour domestic violence
CPDV has held their annual
hotline (216-391-HELP}.
"Break the Silence" luncheon
This hotline is for anyone who
to benefit this organization and
thinks they may be involved in an abuto raise the awareness of the
sive relationship, to request information
huge domestic violence probabout domestic violence, and is also the
lem in the United States.
gateway into the shelters.
This year's event brings
Gloria Steinem
The "Break the Silence" luncheon
a well-known and revered femiwill be held
Thurs., Oct. 14 at the Cleveland Renaisnisi author and speaker, Gloria Steinem.
Steinem is an author, co-founder of "Ms." Maga- sance Hotel.
Tickets to the event are $60 per person and the event
zine and founding president of the Ms. Foundation for
is open to anyone who is interested.
Women.
For more information or to order tickets, call 216At this years event, Steinem will speak to the
831-5440.
benefit's theme, "Facing Violence, Choosing Peace."
If you or someone you know is involved in an abu"We are so excited to have Gloria Steinem as the
keynote speaker at our benefit," said Gayle Doucette, Ex· sive relationship, call the Center for Prevention ofDomestic Violences 14-/rour Domestic Violence Hotline at 116ecutive Director of CPDV.
"Her passionate activism in the Women's Movement 391-HELP
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Home schooling Politically Carroll
Respecting political opinions
on the rise
Critics question validity of home
education
Staff Reporter
The increase in the number
of home schooled students in the
United States was high li gh ted last
week as the country celebrated
National Home Education Week.
[t is hard to detennine exactly how many students are home
schooled because there are no state
standards that regulate this practice, however there has been a notable increase.
Along with this rise in parents who choose to teach their children at home there ha s been an
eq ual rise of those that oppose
home schooling.
Critics of home schooling
claim that parents are not qualified
to teach their children because they
do not have degrees in education.
Also, they are concerned about
whether or not colleges recognize
home taught students' diplomas.
Teacher certification has
not been required since the US
Supreme Court ruling in 1993 that
decided that requiring teacher certification for religious home
schools was unconstitutionaL
Also, Ohio passed an
amendment protecting home
schools
from
teacher
cenification.Critics also claim th at
a home taught student receives an

zations, websites and mailing lists.
To answer the critics' claim that
home schooled students receive an inferior education and will harm public
school enrollment, Worth states that
statistics and test scores prove that
home schooled students test at a much
higher level than children taught at
public schoo ls. Also, according to
Worth, removing children from public schools and teaching them at home
will reduce class size, therefore enabling public school teachers to spend
more time with individual students.
In response to critics' claims
th at colleges will not accept home
schooled students' diplomas, Worth
states that most colleges eagerly seek
out home taught students, however if
diplomas are a problem, then tho e students could easily obtain aGED.
According to John Carroll
University's Dean of Admissions, John
Gladstone, because these students are
home taught, they are scrutinized more
closely to gain acceptance in this university.
Gladstone said that there is really no special criteria for these stu·
dents, but they do have a more extensive interview and their essay is critiqued more closely.
According to Tom Fanny of the
Office of Admissions , John Carroll
University can accept home schooled
sn1dents diplomas.

ing children to teach them at home
damages the public schools .
Fred Worth, a national ad·
vocate for home schooling, offered
an answer for each of these objections.
According to Worth parents
are qualified to teach their children
because parents are the ones that
teach their children how to walk,
talk, share and feed them selves.
Wonh also claims that there
are many resources available to
parents who choose tn home
school their children such as conferences, workshops, support
groups. local and national organi·

ten
we do not require
GED's. We do look at standardized
tests, SATs and ACTs, and we strongly
encourage an interview as well as recommendations ," said Fanny.
According to parents of home
taught children, safety was a big factor in their decision to keep their children home, especially in the wake of
school shootings that have taken place
all around the country.
Another reason for the increase
in home schooling is the poor condition of the public schools. Although
sendi ng their children to private school
is an alternative choice, most of these
parents could not afford it

Anne Hetman

HEAKIN RESEARCH INC.
Richmond Town Square Mall
Suite E19 (near Sears)

The Perfect
Part-time Job!
Could you use some
extra $$ each week?
We need bright, energetic people to conduct consumer surveys with shoppers here
at our offices at Richmond Mall. Interesting
work in beautiful new surroundings. Flexible scheduling, opem seven days a week
and weeknights. We provide training;
computer or typing skills a plus .
Telephone work also available.
Pick up an application, or call:
( 440) 4 73-1 000

Have you ever had your political opinion ridi·
culed or have you ever ridiculed the pohtical opinion
of others? I have.
I have been attacked (even had a punching
Amish doll thrown at me. Don't ask) for my political
opinions, 1 have also ndiculed others for theirs.
While they totally deserved it, 1 kind of felt bad
about it But, we must stop no matter how absurd some
people's opinions are.
Therefore FOPs, we will learn a valuable lesson together. We wi Ill earn how to respect others opinions.
If we respect others opinions they will hope·
fully respect ours in return, unless they are totally irrational morons. But, you say, some people 's opin·
ions are so off the wall that I have to laugh! I know, I
know'
Then we will think of ways we can make our
own comments about others opinions, while at the same
time being respectful lady and gentlemen FOPs.
Here is a quick idea. When you are so amused
by theirridiculousness that you start to cry from amuse-

lry Jackie Bryk

ment, tell them that you
agree so strongly with
them that you cannot
hold your emotion
back.
Example: (sob)
Oh yes, I know what
you mean (sniffie), Bill
and Monica have been
victims to their true
love.
As you become an experienced FOP, it will get
easierto become a respectful ridiculer to the point you
want to hear opinions adver e to your own.
We will practice next week when I stan discussing presidential candidates. Yet, in all seriousness, remember th at people do feel as strongly about their political beliefs as you do yours.
Always be open to other opmions so that you
might rethink or solidify your own and hear what the
other side thinks.
E-matl comments to jabryk@jcu.edu

Grasselli Library rejects
Internet restriction policies
Melissa Williams
Staff Reporter
Imagine making your way over
to the computer lab at John Carroll
University's Grasselli Library to find
information on the Internet on breast
cancer and finding that your request
was blocked because your search mcl udcd the word " breast."

propriate" Internet material dcsp1tc a
recent push by many concerned parents and citizen groups for Iibranes to
implement Internet restrictions.
However Grasselli Library
does not condone the viewing of what
they would consider "inappropriate"
Internet material and will ask an indi·
vidual to exit the site.
"We don't walk around watch·
ing people, but if we see someone
looking at a questionable site, we will
ask him or her to close the site," said
Gorman Duffer, director of Grasselli
Library.
The reason the library implemented this policy is because many
students need to use the limited num·
ber of computers available for research
or to write a paper. In order for those
students to receive priority, those stu·
dents who are simply "surfing the net"
must limit their time on-line.
Although the librarians will re·
strict someone from viewing inappro·
priate sites, Duffett claims there has
only been one or two cases when the
librarians have come across inappropriate material.
Cleveland area libraries have
also chosen to restrain from using re·
strictive software.
Many local library officials be·
lieve that using this restrictive software
is a violation of the public's Constitu·
tiona! rights.
Although many local libraries
do not block out " inappropriate"
websites on their computers, they do
have varying degrees of restrictions.
Some libraries do not allow
their patrons to view any type of ques·
tionable sites, e-mail, or chat rooms
and many area libraries require paren·
tal permission for children to access
the Internet.
The Cleveland Public Library's
main branch on Superior Ave. in
downtown Cleveland does not restrict
Internet access to adults as long as it

JCU will not be implementing new Internet policies
is not bothersome to other patrons,
however, they do keep a close eye;, on
children using the internet in the library.
"We have a zero tolerance
policy where children are concerned,"
said Alan Seifullah, head of market·
ing and public relations at the Cleveland Public Library.
According to Seifullah, the
computers are set in areas that are in
the view of the librarians in case a
problem should occur. If the librar·
ians do witness individuals under the
age of 18 viewing inappropriate material, they will ask the individual to
leave.
Most Ohio libraries have the
same internet policy towards minors.
Hudson Library and Historical
Society requires that a person under
the age of 18 have a parent's signature
to have Internet access.
Leslie Polott, director of the
Hudson Library and Historical Society, believes that it is the parents re·
sponsibility to govern what their children gain access to on tbe Internet.
According to Polott, the
Internet needs to be used for research
purposes, therefore they do not allow
e-mail to be used on their computers.
Like the Cleveland Public Libraries, the librarians at Hudson Library will also ask someone to move
on to another site if what they're viewing is inappropriate, although they
have not really had any problem dealing with this issue.

The Hudson Library also holds
classes that give mformation about the
proper use of the Internet and how to
find out information about the legiti·
macy of a panicular site.
At the Shaker Heights Public
Library, the Internet access policy is
posted on the computer screen. Children are required to read this before
they use the Internet.
The Shaker Heights Public Library does allow people to use privacy
screens where a person has to be right
in front of the screen to view it.
At East Cleveland Public Library, the only restriction is that indi·
viduals are limited to 30 minutes on
the Internet unless they are doing re·
search.
Michelle Jackson , a librarian at
East Cleveland Public Library said that
they are careful about their Internet
restrictions because they do not want
to hinder anyone from finding the information they need.
The group Family Friendly Li·
branes (FFL) states on their website
that there needs to be more common
sense access policies to protect children from exposure to age-inappropri·
ate materials without parental consent,
although they do not suppon censorship by the government
FFL would like to change policies that some libraries have that give
children access to anything on the
Internet, however, FFL also states,
"Parents should NOT use libraries as
babysittcrs."
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Worldbriefs
Medical marijuana approved
Sixty-nine percent of Washington D.C. residents voted yes on
Initiative 59 in November 1998 to legalize marijuana use for medical
purposes.
The results were never tallied or released until now because Congress did not allow the city to spend the funds to do the necessary work.
Congress has 30 working days to block the plan from taking place.
The 69 percent margin was the highest vote total ever on a med ical marijuana ballot
Similar initiatives were approved in Ari1.-ona, Alaska, Oregon ,
Nevada, Washington, and California.

Government warns parents of
'page-jacking'
Th.e government warned parents last week about ' page-jacking' :
web sites that nearly duplicate legi timate ones but lead children and
other surfers into pornographic sites.
The scheme works like this: a company 's Web site is copied and
then published on different computers elsewhere. Lines of software
code, called Javascript, are h1dden within the copied site to redirect
visitors to other sites. Often times those other sites are pornographic.
The Federal Trade Commission uncovered evidence of this
scheme by using its new Internet lab. A private Internet provider is
used while investigators surf the Web so that companies do not know
that the government is peeking in on their business.
Jodie Bernstein, director of the commission 's Bureau of Consumer Protection, recommended that parents disable Javascript technology in their Web browsers. However, this also prevents legitimate
s1tes from using the technology
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JCU students speak on
Miss America controversy
Nicole Ross
Staff Reporter
The organizers of the Miss
America Pageant have made the controversial decision to allow women
who have previously had an abortion
or who have been divorced to compete
for the title. Thi s chang e in the
pageant 's de finiti on o f the "ideal "
American woman will be implemented
for the competiti On in the year 2000.
John Carro ll Uni ve rs ity studen ts had mtxed feelings on this topic.
" I agree with the part of this
new rule that allows women who are
divorced to participate . As a Catholic, however, I don't really believe that
women who have had abortions should
be eligible for the competition," said
Brian Catanzarite, a sophomore at
JCU.
JCU senior Adrienne Berlin
agrees with the decision.
"In my opinion, if a woman
decides to get a divorce or have an
abortion, then she is making a personal
decision for herself," said Berlin.

") feel that even though th ose choices
are taken into consideration in the
competition, they in no way determine
how capable a woman is to represent
her country, nor are they a reflection
on who she is as a person," added Berlin
This lat es t controversy comes
in the wake of the last month 's con troversial decision by the organ izers
of the Miss America Pageant a llowing contestant to wear any bathing suit
that she sees fit for the competition.
According to court papers ,
changes to the qualiftcations regarding divorce and abortion were made
to conform with state bias laws.
The New Jersey Law Against
Discrimination includes marital status
among the 13 categories protected in
areas of employment, housing, and
public accommodation .
Concerned about d iscrimination, the board of the Miss America
Pageant recently voted to drop the 49year-old requirement that contestants
swear that they have never been nei-

ther married nor pregnant.
The new rules will require participants to sign one statement reading " I am unmarried" and also one that
says " I am no t pregnant and I am not
the natural or adoptive parent of any
child."
Therefore, any woman who is
a divorcee, or who has had an aborti on or given birth to a child who later
d1ed, will be allowed to participate in
future pageants. State pageants, however, will be all owed to reta in th eir
own eligibility rules.
Some peopl e in the pageant
community have several objections to
this new decision.
Leonard Hom, head of the Miss
America organization in 1997 and
1998, told the USA Today (Sept. 15,
1999), "It is totally unnecessary and
wi ll ul timately lead to the destruction
of the M1ss America program ."
" It is acceptable in today 's society, but no one could argue that an
unwanted pregnancy or an abortion is
an ideal," added Home.

•••

Beyond the Bell Tower
A bomb explodes at F lor ida A & M
University fo r the second time

19-year old kills baby
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Catch the fever
Jason Smith
Nate Goshen
The Carroll News

Ju st as the cold C leve la nd
weather arri ves and th e leaves start to
change color, another event corresponds with the arrival of fall- th e
Great Lak es ' tributaries become hom e
to thousands of migratory trout know n
as steelhead .
The arrival of this ann ual even t
offers John Ca rroll students a unique
opportun ity to try something different
from the usual free time activi
tak e part in some of the most
fishing in the
For
fishing can
for example,
senior
Miklich , who
experi enced steelh,ead fishing for the
ftrst time last fall , caught the fever on
his first fishing trip .
"Last year, on my first trip out,
something slammed my line on one of
my first casts. I couldn't believe the
strength of the fish. It was so exciting," Miklich said. "Now each time I
go I can 't wait to get back on the river."
Those who try steelhead fishing usually become part of a unique
and closely bonded group, going to
great lengths to feel the strength of the
fish at the end of thei r
As the fall tuniS¥Jwi!'fJ.l~l

The difference m the two fishes'
behavi or deals with the home of the
teelhead versus that of the rambow
trout. Rainbow trout spend the ir entire life in the stream in which th ey
were born . Steelhea d, on the oth er
hand, start their life in the tributaries,
but qui ckly head to the Grea t La kes to
forage and grow. They then return to
their natu ral waters to spawn.
Thi s migratory lifestyle of the
IJ011hell<l a prime fishduring the win-

Major:
Engineering
Physics
Year:
Sophomore
Hometown:

late September steelLake
rivers. The steeluntil the middle
alloowinii.,T!s:helmfm to catch
fish during these
maikirl~leir way from

T here are many different rivers
around the Cleveland area that are
good areas to catch the fish. The upper stretches of the Rocky, Grand and
the Chagrin Rivers are all excellent locations.
Once a good location is pi cked
out, there are different techniques that
should be used to try to hook a large
steel head. During the early mo nths of
September and Oc tober, th e bes t
method is usi ng spoons or spinners.
Little Cleos and KO Wobblers
most popular brands of spoons,
Vibrax and Mepps

Woman states epileptic seizure

Warren, OH

Favorite
Movie: "Austin
Powers: The Spy
who Shagged
Me"

Favorite Food:
Anyth ing from
Mama's Boy on a
An angler at the Grand River pier poses with his seven-pound
steelhead caught Sept. 27
The most useful flies for the
season are pink, orange and yellow egg
When the fish are more sev"'-nVIJnon patterns will often draw

au
Craig nmberc

Former !Vl'chi
stu de~~ Thu-n;;-~~c-.r~~
The body of 23 year-ol
student wa found ad n the b
Wednesday Sept. 22
According to ut sy re
, his dea
s 'taused by oxygen
deprivation after becoming trapped in an unused cooler unit.
Toxicology report results, when released, will indicate if any alcohol or drugs were involved.
A Wonders Hall assistant manager found the body while searching around the building for the source of a strange odor. The body was
found in a sitting position and was surrounded by various personal items.
Worldbriefs were compiled by Megan Heiman and Jenny Radivoj

Carroll Fest '99

The Washington Post
The 19-year-old mother of an
infant found dead in a microwave oven
in rural Vtrginia last week was charged
Monday with first-degree murder.
The arrest signals that authorities are skeptical of the possibility that
Elizabeth Renee Otte put her !-monthold baby into the microwave because
she was confused after an epileptic seizure, as friends say she told her family.
"As we look at it, there was unlawful killing," said C. Linwood Gregory, commonwealth's attorney in New
Kent County. "'It's for the court to decide ... what type of crime was committed and whether it was committed
under some type of disabili.ty."
Some epilepsy specialists Monday raised doubts that an epileptic condition could lead to such an accident.
Joseph Lewis Martinez, born
Aug. 18, was found in the microwave
by his aun t early Thursday after relatives had searched the home in Lanexa,
a small community along the
Chickahominy River, about 35 miles
east of Richmond.
Otte's parents took her to

When: Saturday, Oct. 2, immediately following Homecoming
football game

"We expect the fi shing to b e

Williamsburg Community Hospital
after the baby was found , and on Friday she was committed by court order
to a secure psychiatric facility, Gregory said. He would not name the facility.
Such commitments can be ordered in cases in which a person is determined to be a threat to herself or
others, or carmot care for herself, Gregory said.
The New Kent County Sheriffs
Department arrested Otte Monday
morning and brought her before a magistrate, who ordered her held without
bond at the psychiatric facility. Her
netl!tcourt appearance is scheduled for
Wednesday morning.
State medical examiners have
not released a cause of death, though
Chief Medical Examiner Marcella F.
Fierro has said the baby had bums consistent with microwaving. The baby
had blisters and red patches, according to those who saw his body.
Friends said Otte, who was on
medication for epilepsy, told her family that a seizure caused her to mista~e her baby for a bottle of milk that
needed warming. The claim is both a
potential legal defense for Otte and a
possible explanation for an act friends
and neighbors call incomprehensible.
Epilepsy experts held open the
possibility that disorientation after a
seizure could have contributed to the
alleged crime, but they called it unlikely. The Epilepsy Foundation, based
in Landover, Md., said any comment

on the connection between a seizure
and thebaby'sdeathwould be " highly
speculative."
Defendants occasionally use
epilepsy, the name for a variety of disorders causing seizures, as a legal defense for violent acts, including murder. But judges and juries are typically
skeptical , and doctors who specialize
in the disorder say the link between a
seizure and violence is tenuous.
More than 2 mi II ion Americans
have epilepsy. Many report that after
a sei zu re they are disoriented or find
th emselves able to perform simple repetitive actions but not focu sed, complex actions.
"If it did play a factor, it would
be exceedingly rare," said Orrin
Devinsky, a neurologist at New York
University and an adviser to the Epilepsy Foundation.
Devinsky and other epilepsy
experts said that a person with such
severe confusion after a seizure would
have a difficult time with the complex
task of putting the baby in the microwave and operating its controls.
"You can't be confused about
the baby and the bottle and not be confused about the microwave," said
Marianne Schuelein, a neurologist at
Georgetown University Medical Center. 'You're confused across the board.
You're not just confused in one thing."
Friends said Otte's epileptic seizures became more frequent after July
4, when her 17 -year-old brother died
in a car crash.

and reds.
While steelhead are not native
to this area, they were introduced into
the rivers and have flourish ed. Steelhead are most like rainbow trout from
a genetic standpoint, having similar
body profiles and colors, but differ
greatly in their behavior and size.
Steelhead of the Great Lakes
are between two and ten times larger
than most rainbow trout in weight and
length. The state record steel head for
Ohio weighed in at just less than 25
pounds.

minnows or
the most popular choices.
should be suspended just above thf1.,
river bottom, where the steel~ead tend
to congregate.
Throughout the season, steelhead fishing also offers a unique challenge for fly fishermen. The fly fisher
is best suited to seek out deep pools
and dead water in between riffles. The
key is a natural drift and delicate presentation, drifting the fly along the
river bottom.

LIFE AFTER CARROLL

Marianne
Corrigan-Davis
Grad Year/Major:
1975 graduate.

5383 MAYI'IELO ROAD

Where: Atrium Steps

LYNDHURST. OHIO 4ollZ-4

Fraternities and Sororities
are our specialty!

Featuring: Lost, Detagoh, Tender
Blindspot, and Bourbon Street
www.Names2U .com

ill8 up to one of the best in recent years.
According to Phil Hillman, District
Three managing supervisor for the
Ohio Division of Wildlife, the number of fish being caught in Lake Erie
seem to indicate that fishing in the
streams will be outstanding.

World News is interesting
news ... come in and talk to
Megan
Room 22 in the Rec Plex, next to
the radio station

sales rep
Greetings
way up the cor

Hillman also said that the average fish cau ght th1s season should be
amund tw enty-fi ve inches and in the

·~~~~::~~;~~~~=~~
six to•._C•at<;:l)i:J:Lg
eight pound range.
tt
a steelhead is truly a
other.
first step a be~~nfit!t j;pl~~~
take is to~ out on the river.
valuable asset is time on the wa<e«llll'll
observing how the fish are
caught by more experience
steel headers.
This steelhead season is shap-
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Making the Connection
Robert Hutchison
Assistant Features Edttor
In an effort to aid the admissions office in the recruitment of students John Carroll has instituted a new
extra~urricular organization called The
Carroll Connection.
The organization's goal is to use
the students at JCU in order to further
inspire students to attend John Carroll.
According to Steve Vitatoe, Assistant Director of Admissions and the
head chair of the organization, " We've
always struggled to get students to be
tour guides, take visiting students to
class and to be hosts for the families."
' The organization is also run by
Alecia Skraba ('00), who is the Student Visit Coordinator, Emily Bilec
('02), and Lisa DeBerardinis ('02),
who are tbe assistant chairs.
DeBerardinis will take over
Skraba's position in the spring, but for
now her job is to "help run the meetings and keep communication flow-

ing.u
Skraba and Vitatoe attended a
state convention last year where different colleges and universities discussed how they recruited students.
"After the state convention, we

felt like John Carroll needed an organization like this," said Vitatoe. "Students have an important part in recruiting and we want to have a more professional view here."
All students can join the organization and become tour guides, class
hosts, overnight hosts, lunch hosts, or
workers in the admissions office. Students who have other ideas about how
to peak the incoming students interest
or how to improve the setup are also
welcome to stop by w1th their suggeslions.
"I want things to be more involved for oth e rs, rather than just
meetings that the three of us attend,"
said Skraba . " I'd like to be more interactive and use newsletters, e-mail,
parties, and dinners to gain the interest of students."
"So far things are going well,"
Vitatoe stated. "We've had about 100
students volunteer with a diversity of
backgrounds and majors. Our tour slot
is almost full, but we can always use
more students especially those willing
to be overnight hosts and class hosts."
"The important thing right
now" stated Bilec, "is that we keep
tho~ who volunteered at the begin-

ning involved and enthused about the
program, especially now since things
are slow, (due to the small amount of
tours that are taking place now]."
Students who volunteer fill out
an informational card, which is then
entered into the admissions office database.
"We hope to tailor to the visiting students. Right now we'rejust assigning tour guides. I'd like to make
it so that if someone is visiting from
St. Louis who wants to major in Mathematics, we can set him or her up with
a tour guide who is from St. Louis and
majoring in the same field," stated
Vita toe.
Vitatoe added that, "This is a
great way for students to get mvolved
and it looks great on a resume because
you develop communication skills and
you come in contact with a lot of
people. Also, we do have some small
rewards for srudents who volunteer
their time."
Slcraba had one hope for the
future ofThe Carroll Connection: "I'd
love to come back after graduating and
see the volunteers stand out more. It
would be really cool if they could have
t-shirts like the Srudent Advisors."
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Worldbriefs
Medical marijuana approved
Sixty-nme percent of Washington D.C. residents voted yes on
Initiative 59 in November 1998 to legalize marijuana use for medica l
purposes.
The results were never tallied or released until now because Congress did not allow the city to spend the funds to do the necessary work.
Congress has 30 working days to block the plan from taking place.
The 69 percent margin was the highest vote total ever on a medical marijuana ballot.
Similar initiatives were approved in Arizona, Alaska, Oregon,
Nevada, Washington, and Cahfomia.

Government warns parents of
'page-j a eking'
The government warned parents last week about 'page-jacking':
web sites that nearly duplicate legitimate ones but lead children and
other surfers into pornographic sites.
The scheme works like thts: a company's Web site is copied and
then published on different computers elsewhere. Lines of software
code, called Javascript, are hidden within the copied site to redirect
visitors to other sites. Often times those other sites are pornographic.
The Federal Trade Commission uncovered evidence of this
scheme by using its new Internet lab. A private Internet provider is
used while investigators surf the Web so that companies do not know
that the government is peeking in on their business.
Jodie Bernstein, director of the commission's Bureau of Consumer Protection, recommended that parents disable Javascript technology in their Web browsers. However, thts also prevents legitimate
sttes from using the technology.
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Miss America controversy
Nicole Ross
Staff Reporter
The organizers of the Miss
America Pageant have made the controversial decision to allow women
who have previously had an abortion
or who have been divorced to compete
for the title . This change in the
pageant 's definttion of the "ideal"
American woman will be implemented
for the competition in the year 2000.
John Carroll University students had mixed feelings on this topic.
"I agree with the part of this
new rul e that allows women who are
divorced to participate. As a Catholic, however, I don't really believe that
women who have had abortions should
be eligible for the competition," said
Brian Catanzarite, a sophomore at
JCU.
JCU senior Adrienne Berlin
agrees with the decision.
"In my opinion, if a woman
decides to get a divorce or have an
abortion, then she is making a personal
decision for herself," said Berlin .

"[ feel that even though those choices
are taken into consideration in the
competition, they in no way determine
how capable a woman is to represent
her country, nor are they a reflection
on who she is as a person," added Berlin
This latest controversy comes
in the wake of the last month 's controvers ial decision by the organizers
of the Mtss America Pageant allowing contestant to wear any bathing suit
that she sees fit for the competition.
According to court papers.
changes to the qualifications regarding divorce and abortion were made
to conform with state bias laws.
The New Jersey Law Against
Discrimination includes marital status
among the 13 categories protected in
areas of employment, housing, and
public accommodation.
Concerned about d isc rimination, the board of the Miss America
Pageant recently voted to drop the 49year-old requirement that contestants
swear that they have nev er been nei-

ther married nor pregnant .
The new rules will require participants to sign one statement reading "I am unmarried" and also one that
says "I am not pregnant and I am not
the natural or adoptive parent of any
child."
Therefore, any woman who is
a divorcee, or who has had an abortion or given birth to a child who later
died, will be allowed to participate in
future pageants. State pageants, however, will be allowed to retain th eir
own eligibility rules.
Some people in th e pageant
community have several objections to
this new decision.
Leonard Horn , head of the Miss
America organization in 1997 and
1998, told the USA Today (Sept. 15 ,
1999), "It is totally unnecessary and
will ultimately lead to the destruction
of the Miss America program."
"It is acceptable in today's society, but no one could argue that an
unwanted pregnancy or an abortion is
an ideal, " added Home.

A bomb explodes at Florida A & M
University for the second time

19-year old kills baby

f £ AT U R E S

Catch the fever

JCU students speak on

•••

Beyond the Bell Tower
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Jason Smith
Nate Goshen
The Carroll News
Just as the co ld Cleveland
weather arrives and the leaves start to
change color, another event corresponds with the arrival of fall- the
Great Lakes' tributaries become home
to thousands of migratory trout known
as steelhead.
The arrival ofthis annual event
offers John Carroll students a unique
opportunity to try something different
from the usual free time activi
take part in some of the most
fishing in the country.
For
fishing can
IIIJIII'1Jil1J!r'-"ll<c, for examp Ie,
senior
Miklich, who
experienced Steelhcad fishing for the
first time last fall, caUght the fever on
hi s first fishing trip.
"Last year, on my first trip out,
something slammed my line on one of
my first casts. I couldn't believe the
strength of the fish. It was so exciting," Miklich said. "Now each time I
go I can't waitto get back on the river."
Those who try steelhead fishing usually become part of a unique
and closely bonded group, going to
great lengths to feel the strength of the
fish at the end of their lines.
As the fall tun1sjr~i!'f1J~I1

The difference in the two fishes'
behavior deals with the home of the
steelhead versus that of the rainbow
trout. Rainbow trout spend their entire life in the stream in which they
were born. Steelhead, on the other
hand, start their life in the tributaries,
but quickly head to th e Great Lake to
forage and grow. They th en return to
their natura l waters to spawn.
This migratory lifestyle of the
p;lbead a prime fishduring the win-

Major:
Engin ering
Physics
Year:
Sophomore

Hometown:

There are many different rivers
around the Cleveland area that are
good areas to catch the fish. The upper stretches of the Rocky, Grand and
the Chagrin Rivers are all excellent locations.
Once a good location is picked
out, there are different techniques that
should be used to try to hook a large
steelhead. During th e early months of
September and October, the best
method is using spoons or spinners.
Little Cleos and KO Wobblers

Warren, OH
Favorite
Movie: "Austin
Powers: The Spy
who Shagged
Me"

Favorite Food:

An angler at the Grand River pier poses with his seven-pound
steelhead caught Sept. 27
The most useful flies for the
season are pink, orange and yellow egg
When the fish are more se~nyunpn patterns will often draw

Woman states epileptic seizure

ing up to one ofthe best in recent years.
According to Phil Hillman, District
Three managing supervisor for the
Ohio Division of Wildlife, the number of fish being caught in Lake Erie
seem to indicate that fishing in the
streams will be outstanding.
"We expect the fishing to be

Craig limberl
Slatton used racial slurs rJ
umversity. The Slatton tje
remark a ftcr the borpb
Authoriltcs have
ing to an arrest and

rmer ichi an State University
The body of 23 year-ol
student was found
n the basement of
Wonders Hall last
Wednesday Sept. 22
Accordmg to u sy re~ his dea
caused by oxygen
dcpnvation after becoming trapped in an unused cooler unit.
Toxtcology report results, when released, will indicate if any alcohol or drugs were mvolved.
A Wonders Hall assistant manager found the body while searchmg around the building for the source of a strange odor. The body was
found in a sitting po ition and was surrounded by various personal items.

n

Worldbriefs were compiled by Megan Hetman and Jenny Radivoj

Carroll Fest '99

The WaShtngton Post
The 19-year-old mother of an
infant found dead ina microwave oven
in rural Virginia last week was charged
Monday with first-degree murder.
The arrest signals that authorities are skeptical of the possibility that
Elizabeth Renee Otte put her !-monthold baby into the microwave because
she was confused after an epileptic seizure, as friends say she told her family.
"As we look at it, there was unlawful killing," said C. Linwood Gregory, commonwealth's attorney in New
Kent County. "'It's for the court to decide ... what type of crime was committed and whether it was committed
under some type of disability."
Some epilepsy specialists Monday raised doubts that an epileptic condition could lead to such an accident.
Joseph Lewis Martinez, born
Aug. 18, was found in the microwave
by his aunt early Thursday after relatives had searched the home in Lanexa,
a small community along the
Chickahominy River, about 35 miles
east of Richmond.
Otte's parents took her to

When: Saturday, Oct. 2, immediately following Homecoming
football game
Where: Atrium Steps

53&3 MAVI'ltELO ROA.O
LYNDHURST. OHIO 4412-4

Fraternities and Sororities
are our specialty!

Featuring: Lost, Detagoh, Tender
Blindspot, and Bourbon Street
www.Names2U.com

Williamsburg Community Hospital
after the baby was found , and on Friday she was committed by cour1 order
to a secure psychiatric facility, Gregory said. He would not name the facility.
Such commitments can be ordered in cases in which a person is determined to be a threat to herself or
others, or carmot care for herself, Gregory said.
The New Kent County Sheriff's
Department arrested Otte Monday
morning and brought her before a magistrate, who ordered her held without
bond at the psychiatric facility. Her
ne«tcourt appearance is scheduled for
Wednesday morn ing.
State medical examiners have
not released a cause of death, though
Chief Medical Examiner Marcella F.
Fierro has said the baby had bums consistent with microwaving. The baby
had blisters and red patches, according to those who saw his body.
Friends said Otte, who was on
medication for epilepsy, told her family that a seizure caused her to mistalte her baby for a bottle of milk that
needed warming. The claim is both a
potential legal defense for Otte and a
possible explanation for an act friends
and neighbors call incomprehensible.
Epilepsy experts held open the
possibility that disorientation after a
seizure could have contributed to the
alleged crime, but they called it unlikely. The Epilepsy Foundation, based
in Landover, Md., said any comment

on the connection between a seizure
and the baby's death would be ' ' highly
speculative."
Defendants occasionally use
epilepsy, the name for a variety of disorders causing seizures, as a legal defense for violent acts, including murder. But judges and juries are typically
skeptical, and doctors who specialize
in the disorder say the link between a
seizure and violence is tenuous.
More than 2 million Americans
have epilepsy. Many report that after
a seizure they are disoriented or find
themselves ahle to perform simple repetitive actions but not focu sed. complex actions.
"If it did play a factor, it would
be exceedingly rare," said Orrin
Devinsky, a neurologist at New York
University and an adviser to the Epilepsy Foundation.
Devinsky and other epilepsy
experts said that a person with such
severe confusion after a seizure would
have a difficult time with the complex
task of putting the baby in the microwave and operating its controls.
"You can't be confused about
the baby and the bottle and not be confused about the microwave," said
Marianne Schuelein, a neurologist at
Georgetown University Medical Center. 'You're confused across the board.
You're not just confused in one thing."
Friends said Otte's epileptic seizures became more frequent after July
4, when her 17-year-old brother died
in a car crash.

and reds.
While steelhead are not native
to this area, they were introduced into
the rivers and have flourished . Steelhead are most like rainbow trout from
a genetic standpoint, having similar
body profiles and colors, but differ
greatly in their behavior and size.
Steelhead of the Great Lakes
are between two and ten times larger
than most rainbow trout in weight and
length. The state record steelhead for
Ohio weighed in at just less than 25
pounds.

JigS with ma.I'I!IDlS.~iiWtYI•I4'>,
minnows or nightcrawl!rs
the most popul ar choices. Tf\Oelll'1'1if!{'
should be suspended just above th
river bottom, where the steel head tend
to congregate.
Throughout the season, steelhead fishing also offers a unique challenge for fly fishermen. The fly fisher
is best suited to seek out deep pools
and dead water in between riffles. The
key is a natural drift and delicate presentation, drifting the fly along the
river bottom.

LIFE AFTER CARROLL

Marianne
Corrigan-Davis
Grad Year/Major:
1975 graduate.

World News is interesting
news... come in and talk to
Megan
Room 22 in the Rec Plex, next to
the radio station

Greetings
way up the cor

Hillman also said that the average fish caught this season should be
around twenty-five mches and in the

·~~~~~:~:~~~~~:;=~~~si~x
to eight
pound
range.
tt
Cal£l}ing
a steelhead
is truly a
first step a be 1tinJ'i(!f .$l1tlllA'!.A\.
take is to get out on the river. The
valuable aSset is time on the water
observing how the fish are
caught by more experien
steelheaders.
This steelhead season is shap-
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lh~ev-~m the toughest of fisher""'...Jr -L.-..._ ·hands and as excited as

' 'l:Jrloestions can be directed to
jmsmUh@jcu edu or
nrnfhen@icu

Anything from
Mama's Boy on a
Thursday, Friday,
or Saturday
night.

Involvement at
JCU: Phi Beta
Phi, Ski team
Favorite thing
about JCU:

about about
]CU: Waiting
in line in the
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Freedom!
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Making the Connection
Robert Hutchison
Assistant Features Edttor
In an effort to aid the admissions office in the recruitment of students John Carroll has instituted a new
extra~urricular organization called The
Carroll Connection.
The organization's goal is to use
the students at JCU in order to further
inspire students to attend John Carroll.
According to Steve Vitatoe, Assistant Director ofAdmissions and the
head chair of the organization, "We've
always struggled to get students to be
tour guides, take visiting students to
class and to be hosts for the families."
' The organization is also run by
Alccia Skraba ('00), who is the Student Visit Coordinator, Emily Bilec
('02), and Lisa DeBerardinis ('02),
who are the assistant chairs.
DeBerardinis will take over
Skraba's position in the spring, but for
now her job is to "help run the meetings and keep communication flowing."
Skraba and Vitatoe attended a
state convention last year where different colleges and universities discussed how they recruited students.
"After the stale convention, we

felt like John Carroll needed an organization like this," said Vitatoe. "Students have an important part in recruiting and we want to have a more professional view here."
All students can join the organization and become tour guides, class
hosts, overnight hosts, lunch hosts, or
workers in the admissions office. Students who have other ideas about how
to peak the incoming students interest
or how to improve the setup are also
welcome to stop by with their suggestions.
"I want things to be more involved for others, rather than J USt
meetings that the three of us attend,"
said Skraba. "I'd like to be more interactive and use newsletters, e-mail,
parties, and dinners to gam the interest of students."
"So far things are going well,"
Vitatoe stated. "We've had about I 00
students volunteer with a diversity of
backgrounds and majors . Our tour slot
is almost full, but we can always use
more students especially those willing
to be overnight hosts and class hosts."
"The important thing right
now" stated Bilec, "is that we keep
thos~ who volunteered at the begin-

ning involved and enthused about the
program, especially now since things
are slow, [due to the small amount of
tours that are taking place now]."
Students who volunteer fill out
an informational card, which is then
entered into the admissions office database.
"We hope to tailor to the visiting students. Right now we're just assigning tour guides. I'd like to make
it so that if someone is visiting from
St. Louts who wants to major tn Mathematics, we can set him or her up with
a tour guide who is from St. Louis and
majoring in the same field," stated
Vita toe.
Vitatoe added that. "This is a
great way for students to get involved
and it looks great on a resume because
you develop communication skills and
you come in contact with a lot of
people. Also, we do have some small
rewards for students who volunteer
their time.''
Skraba had one hope for the
future ofThe Carroll Connection: "I'd
love to come back after graduating and
see the volunteers stand out more. It
would be really cool if they could have
t-shirts like the Student Advisors."
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THE

HOT
SPOT
Location:

In the

Powerhouse on the West
Bank of the flats.
2000 Sycamore Street.

What is it?

Com-

edy Oub featuring nation-

ally known acts :u well as
local talent.

(restaucan tl

bar)

J CU's Hall of Fame
Three JCU alums pursue life in the spotlight

Jwtl., J. R~rt

$to regular

price. Saturday Night
Midnight Show, $5 with a
college ID.
(Call

(216)696-4677 for tickets)

Staff Reporter
In one of his most serious
roles yet, funnyman Robin Williams
puts his side-splitting jokes and impressions aside for his latest movie,
"Jakob the Liar."
Based on the novel by Jurek
Becker "Jakob the Liar" is set during Wo~ld War U in the Jewish ghettos of Nazi controlled Poland.
Filmed entirely on location throughout Eastern Europe, Robin Williams
plays the role ofJakob, a cafe owner
who accidentally overhears a forbidden radio news bulletin involving
the Soviet military advances over
Germany. Upon hearing the news
bulletin, Jakob whispers the good

lots on yout table to be
enteted in weelcly drawings for 16 free tickets.

Aoife Finlay
Ciara-Jane Flanagan

Apt way to mab up for
che aen~e of humor you

mi&ht be miuing

What else is· in
the area? Powetplay,
Howl at the Moon, and

The Rockbottom Bcewery
all in the same building.

Okay, so we have been here
a month. We have gone to the Flats,
tl1e pubs in Coventry, and the Warehouse dtstrict. We thought we had
gotten the full JCU experience. But
according to some of our friends,
our t1mc at Carroll would not be
complete without experiencing the
heart of the university, Quinns.
We'd been warned about
what to expect, but last Saturday
night we dec1ded it was time to sec
for ourselves. Upon arrival, walking m felt as though we had just
walked mto someone's garage or
basement . We asked our elves
what we were doing at this brutal,
lame ex use for a pub. Much d1 ffcrent than the Irish scene. If our

friends back home could only see us
now.
After a few minutes we were
feeling claustrophobic and all we
were praying for was a seat to rest on.
However, the decor didn't exactly
extend that far. A few beers later, the
bladder called.
From the top of the staircase,
the dungeon that people were calling
the restrooms didn't look very invit·
mg. We took it cautiously. Step by
step down the dark, dreary, steep staircase with mold ridden walls. We
didn't know where to go until we saw
this h1gh class recycled paper notice,
w1th the word 'women' scribbled on
it. What 1t really should have said was
"enter if you dare."
On opening the door, a few
g1rls were standmg in the queue. The

Coming Httractions
Concerts

with a deep and powerful storyline.
However, "Jakob the Liar" isn't
exactly a young person's movie. The purpose of this movie is to inform and educate, rather than entertain. It is a very
intimate portrayal of life in the face of
death.

Rating: PG-13, for violence
and subject matter
Running Time: 114 minutes
Grade: B

Tender BUndspot, Oetahgo, Lost, Bourbon Street at JCU's
Wasmer field, 4:30 p.m.

Very good: A
Good: B
Wait for the video: C
Miserable: D

Bob Balaban. The script is excellenCt~,-J==j~=j==-:]~iji;~iji;~

10/2/99

mouies
In theaters 10/1/99:
"Plunkett 6 macleane," starring Robert Carlyle
(USH Alms)
"Gulneuere," starring Stephen Rea6 Gedde Watanabe
(ffiiramax)
"mystery, Hlaska," starring Burt Reynolds
(ffiiramax)
"Driue me Crazy," starring melissa Joan Hart
(Hollywood)
"Louers on the Bridge," starring Juliette Blnoche

(fox)

music
Clilpton"

John Ollison,

"Rffltude and Drlue"

.----------~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;lijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

CMAopens
Egyptian exhibit
colorful painted mummy case amongst
stone murals and displays papyri from
After seven months of reno- the "Book of the Dead" (Gallery 205).
vation, the Cleveland Museum of The 550-piece collection is small, but
Art reopened its Egyptian galleries select and well respected by other muto the public Friday, Sept. 24, high- seums.
"Even though the collection is not
lighting one of the fmest Egyptian
as large as New York's or Boston's," said
collections in the United States.
The CMA moved the 550 CMA Research Assistant Ken Bohac,
Egyptian pieces from a dark dun- "whenever there is an important Egyp·
geon like display to three brightly tian exhibition there is always at least one
painted, well-lit rooms with high piece from the Cleveland Museum of
Art."
ceilings on the second floor.
Many of the art objects in the col·
"Since 95 percent of Egyptians do not live in the desert, the lection are unequalled outside of Egypt.
unusual greens and blues on the Some famous works include the relief of
walls represent Egypt's lush land- "Gods Bearing Offerings," which is the
scapes where most Egyptians live," finest example of temple decoration of
said CMA Outreach Manager its time, and "Torso of Amenpayom,"
Nancy McAffee. "The bright colors which is life-size and dates back to the
compliment the piece quite well," Ptolemaic Dynasty. Also, "Side Panel
from the Coffin of Amenemope," a
she continued.
This display is unique be- mummy case from the Greco-Roman
cause pieces are grouped by theme, period, will be joining the collection.
Twenty-five year old Lucy
not chronological order, throughout
three rooms. The theme display re- Perkins started the CMA Egyptian Colmoves the time gaps between col- lection in 1914. Perkins, a painter and
lection pieces and tells a clear story socialite from New York , went to Egypt
and bought 500 objects for $25,000 for
ofEgyptian life.
The first theme room, called the CMA.
"You'll notice that many of our
"Kings and Gods," is dedicated to
Egyptian kings and gods (Gallery pieces are painted, like themummy case,
203). Royal statues and colorful ma- because Lucy loved painting," said
jestic wall panels greet you. The Bohac. Today the Egyptian artifact marsecond room, called the "Hall of ket is closed. The CMA buys new pieces
Professionals," shows pictures and from collections outside of Egypt.
The CMA is located in University
items of daily Egyptian life (Gallery
204). The "Afterlife" is the theme Circle and admission is free. For more
of the third room, which boasts a information, call (216) 421-7340.

Colleen Orihill
Staff Reporter

Eye on Ireland
Date-able? PetRct.

news to his two friends in confidence.
Unable to keep a secret that will
lift the hearts and hopes of the entire village, the word gets out that the Russians
are defeating the Germans and that Jakob
must have a radio - a crime punishable
by death.
Although gravely dangerous,
Jakob continues to relay fictitious news
reports throughout the village as spirits
are lifted and optimism is reborn. All is
going well until the Germans are informed that someone has a radio in the
ghetto and they begin their search for the
hero that operates it.
Running just under two hours,
"Jakob the Liar'' has a strong cast includingAlan Arkin, Armin Mueller-Stahl and

Stahl, center) to keep hope and humor alive.

He is the only coach in NFL history to have an undefeated season, he has
made six appearances in the Super Bowl , and he graduated from John Carroll.
Born in Grand River, Don Shula was raised in Painesville. He attended
John Carroll and played for the late Herb Eisele. As a running back for the
Blue Streaks, he ran for 125 yards in the 21-16 Blue Streak win over Syracuse
in 1950. This game is regarded as the biggest football win in John Carroll's
history.
After graduating in 1951, Shut a went on to play for the Cleveland Browns,
the Baltimore Colts and the Washington Redskins.
Simla entered coaching at the collegiate level working for the University of Virginia in 1958. He then coached at the University of Kentucky in
1959. The following year, he joined the Detroit Lions as a defensive coordinator. He became known for his defensive strategies and timely substitutions. He
also developed a reputation as being an outstanding motivator and skillful teacher.
Shula has given his time and financial support to organizations like the
American Cancer Society, the March of Dimes, the American Red Cross, and
United Way. He also helps students at various colleges and universities through
the Don Shula Scholarship Foundation.
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9/30/99
The Klds Wanna Riot with Tbe Dropkick murphys at
the ftgora Theater, 8 p.m., $10
10/1/99
Delbert fficCUnton at the Odeon Concert Club, 9 p.m.,
$19.50
nathan 6 the Zydeco Cha-Chas at Wilbert's at the Diamondback, 10 p.m., S1 0 adu., S12 dag of

Jakob, played by Robin Williams (right), invents fictitious news bulletins about allied advances
against the Nazis for his fellow ghetto inhabitants (Bob Balaban, second from left; Armin Mueller-

Buy an lmprov T -Shirt

though)

Film portrays Life in the face of death

Graduating from John Carroll University with a Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy and a Master of Arts in History, Anthony Pilla went on to serve as
President of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops . During this time, he
represented the bishops of the United States and had regular meetings with
Pope John Paul II.
Bishop Pilla completed high school at St. Gregory Seminary in Cincinnati. He then attended Saint Mary Seminary in Cleveland and was ordained
into priesthood on May 23, 1959.
Other than his training at John Carroll, Bishop Pilla received an honorary Doctorate of Divinity from Baldwin-Wallace and an honorary Doctorate of
Human Letters from Ursuline College and Cleveland State Universiry.
Pope John Paul II chose Bishop Pilla as Titular Bishop of Scardona and
Auxiliary Bishop of Cleveland on June 30, 1979. Then, on November 18, 1980,
lie was named the Ninth Bishop of Cleveland and was installed into the positioo on 1~ 6, 1981.
er than his work with the church, lS op"~~F.'~~~"""'
committees, and advisory panels in the community.

ment.

tually wear the shirt
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Everyone from drunken
bachelotette parties waving phallic balloons to college kid• looking for a
change from The B:ue-

and get in &ee t:Vcry Tuesday night! {You haw to ac-

ARTS
lakob the Liar'' is set in
ghettos during World War II
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Ray Somich

H1s famli1ar face has not only been seen on NBC's "Meet the Press" but
also on Carroll's campus. This 1972 graduate of John Carroll served as Student
Union president and has since moved on to act as Senior Vice President and
Washington Bureau Chief of NBC News. He has also served as a national
political analyst on the "Today" program since 1991 .
After graduating from John Carroll, Timothy Russert attended the Cleveland-Marshall College of Law where he graduated cum laude.
He then served as counselor to New York Governor Mario Cuomo from
1983 to 1984. He also served as chiefofstaffto United States Senator Daniel
Patrick Moynihan .
He is admitted to the bar in New York and the District of Columbia. In
1992, he received the John Peter Zenger Award from the New York State Bar
Association. He also was the recipient of the Centennial Medal from John
Carroll University. This award is presented to I 00 of the most distinguished
alumni.
Russert is married to Maureen Orth, and has one son. The family resides
in Washington, D.C.

Who goes there?

Prices:
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state of the restroom left much to be
desired. We waited patiently in line and
as one of us was about to enter, some·
one passed bar tissues for us to us. We
thanked her for helping poor little Irish
girls in need and entered apprehensively. Luckily, the beers hadn't taken
too much effect and we remembered to
share the loo roll.
As the night progressed, we began to mingle and slowly but surely, our
circ le of friends began to widen. We
still appear to be somewhat of a novelty as our lnsh accent still captivates
many a crowd. We also proved quite a
success on the snooker table. It gave
us a chance to show off our snooker
skills to some American amateurs. The
cra1c was nmetyl
Without a doubt, the experience
was a positive one and could defimtely

be put on our top ten lists of nights
out in Cleveland. Quinns be
warned, the Irish girls will be
backl
In case you didn't understand
some of our lingo, here are
some helpful hints:
Brutal=Awful, don't
even go there.
Wee=All round Irish
adjective that fits in any sentence.
Craic=The most commonly used Irish word for a
good time. Not to be mistaken
for the American interpretation.
Queue=A long line of
girls waiting for the toilet.
Loo=The toilet.
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THE

HOT
SPOT
Location:

In the

Powerhouse on the West
Bank of the Flau.
2000 Sycamore Street.

What is it?

Com-

edy Oub featuring nationally known a.cu u wdl as
local talent.

(restaurant/

ba.r)

JCU's Hall of Fame
Three JCU alums pursue life in the spotlight

Jimotlu, J RUd:JIIrt

ghettos during World War II
Film portrays Life in the face of death
In one of his most serious
roles yet, funnyman Robin Williams
puts his side-splittingjokes and impressions aside for his latest movie,
"Jakob the Liar."
Based on the novel by Jurek
Becker "Jakob the Liar" is set during Wo~ld Warli in the Jewish ghettos of Nazi controlled Poland .
Filmed entirely on location throughout Eastern Europe, Robin Williams
plays the role of Jakob, a cafe owner
who accidentally overbears a forbidden radio news bulletin involving
the Soviet military advances over
Germany. Upon hearing the news
bulletin, Jakob whispers the good

news to his two friends in confidence.
Unable to keep a secret that will
lift the hearts and hopes of the entire village, the word gets out that the Russians
are defeating the Germans and that Jakob
must have a radio - a crime punishable
by death.
Although gravely dangerous ,
Jakob continues to relay fictitious news
reports throughout the village as spirits
are lifted and optimism is reborn. All is
going well unti I the Gennans are infanned that someone has a radio in the
ghetto and they begin their search for the
hero that operates it.
Running just under two hours,
"Jakob the Liar'' has a strong cast includingAianArkin,ArminMueller-Stahl and

with a deep and powerful storyli ne.
However, "Jakob the Liar" isn't
exactly a young person's movie. The purpose of this movie is to inforrn and educate, rather than entertain. It is a very
intimate portrayal of life in the face of
death.

Rating: PG-13, for violence
and subject matter
Running Time: 114 minutes
Grade: B
Very good: A
Good: 8
Wait for the video: C
Miserable: D

Bob Balaban. The script is excellen:t:..,_;=:;;:;::;;:=:;:;;::::;;;;;::;::::;::;:;;::=:;

B~lwp{111a

Everyone from drunken
bachelorette parties wa ving phallic balloons to college kida looking for a

Graduating from John Carroll University with a Bachelor of Arts in Philosoph.y and a Master of Arts in History, Anthony Pilla went on to serve as
President of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops. During this time, he
represented the bishops of the United States and had regular meetings with
Pope John Paul 11.
Bishop Pill a completed high school at St. Gregory Seminary in Cincmnati. He then attended Saint Mary Seminary in Cleveland and was ordained
into priesthood on May 23, 1959.
Other than his training at John Carroll, Bishop Pilla received an honorary Doctorate of Divinity from Baldwin-Wallace and an honorary Doctorate of
Human Letters from Ursuline College and Cleveland State University.
Pope John Paul II chose Bishop Pilla as Titular Bishop of Scardona and
Auxiliary Bishop of Cleveland on June 30, 1979. Then, on November 18, 1980,
lie was named the Ninth Bishop of Cleveland and was installed into the posi-

from The Base-

ment.

Prices:

~~Jakob

Staff Reporter

His famlitar face has not only been seen on NBC's "Meet the Press" but
also on Carroll's campus. This 1972 graduate of John Carroll served as Student
Union prestdcnt and has since moved on to act as Senior Vice President and
Washington Bureau Chtef of NBC News. He has also served as a national
political analyst on the "Today" program since 1991 .
After graduating from John Carroll, Timothy Russert attended the Cleveland-Marshall College of Law where he graduated cum laude.
He then served as coun selor to New York Governor Mario Cuomo from
1983 to 1984. He also served as chiefofstatfto United States Senator Daniel
Patrick Moymhan.
He is admitted to the bar in New York and the District of Columbia. In
1992, he received the John Peter Zenger Award from the New York State Bar
Association. He also was the recipient of the Centennial Medal from John
Carroll University. This award is presented to I00 of the most distinguished
alumni.
Russert is married to Maureen Orth, and has one son. The family resides
in Washington, D.C.

ARTS
the Liar'' is set in

$Io regular

price. Saturday Night
Midnight Show, $5 with a
college ID .
(Call
(216)696-4677 for tickets)
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Coming Httractions
Concerts
9/30/99
The H1ds Wanna Riot with The Dropkick mu11Jhys at
ttle flgora Theater, 8 p.m., SlO
10/l/99
Delbert mctllnton at the Odeon Concert Club, 9 p.m.,
$19.50
nathan 6 the Zydeco Cha-Chas at Wilbert's at the Diamondback, 10 p.m., S1 0 adu., S12 day of
10/2/99
Tender BUndspot, Oetahgo, lost, Bourbon Street at JCU's
Wasmer field, 4:30 p.m.

mouies
In theaters 10/1/99:
"Plunkett 6 macteane," starring Robert CiJfly/e
(USA films)
"Gulneuere," starring Stephen Rea6 Gedde Watanabe
(ffilramax)
"mystery, Hlaska," starring Burt Reynolds
[ffilramax)
"Driue me Crazy," starring melissa Joan Hart
(Hollywood)
"louers on the Bridge," starring Juliette /Jinoche
(fox)

music

tion on 1anumy 6, 1981.

Otherthanhisworkwith echurc , lshop 1>:t1tta'is;~~"""
committees, and advisory panels in the community.
lots on your table to be
enteted in weekly draw-

ings for 16 free tickets.
Buy an lmprov T -Shirt
and Ft in free every Tueaday night! (You have to ac-

tually wear the shirt
though)

Jakob, played by Robin Williams (right), invents fictitious news bulletins about allied advances
against the Nazis for his fellow ghetto inhabitants (Bob Balaban, second from left; Armin MuellerHe is the only coach in NFL history to have an undefeated season, he has
made six. appearances in the Super Bowl, and he graduated from John Carroll.
Born in Grand River, Don Shula was raised in Painesville. He attended
John Carroll and played for the late Herb Eisele. As a running back for the
Blue Streaks, he ran for 125 yards in the 21-16 Blue Streak win over Syracuse
in 1950. This game is regarded as the biggest football win in John Carroll's
history.
After graduating in 1951, Sh.ula went on to play for the Cleveland Browns,
the Baltimore Colts and the Washington Redskins.
Shu! a entered coaching at the collegiate level working for the University of Virginia in 1958. He then coached at the University of Kentucky in
1959. The following year, he joined the Detroit Lions as a defensive coordinator. He became known for his defensive strategies and timely substitutions. He
also developed a reputation as being an outstanding motivator and skillful teacher.
Sh.ula has given his time and financial support to organizations like the
American Cancer Society, the March of Dimes, the American Red Cross, and
United Way. He also helps students at various colleges and universities through
the Don Shula Scholarship Foundation.

Stahl, center) to keep hope and humor alive.

Aolfe Finlay
Clara-Jane Flanagan

Apt way to auab up fur
tbe Kille of humor you

miPt be miaing

What else is· in
the area? Powerpla~
Howl at the Moon, and

The Rodbottom BteWery
all in the same building.

Okay, so we have been here
a month. We have gone to the Flats,
the pubs in Coventry. and the Warehouse district. We thought we had
gotten the full JCU experience. But
according to some of our friends,
our llme at Carroll would not be
complete without experiencing the
hean of the umvcr.;ity, Quinns.
We'd been warned about
wh.at to expect. but last Saturday
night we dec1ded it was time to sec
for ourselves. Upon arrival, walkmg 111 felt as though we had JUSt
walked mto someone 's garage or
basement. We asked our elves
what we were domg at this brutal,
lame excuse for a pub. Much different than the Jri h scene. If our

friends back home could only see us
now.
After a few minutes we were
feeling claustrophobic and all we
were praying for was a seat to rest on.
However, the decor didn't exactly
extend that far. A few beers later, the
bladder called.
From the top of the staircase,
the dungeon that people were calling
the restrooms didn't look very inviting. We took it cautious! y. Step by
step do"'n the dark, dreary, steep staircase with mold ridden walls. We
dtdn 't know where to go until we saw
this high class recycled paper notice,
with the word 'women ' scnbbled on
it. What it really hould have said was
"enter if you dare."
On opening the door, a few
girls were standing in the queue. The

John Allison,

"fltt/tude and Orfue"

.----------~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;liijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliiiliiiliiill

CMAopens

Egyptian exhibit
Colleen Orihill
Staff Reporter

Don Shu/a

Eye on Ireland
Date-able? PerCa:c.

Clapton"

state of the restroom left much to be
desired. We waited patiently in line and
as one of us was about to enter, someone passed bar tissues for us to us. We
thanked her for helping poor little Irish
girls in need and entered apprehensively. Luckily, the beers hadn't taken
too much effect and we remembered to
share the loo roll.
As the night progressed, we began to mingle and slowly but surely, our
circle of friends began to widen. We
still appear to be somewhat of a novelty as our Irish accent still captivates
many a crowd. We also proved quite a
success on the snooker table. [t gave
us a chance to show off our snooker
kills to some American amateur.;. The
raic was ninety!
Without a doubt, the experience
was a positive one and cou ld definitely

be put on our top ten lists of nights
out in Cleveland. Quinns be
warned, the Irish girls will be
back!
In case you didn't understand
some of our lingo, here are
some helpful hints:
Brutai=Awful, don't
even go there.
Wee=Ail round Irish
adjective that fits in any sentence.
c~aic=The most commonly used 1rish word for a
good time. Not to be mistaken
for the American interpretation.
Queue=A long line of
girls waiting for the toilet.
Loo=The toilet.

After seven months of renovation, the Cleveland Museum of
Art reopened its Egyptian galleries
to the public Friday, Sept. 24, highlighting one of the finest Egyptian
collections in the United States.
The CMA moved the 550
Egyptian pieces from a dark dungeon like display to three brightly
painted, well-lit rooms with high
ceilings on the second floo~.
"Since 95 percent of Egyptians do not live in the desert, the
unusual greens and blues on the
walls represent Egypt's lush landscapes where most Egyptians live,"
said CMA Outreach Manager
Nancy McAffee. "The bright colors
compliment the piece quite well,"
she continued.
This display is unique because pieces are grouped by theme,
not chronological order, throughout
three rooms. The theme display removes the time gaps between collection pieces and tells a clear story
ofEgyptian life.
The first theme room, called
"Kings and Gods," is dedicated to
Egyptian kings and gods (Gallery
203). Royal statues and colorful majesric wall panels greet you. The
second room, called the "Hall of
Professionals," shows pictures and
items of daily Egyptian life (Gallery
204). The "Afterlife" is the theme
of the third room, which boasts a

colorful painted mummy case amongst
stone murals and displays papyri from
the "Book of the Dead" (Gallery 205) .
The 550-piece collection is small, but
select and well respected by other museums.
"Even though the collection is not
as large as New York's or Boston's," said
CMA Research Assistant Ken Bohac,
"whenever there is an important Egyptian exhibition there is always at least one
piece from the Cleveland Museum of
Art."
Many of the art objects in the collection are unequalled outside of Egypt.
Some famous works include the relief of
"Gods Bearing Offerings," which is the
finest example of temple decoration of
its time, and "Torso of Amenpayom,"
which is life-size and dates back to the
Ptolemaic Dynasty. Also, "Side Panel
from the Coffin of Amenemope," a
mummy case from the Greco-Roman
period, will be joining the collection.
Twenty-five year old Lucy
Perkins started the CMA Egyptian Collection in 1914. Perkins, a painter and
socialite from New York, went to Egypt
and bought 500 objects for $25,000 for
theCMA.
"You 'II notice that many of our
pieces are painted , like the-mummy case,
because Lucy loved painting," said
Bohac . Today the Egyptian artifact market is closed. The CMA buys new pieces
from collections outside of Egypt.
The CMA is located in University
Circle and admission is free. For more
information, call (216) 421-7340.
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Alma Mater
Hail to Carroll, Gather near her
Let your joyful anthem ring.
Sound your Mother's praise rever her.
Her fair name full proudly sing.
Loyal ever, brave and true,
Daughter, sons ofCarroll U.
Pledge our love to Alma Mater,
To the gold and Blue.
Pledge our love to Alma Mater,
To the Gold and Blue.

Onward) on, Jo~ Carroll
For we want to.see yeu-win,

Gold and Blue:

Cha r1ey Fuller
Staff Reporter
Homccomtng Day at John
Carroll has a reputation for upsets on
the football field.
In I 928, the Blue Streaks faced
heavliy favored Davis & Elkin in the
Homecoming contest.
The score remained tied at zero
unttl late in the game when the Blue
Streaks sco red a safety for a 2-0 victory This victory represents the low·
est winning point total in team history.
The Homecoming football
game in 1950 was played m front of
16 724 fans in the old Cleveland Muni~ipal Stadium against Syracuse.
Syracuse was the heavy favorite goi ng into the game, and the Syra·
cus e student newspaper had run the
headline "Who is John Carroll?" Add
to that the fact that Syracuse was on a
win streak, having just de fea ted Penn
State, Holy Cross , and Boston University earlier in the season.
As the afternoon ended, however, the double threat rushing attack
of the underdog JCU squad was too
much for Syracuse to handle . Don
Simla led the way for Carroll , finishing th e game with 124 yards on 23 carries as his partner in the backfield, an·
other JCU great, Carl Taseff, added
I 15 yards on 25 carries.
Forty-nine years later, JCU is
hoping to play the role of spoiler once
again. The recent history of the John
Carroll Homecoming football game
has not presented the Blue Streaks with
the type of challenge they will face this
Sarurday agai nst three-time defending
nationa l champion Mount Union.
JCU will take the field this Saturday and attempt to chalk up one
more upset for the history books.

-All phoros courresy of University Archives and rhe Office ofPublic Affairs.

1920
The footba ll team competes
for the first time as Saint
Ignatius College.

1922
In the first Homecoming
Game, Gene Stringer scored
two touchdowns but lost to
Dayton 20-13 at League
Park.

1948
Len Soeder, grandfather of
current players Mike and
Nick Soeder helped lead JCU
to 1ooth victory

1957

Cleveland Municipal Stadium.

Jerry Schweickert wins frrst
ever Sportswriter's Trophy as
Outstanding John Carroll
Player in the Homecoming
Game.

1961-1976

1968
In the first Homecoming
Game at Wasmer Field, JCU
gains 530 yards of total offense to defeat Case Tech
29-7.

1972

\

\

~

'\ ..
~

\

\

":

Lett to right: Homecoming programs from 1925, 1928, 1965 and 1970.

•••

He's a man! Who's a mao?
He 's a CarrolJU. Man-

•••
Ssssss Ssssss BOOM·Bah
(Long Whistle) Carroll rah!

•••

1989
Runningback Willie Beers
rushes for 212 yards as JCU
rolls over Otterbein 30-3.

1994

\

The football programs of the
past included cheers for the Blue
Streak fans to chant throughout the
game. Here are some of our favorties
from 1928.

28-12 victory over Grove
City.

Jerry Schweikert compiles a
10-2 Homecoming record as Quarterback Bob Kraft, faHead Coach, including seven ther of current tailback PJ Insana passes for 271
shutouts in eight Homecom- Bobby Kraft, throws a 67 yards and three touchdowns
yard touchdown pass in a as JCU rallies to beat
ing Games.

\

Things you have to love about
Homecoming

The 1930 JCU footaba/1 team takes a break during practice

11

Blue Streak Football: A Homecoming Tradition

Top Ten
10. Campus safety cannot remove the
kegs on campus.
,. 9. You get to retire your Abercrombie
apparel for one night of dres.s es and
suits.
8. Superfan.
7. Alumni coming back to JCU and
proving they can still drink like college students.
; 6. The stands in Wasmer field are actually filled.
5. Not only is the dance a chance to
dress up, but it kind of reminds you
of high school.
4. Kegs and eggs, beer and bagels,
however you put it, happy hour starts
a little bit earlier.
3. The activity on campus makes JCU
resemble a real college.
2. Cleveland Heights police relax... no
wait they don't, better give your fake
I.D. a rest for the weekend.
L<J"!~,.v~r~s: ~r tent.

H0 ME( 0 MI N G
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Come On Blue.
Come ON Gold.
Come ON Carroll--Let's go!

•••
Alarnern-alamem·
Alarnem mataka
Yitch lcitty·boom-boom
Yeaaaaaaa CARROLL.

•••

Ring out, John Carroll.
With a J.C. rah rah
J.C. rah "rah rah
J.C. rfaah rah
J.C. rab mb rah rah
Ring out, John Carroll,
With a J.C. rah rah
J.C. rah rah for J.C.U.

•••

YIP-YOW-Show em how

BACKFIELD.

·~

Heidelberg 27-23.

1998
Mike Ten Brink scores four
touchdowns in a 45-21
victory over Marietta.

1999
JCU hosts Mount Union
2 pm Wasmer Field for the
last homecomin g game of
the m111enium.

HOMECOMING
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Alma Mater
Hail to Carroll, Gather near her
Let your joyful anthem ring.
Sound your Mother's praise rever her.
Her fair name full proudly sing.

Loyal ever, brave and true,
Daughter, sons of Carroll U.
Pledge our love to Alma Mater,
To the gold and Blue.
Pledge our love to Alma Mater,
To the Gold and Blue.

JCU had a mascot?

JCU f:rqht Song
'

.

I

Onward, on, John ·CaFF
On to greater go

Charley Fuller
Staff Reporter
Homecoming Day at John
Carroll has a reputation for upsets on
the football field.
In 1928, the Blue Streaks faced
heav ily favored Davis & Elkms in the
Homecoming contest.
The score remained tied at zero
until late in the game when the Blue
Streaks scored a safety for a 2-0 victory. This victory represents the lowest winning point total in team history.
Th e Homecomin g football
game in 1950 was played in front of
16,724 fans in the old Cleveland Municipal StadiUm against Syracuse.
Syracuse was the heavy favorite going into the game, and the Syracuse student newspaper had run the
headline "Who is John Carroll?" Add
to that the fact that Syracuse was on a
win streak, having just defeated Penn
State, Holy Cross, and Boston University earlier in the season.
As the afternoon ended , however, the double threat rush ing attack
of the underdog JCU squad was too
much for Syracuse to handle. Don
Shula led the way for Carroll, finishing the game with 124 yards on 23 carries as his partner in the backfteld, another JCU great, Carl Taseff, added
115 yards on 25 carries.
Forty-nine years later, JCU is
hoping to play the role of spoiler once
again. The recent history of the John
Carroll Homecoming football game
has not presented the Blue Streaks with
the type of challenge they will face this
Saturday against three-time defending
national champion Mount Union.
JCU will take the field this Saturday and attempt to chalk up one
more upset for the history books.

The 1930 JCU footaba/1 team takes a break during practice
-All photos courtesy of University Archives and the OffiCe ofPublic Affairs.

1920
The football team competes
for the first time as Saint
Ignatius College.

1922
In the first Homecoming
Game, Gene Stringer scored
two touchdowns but lost to
Dayton 20-13 at League
Park.

1948
Len Soeder, grandfather of
current players Mike and
Nick Soeder helped lead JCU
to I ooth victory

1957

Cleveland Municipal Stadium.

Jerry Schweickert wins first
ever Sportswriter's Trophy as
Outstanding John Carroll
Player in the Homecoming
Game.

1961-1976

1968
In the first Homecoming
Game at Wasmer Field, JCU
gains 530 yards of total offense to defeat Case Tech
29-7.

1972

\

\

\

\

~

\

\

~

Left to right: Homecoming programs from 1925, 1928, 1965 and 1970.

•••

He's a man! Who's a man?
He's a Carroll U. Man-

•••
Ssssss Sssass BOOM-Bah
(Long Whistle) Carrol]~

•••

1989
Runningback Willie Beers
rushes for 212 yards as JCU
rolls over Otterbein 30-3.

1994

\

The football programs of the
past included cheers for the Blue
Streak fans to cllant throughout the
game. Here are some of our favorties
from 192&.

28 - 12 victory over Grove
City.

Jerry Schweikert compiles a
1 0-2 Homecoming record as Quarterback Bob Kraft, faHead Coach, including seven ther of current tai !back PJ In sana passes for 271
shutouts in eight Homecom- Bobby Kraft, throws a 67 yards and three touchdowns
yard touchdown pass in a as JCU rallies to beat
ing Games.

\

Things you have to love about
Homecoming

This L.J
nomecom·
strtJt on to
mg King an
1980's t Wasmer Field . d Oueen
S'Yfe.
m classic
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Blue Streak Football: A Homecoming Tradition

Top Ten
1o. Campus safety cannot remove the
kegs on campus.
" 9. You get to retire your Abercrombie
apparel for one night of dres.ses and
suits.
8. Superfan.
7. Alumni coming back to JCU and
proving they can still drink like college students.
, 6. The stands in Wasmer field are actually filled.
5. Not only is the dance a chance to
dress up, but it kind of reminds you
of high school.
4. Kegs and eggs, beer and bagels,
however you putit,happyhourstarts
a little bit earlier.
3. The activity on campus makes JCU
resemble a real college.
2. Cleveland Heights police relax •.. no
wait they don't, better give your fake
1.0. a rest for the weekend.
1 ;;;~J,4'fi!9.;WO..r~s; IJ.eer tent.
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Come On Blue.
Come ON Gold.
Come ON Carroll-Let's go!

•••
Alarnem-alamemAlamem mataka
Yitch kitty-boom-boom
Yeaaaaaaa CARROLL.

•••

YIP-YOW-Show em how

BACKFIELD.

Ring out. John Carroll.
With a J.C. rah rah

J.C. rah rah rah
J.C.
rah rah
J.C. rah rah rah rah
Ring out, John Carroll,
With a J.C. rab rah
J.C. rab rah for J.C.U.

rft

...

Heidelberg 27-23.

1998
Mike Ten Brink scores four
touchdowns in a 45-21
victory over Marietta.

1999
JCU hosts Mount Union
2 pm Wa mer Field for the
last homecoming game of
the millcnium.

ARTS
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Commentary

Sandler's latest album is nothing new
- O.n the Road
ExcerJ.! from the journal of Tender Blindspot
drummer and ]CUjunior, T.J Wichmann
Week 1
"Today is May 23. I999 and its the second day of our tour. Yesrenfay we left Clevelandfor Louisville, KY and it wasn ~the most pleasant experience. We were supposed ro leave at 12:30 p.m.. but didn ~
pull out of rehearsal space until almost 3 p.m . Jnefficienr is usually a
keyworrrtrrdescribing-tht:bnnd. We napped In Co,tum'b"'rta"'Seiotrf(!f';.,--J
friends and made it to Cincinnati by 8 p .m. That was barely enough
time to get a sound check in.
-1 don~ remember the name of the venu~in Cincinnati, but we 'w
had better. The acoustics weren ) very good, but the other bands and
rhe crowd really got into the show. After. we went to Denny with one
ofthe btJnds. They were from El Paso. TX and had already beetllouring
for a month, though they still had three months to go! They sleep in
their van almost every night. When I asked them about getting a hotel
room every once in awhileJ_heJ!)aughed hysterica.lJJ!i.... .
prelty stupid. The only money they ever spend is on food, hotels are too
expensive. I wondered if I would be say ing the same thing soon.
That night, we drove around and found a cheap hotel for $25. 11
fuUJ beds and a shower. which was all we needed.
I went to church this morning by rhe University ofCincinnati. By
rhe time I got back to the hotel, the band was checked out and waiting
to leave. They hail lo sneak out ofthe room since there
posed to be two people per room. We were slightly over the limit.
We /eft Cincinnati today around noon and stopped for lunch at
Burger King; It's two days-into the tour and I'm aiready-eatirrg r"rrfh•- ..
healthy food. The ride ro Louisville wasn 'r that bad because it only took
a litrle over an hour.
Even though 1'm only ix hours away from home, I feellik,e-f."m- -11
in another country. The locals make fi m of us because of our accent
and they call us 'ya11kf. ' They're all a bunch of hicks and I'm a yank. I
think its all pretty funny.
It looks l1ke rain roday. I'll probably end up silting in the van
playing Nintendo or watching television. I'm predicting that I will do
nothing productive on rhis tour: Until next time, God Q.les~. "- - __

s

,;,
p.m. al Wasmer

4:3()

Field after lhc Homecoming game.

DISH
All My Children: A suspicious Palmer hired an investigator
to follow Vanessa after giving her a big check for a "friends surgery." A grieving Edmund sunnisedAlexandra's love killed Dimitri.
Skye told Adam of her marriage to a doctor. Becca was horrified
when she and Ryan accidentally saw a video of Scott and Greenlee
making love.
As The World Turns: Carty and Jack entered into a potentially troublesome wager. Margo tried to find the truth in her mass
of confused feelings. Denise felt overwhelmed by instant motherhood.
Days Of Our Lives: Nicole reached out to Brandon about
her troubled personal life. Eric had competition for Greta at the
Harriman Ball. Princess Gina, who was at the Ball incognito, passed
out before she could reveal her true identity to Greta.
General Hospital: Stefan later told Laura he could destroy
Katherine but won't for fear of losing Nikolas. Faison appeared as
Luke and Felicia shared a long delayed kiss. Carly made a damaging discovery aboul Hannah.
One Life to Live: Ben reached out to Viki. RJ lied to Tea
about his bus mess dealings. Bo and Lindsay caught Will in a suspicious position. Dorian found herself surrounded by danger. Skye
had a seductive surprise wailing for Ben.
Passions: Theresa had a confusing encounter with Ethan.
Chad left Los Angeles and headed for Harmony. Tabitha was
shocked to realize Charity was still alive. Sam was upset to see Ivy
reach out to Grace at the Police Benefit. Timmy ventured out on
his own.
Sunset Beacb: Maria and Meg saw Ben and Tess in a discussion. Anlonio begged Ricardo to tell him why the Archbishop
had planned to send him away. Annie made a call to get Olivia out
of the "club." Tobias told a shocked Annie he doesn't believe all
the nasty tales about Olivia.
Tbe Young And The Restless: Nikki and Brad realized they
were about to take a step that could change their lives. Cole felt
increasingly removed from Ashley's preoccupation with the Jabot
matter. Kay got new word about Brock.

T never found the point in buymg a comedic album. You can only listen to the same jokes over and over
again until they simply get annoying.
l'm afraid this may be the case
with Adam Sandler's third album
"Stan and Judy's Kid." Adam Sandler
didn't expand his comedic horizons
much in this one.
He brings all his talents, or lack
thereof, together by combining short
comedic skits with his usual songs
which include "Chanukah Song, Part
II" and "Cool Guy Interlude." Wait,
haven't we heard something like this
before? Oh yes, Sandler's first two albums.
Don 't let me scare you away
from buying this one, though. Some
people find this son of thing absolutely
hilarious. Maybe I' m being ignorant
by not seeing the humor in Sandier's
perverted little mind. However, if you
do love the little baby voice that
Sandler has finally mastered by now,
then this will be the gem of your CD
collection.
In addition to that baby voice,
who is the victim of a severe burn on
this album, Sandler really pressed himself to come up with a skit about a
sexual pervert in ''The Peeper." There
is also a song about a prostitute in "She
Comes Home to Me."
Well, I think my bashing of this
artisthaogone on longenoughandi'm
sorry if I've offended anyone in the
Adam Sandler cult. You know who
you are; you watch his movies on a
daily basis. If you are thinking about
joining the cult and buying this album,
save yourself the money and borrow
it from the kid with the " South Park"
t-shin.
- ott Ht!mld tr ajrmlar ar J
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Sports Editor
It took the greatest comeback
m team history, but the John Carroll
Umvers1ty football team defeated the
surprising Otterbein Cardinals 27-24,
Saturday at Wasmer Field.
Senior placekicker David
Vitatoe kicked a 29-yard field goal
with 21 seconds remaining to cap a
twenty-point second-half comeback
and secure head coach Reg1s cafe's
first home win and second Ohio Athletic Conference victory.
" It was a great win and really
gave us a tremendous feeling when we
walked off the field ," Scafe said. "A
lot of people thought we were done
with, and had they known that in 77
years no John Carroll team had overcome a 17-point difference to win, it
would have made those feelings
worse. But give credil to the players
and coaches who never believed we
were out of it. We did an awesome
job in the second half in every phase
of the game."
The JCU defense held Otterbein
scoreless in the second half, and the
Blue Streak offense took control of the
game . In the second stanza, the defense limited the Cardinals to 64 yards
while JCU 's offense rolled up 362
yards.
Carroll came out of the gate
quick in the second ha lf. scoring on
its very first possessio n. Freshman
quarterback Tom Arth scrambled for
a 43-yard touchdown, capping a fiveplay, 76-yard drive to bring the Blue
Streaks to withm I 0 points .
"I look to throw first," Arth
said. "But if the pocket breaks down

Adam Sandler on the cover of his latest album, entitled "Stan
nd Jur:JY Kid. •

Joseph DelRe
Staff Reporter
For three years now, the Cleveland Clinic Omnimax Theater has
been going above and beyond the typical movie going experience. This
multi-story, circular theater surrounds
viewers with the film and makes them
feel like they are part of the movie.
The Omnimax often shows
educational films or fearure films
where the visual and audio impact
would be lost on conventional flat
screens.
This months' movies are
"Everest," "Alaska, Spirit of the
Wild," and most recently, "Mysteries
of Egypt." Films are rotated every si>C
months.
"Everest" follows an international team of mountaineers as they
make their way up the world's tallest
mountain. In addition to providing interesting information on Mt Everest's
creation and evolution, the movie also
tells a dramatic story. It portrays the
climbers' relationships with each
other, as well as their courage and determination to scale the mountain.
The second movie showing is
"Alaska, Spirit of the Wild." This film
takes the audience on a journey into
the wilds of Alaska, cruising past icy
landscapes, exotic wild animals and
the strange phenomena only found in
the northernmost state. The film explores the survival and struggle against
nature's harsh conditions, season after season. Charleton Heston narrates
the film .
The newest showing at the
Omnimax is "The Mysteries of
Egypt," which opened on Sept. 17.
This film examines the 5,000 year-old

culture of Egypt by exploring some of
the country's most renowned artifacts.
"The Mysteries of Egypt" begins with
a visual overview of the Nile River and
then continues on through the pyramids , over the Valley of the Dead and
into the tomb of King Tutankhamun.
The film is co-produced by National
Geographic Films and Destination
Cinemas.
The Omnimax Theater is the
second largest in the United States, according to Charles Sandford, an
Omnimu staff member. It fearures
360-degree screens and I 1 ,600 watts
of digital sound. The result is breathtaking.
In addition to the round theater
and 'ultra-real' digital sound, the
Omnimax stands out from a conventional theater by using 70mm film instead of the usual 35mm. This larger
fllm is able to show more images per
frame than 35mm.
"It's a completely different way
to see movies," notes Sandford.
The
Cleveland
Clinic
Ornnimax Theater is a part of the Great
Lakes Science Center and is located
between the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame and the new Cleveland Browns
Stadium at601 Eries ide Avenue in the
N orthcoast Harbor.
The Omnimax Theater is open
Sunday through Thufliday from 9:30
a.m. until 5:30p.m., on Fridays from
9:30a.m. until 5:45p.m .• and Saturdays from 9:30a.m. until 6:45 p.m.
Tickets are $7.75 for adults.
For more information or to purchase tickets for the Omnimax Theater, call the Great Lakes Science Center at (216) 694-2000 or call
Ticketrnaster at (216) 241-5555.
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Record comeback sets up showdown with Mount
Bob McCarthy

Omnimax Theater
explores mysteries of
Egypt and great outdoors

SPORTS

ing 77 yards on 13 carries.
JCU cut deeper into the Cardinal lead in the fourth quarter when
Vitatoe booted the first of his two field
goals. With 5:26 remaining in the final quarter, the senior All-America
selection connected on a 26-yarder,
cutting the deficit to a touchdown.
On the very ner;t offensive play
from scrimmage, Arth connected with

former St. Ignatius teammate sophomo re Jeff Lerner on a 72-yard touchdown pass. Arth made adJUStments
to the Cardi nal defensive backfield all
afternoon and keyed on the defensive
back on the touchdown pass.
'Their cornerbacks were dropping off into the flats," said Arth,
whose defensive reads seemed uncharacteristic of a freshman quarterback m just hi s second collegiate start.
"The safeties had to decide which receiver to pick up, and l knew one of
our guys had to be open."
The cornerback followed senior wide receiver Larry Holmes inside, leaving Lerner open on the outside. After making the catch at
midfield, it was a foot race to the end
zone. Arth finished the day 20-33 for
307 yards and one touchdown.
The defen se continued it second half domination , forcing the Cardinals into a three-and-out situation.
With JUSt over two minutes remaining, the Blue Streaks took over at their
own 40-yard line .
Arth connected with senior
Bobby Kraft for 18-yards, then hit
Holmes for a 21-yard gain. After a
couple of running plays , the Blue
Streaks were faced with th ird down
at the Otterbem 12-yard line.
" We just dido 't want to make
a m1stake," Scafe said. "By kicking
on third down, you 'protect yourself
against a mistake because you can try
again on fourth down 1f something
goes wrong."
Vitatoe and the field goal unit
entered the game for what would be
the game-winning 29-yard field goal
attempt . Vitatoe split the uprights, ensuring the Blue Streaks of their seventh consc utivc victo <;!a tin back

the ir jobs. All l had to do was get past
one guy and run."
It was the third hme Ziegler
returned a kickoff for a touchdown, a
chool record It was the fourth t1me
in seven games that JCU has returned
the opening kick for a touchdown.
Otterbein refused to go quietly,
racking up 24 points in the first half
on 350 total offen ive yards. Cardinal
quarterback Matt D 'Orazio tossed
three first half touchdowns as the Cardmalsjumped to a 24-7 halftime lead.
JCU (3-0, 2-0 OAC) can not
afford to allow such first balf domination by this week's opponent, threetime defending ational Champion
Mount Union.
"We have to come out with
emotion and can't put ourselves in a
hole," Scafe said. "No one in the country thinks that we have a shot, but we
know that if we play well and play
consistent we are capable of winning."
The top-ranked Purple Radiers
(3-0, 2-0 OAC) enter this Sarurday's
showdown riding a 45-game win
streak, two shy of the National Collegiate Athletic Association record held
by the University of Oklahoma (19531957). Mount Union has not lost a
regular season game since a 23-10 loss
to Baldwin-Wallace on Oct. 15, 1994.
Mount Union leads the all-time
series with JCU 12-2-2, wh1ch dates
back to 1920. when Mount drubbed the
Blue Streaks 48-0. The last time that
a John Carroll team defeated the Raiders was on Nov. 4, 1989, when Scafe
was the defensive coordiantor.
"The one thing I remember
about the game was how we created
our own opportunities and capitalized
on any mistake," Scafe sa1d. "You beat
a ood tc
b cxccutin and mmi-

On the opening kickoff, it
looked as if the Blue Streaks were going to control the game. Senior David
Ziegler fielded the ball at his 13-yard
line, broke a tackle and sprinted down
the left sideline 87 yards to open the
scoring.
"Our return unit has been the
best in the country for three years"
Ziegler said. "The guys up front did

This season Mount Union is
tops in the OAC with a (+I 0) turnover
margin, committing just two turnovefli.
JCU has turned the ball o'ver nine times
in its three contests.
"We need to hold onto the ball,"
Scafe said. "Mount runs a precision
offense and makes very few mistakes.
We must limit our mistakes and force
at least one turnover."

Women's soccer keeps rolling
Gregory-Murphy
Staff Reporter
Seven was almost an unlucky
number for the John Carroll University women ' s soccer team.
After winning a school record
six games in a row, the Blue Streaks
opened the Ohio Athletic Conference
portion of their schedule against crosstown rival Baldwin-Wallace College.
A mediocre first half produced a 1-1
deadlock with the Yellow Jackets.
Junior Julie Scaffidi tallied the halfs
lone goal for the Blue Streaks.
At halftime, head coach Tracy
Blasius decided to make some adjustments.
"We were playing down to their
level in the first half," said Blasius.
"There was a lot of kicking and running. I told the team to spread the
field, play baJls to the feet, and play
up to our level."
·
The team responded well and
dominated the second half. Strong
defense allowed the Streaks to shut
down the B-W attack, while the offense continued to collect goals at a
record pace.
Senior Maureen Mohney
opened the second half's scoring by
nettmg her ninth goal of the season.
Two minutes later, Scaffidi found the
net for the second time in the game.
To close out the scoring, sophomore

Jill Comerford scored her team leading II"' goal of the seaosn.
Comerford, who leads the
OAC with II goals, now needs one
goal to tie and two goals to break the
school record for goals in a season.
Shannon Sullivan, who scored 12
goals in 1996, currently holds that
record.
The team also continued its
assault on the school record for goals
in a season. The Blue Streaks have
tallied 33 goals during the 1999 season, three shy of the 1997 club record
of36 goals.
During its seven game winning
streak, John Carroll has outscored its
opponents 32-4, a tribute to both the
offense and defense.
"The teams we have played so
far have been much weaker than us.
We have been playing a tour level and
not down at our opponents level,"
Blasius said. "Our offense has been
clicking and the defense has gotten
better each game. Our goalkeeper
[Samantha Sommer] made at least
four key saves against Allegheny."
Earlier last week, the Blue
Streaks defeated visiting Allegheny to
avenge last season's 3-1 loss Sophomore Amy Marcelis, playing in her
first game since a back injury sJdelined her on September 5"', came back
ready to play. She scored the first goal

for the Blue Streaks to propel them to
a 2-0 victory.
Sommer recorded her 5'h shutout of the season with II saves.
Mohney netted JCU'S other goal.
Mohney, the only active senior
on the roster, has taken on the role of
team leader now that fellow senior Jen
Lamielle is out with an injury.
"I miss having Jen out there, but
I feel very comfortable as the leader,
Mohney ~aid. "Because I have been
around for three years, l have er;perience playing against the other teams.
I am able to give the underclassmen
advice on our rivalries and what things
to look for during games and at practices."
Mohney also noted that as a senior, she has to give 100 percent during every game to set an example for
the underclassmen.
"I need to play hard every game
so people c¢ see it," Mohney said. "1
also expect fue same from the younger
players. Mamtaming high intensity
and a lot of on-field communication
will be the key for us during the remainder of the season."
The team traveled to Cap1tal
yesterday to face the defending OAC
champions and try to preserve their
s1xth place ranking in the Great Lakes
Region. On Sarurday afternoon, the
Blue S1rcaks will host Mount Umon.

Hwwo bp N1c.k Lrtw:r

Soph~more

Jason Parker breaks a tackle and heads upfield,
followmg the blocks of seniors Michael Murphey (61) and
Stephen Gruber (63).

Soccer finds goal,
racl<s up two wins
Dan Emstberger
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll UnivefSity
men's soccer team played two
games without losmg one for the
first time this season.
The Blue Streaks (3-3-l)
blanked The College of Woo ·tcr on
the road last Wednesday 3-0
The wm kept the men·, soc-

son. After the1r season opening loss
to Case Western Reserve University,
The Blue Streaks have followed every loss with a win and every win
with a loss.
For John Carroll (3-3-1 ) thus
far in 1999, it has been all or nothmg when they play. In its three
wins, JCU has scored seven goals
while allowingjust one. In its three
losses, John Carroll ha been shutout all three times while giving up
seven goals.
Junior Brian Cavalier made
his presence felt in his return to the
lineup against Wooster. Cavalier
scored one goal and assisted on another. This was the first action
Cavalier has seen since September
II.
The additional firepower for
John Carroll was supplied by freshman Brendan Verner. Verner scored
a pair of goals in the game for his
first collegiate points.
Another familiar face also returned to action for the Blue Streaks
against Wooster. Senior goalkeeper
Paul Habrecht returned from an injury that kept him out of action during the first five games. Habrecht
made three saves and posted his first
shutout since a 4-0 blanking of
Capital on Oct. 24, 1998.
Freshman Jim Brahm, who
tended goal in four of the first five
games for John Carroll, is currently
second in the Ohio Athletic Conference in saves per game (7.00) and
fourth in the OAC with a I. 75 goals
allowed average.
The Blue Streaks did not follow their pattern with a loss to Lake
Erie on Monday, but they did not
exactly start a winmng streak e1ther.
The contest between John
Carroll and Lake Erie in Pamsv!lle,
Oh10, ended m a 3-3 draw.
Lake Eric scored a goal right

before the end of the first half to
give the Storm a 1-0 lead at JntcrmiSSJon
The torm scored fiflit out of
the break to make it 2-0. Sophomore Frank Barile responded by
scoring hi first career goal to make
it 2-1.

W1th ten mmutcs rernammg,
Cavalier scored his second goal of
the season to bring JCU withm unc.
The goal caused a momentum
swing in JCU 's favor, and the offense became more agressive as the
clock continued to tick.
lust inside of three minutes
to play and trailing 3-2, freshman
Brendan Verner dribbled the ball
into the box and positioned himself
for a shot on goal. Before Verner
could get the shot off, he was fouled
by a Lake Erie defender, and the
officials awarded the Blue Streaks
a penalty kick.
Junior Brian Sevchek took
control of the situation, and stepped
in to attempt the penalty kick.
"It seemed like no one
wanted to take the shot," Sevchek
said. "I had a good feeling and
blocked everything out."
Sevchek placed the ball on
the spot and focusllQ on the upper
left corner of the net, hoping the
goalie would misjudge the shot.
"I got a good shot off,"
Sevchek said. "But, the goalie
guessed right and got a hand on it.
Luckily, I hit it hard enough and the
balI went into the net"
The game-tying goal was
Sevchek's second of the year, and
he is tied for fifth place in the Ohio
Athletic Conference standings with
0.33 assists per game.
The Blue Streaks hosted a
strong Thomas More squad yesterday, and the stiff competition w1ll
continue when OAC play opens thts
Saturday at Mount Union.
"Every OAC game is like a
playoff game," Sevchek said.
''They all are battles to the last
mmute and we have to give l 00%
for all 90 minutes ."

ARTS
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Sandler's latest album is nothing new

- On the Road
Exc~t from the journal of

Tender Blindspot

drummer and ]CU junior, T.j. Wichmann

Weekl
"Today is May 23. 1999 and its the second day of our tour. Yesterday we left Gevelandfor Louisville, KY and it wasn I the most pleasani experience. We were supposed to leave at 12:30 p.m ., but didn)
pull out of rehearsal space until almost 3 p.m. Inefficient is usually a
keywonJ-in descrlbing-t1re-baruf. We Stopped-In Colurr.rburtor:r~e-1Tfe11r-l
friend.r and made it to Cincinnati by 8 p.m. That was barely enough
time to get a sound check in .
lMn.'t-romember the name of the venue in Cincinnati. but we've
had beller. The acoustics weren ~ very good. but the other bands and
the crowd really got into the show. After. we went to Denny s with one
• --Ill-"'• /xJnds. Ihey were from El Paso, TX and had already been touring
for a month. though they still had three months to go! They sleep in
their van almost every night. When I asked them about getting a hotel
room every once in awhileL they_ laughed hyste}'ical/jl; making "''o.J"-""---11
pretty stupid. The only money they ever spend is on food, hotels are too
expensive. I wandered if I would be saying the same thing soon.
That night, we drove around and found a cheap hotel for $25. It
nad beds and a shower. which was all we needed.
- I went to church this morning by the University of Cincinnati. By
the time I got back to the hotel, the band was checked out and waiting
to leave. They had lo' sneak ouf ofthe room since there was only=.,.-·-1
posed to be two people per room . We were slightly over the limit.
We left Cincinnati today around noon and stopped for lunch at
iJw1;er King. It's-two days-intuthe tour and I'm already-eating"'"""''- •
healthy food The ride to Louisville wasn't that bad because it only took
a lillie over an hour.
Even though I 'm 011/y six hours away from home, l feelltlc•H-'m--11
in another counlry. The locals make fun of us because of our accent
and they callrtS 'yanks. 'They're all a bunch of hicks and J'm a yank. l
1hink its all prelly funny.
_____
It looks like rain today. 1'11 probably end up silting in the van
playing Nintendo or watching television. 1 'm predicting that/ will do
nothing productive on this tour. Until next time, God bless._"_____..

I never found the point in buying a comedic album. You can only listen to the same jokes over and over
again until they simply get annoying.
I'm afraid this may be the case
with Adam Sandler's third album
"Stan and Judy's Kid." Adam Sandler
didn't expand his comedic horizons
much in this one.
He brings all his talents, or lack
thereof, together by combining short
comedic skits with his usual songs
which include "Chanukah Song, Part
II" and "Cool Guy Interlude." Wait,
haven't we heard something like this
before? Oh yes, Sandler's first two albums.
Don't let me scare you away
from buying this one, though. Some
people find this sort of thing absolutely
hilarious. Maybe I'm being ignorant
by not seeing the humor in Sandler's
perverted little mind. However, if you
do love the little baby voice that
Sandler has finally mastered by now,
then this will be the gem of your CD
collection.
In addition to that baby voice,
who is the victim of a severe bum on
this album, Sandler really pressed himself to come up with a skit about a
sexual pervert in ''The Peeper." There
is also a song about a prostitute in "She
Comes Home to Me."
Well, I think my bashing of this
artinhas gone on long enough and I'm
sony if I've offended anyone in the
Adam Sandler cult. You know who
you are; you watch his movies on a
daily basis. If you are thinking about
joining the cult and buying this album,
save yourself the money and borrow
it from the kid with the "South Park"
t-shirt.

TOP OFTH
CHARTS

DISH
All My Children: A suspic1ous Palmer hired an investigator
to follow Vanessa after giving her a big check for a "friends surgery." A grieving Edmund surmised Alexandra's love killed Dimitri.
Skye told Adam of her marriage to a doctor. Becca was horrified
when she and Ryan accidentally saw a video of Scott and Greenlee
making love.
As The World Turns: Carly and Jack entered into a potentially troublesome wager. Margo tried to find the truth in her mass
of confused feelings. Denise felt overwhelmed by instant motherhood.

.

Days Of Our Lives: Nicole reached out to Brandon about
her troubled personal life. Eric had competition for Greta at the
Harriman Ball. Princess Gina, who was at the Ball incognito, passed
out before she could reveal her true identity to Greta.
General Hospital: Stefan later told Laura he could destroy
Katherine but won't for fear of losing Nikolas. Faison appeared as
Luke and Felicia shared a long delayed kiss. Carly made a damaging discovery about Hannah.
One Life to Live: Ben reached out to Viki. RJ lied to Tea
about his business dealings. Bo and Lindsay caught Will in a suspicious position. Dorian found herself surrounded by danger. Skye
had a seductive surpnse waiting for Ben.
Passions: Theresa had a confusing encounter with Ethan.
Chad left Los Angeles and headed for Harmony. Tabitha was
shocked to realize Charity was still alive. Sam was upset to see Ivy
reach out to Grace at the Police Benefit. Timmy ventured out on
his own.
Sunset Beach: Maria and Meg saw Ben and Tess in a discussion. Antonio begged Ricardo to tell him why the Archbishop
had planned to send him away. Annie made a call to get Olivia out
of the "club." Tobias told a shocked Annie he doesn't believe all
the nasty tales about Olivia.
The Young And The Restless: Nikki and Brad realized they
were about to take a step that could change their lives. Cole felt
increasingly removed from Ashley's preoccupation with the Jabot
matter. Kay got new word about Brock.
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Adam Sandler on the cover of his latest album, entitled "Stan
and JurJV Kid_•

Joseph DelRe
Staff Reporter
For three years now, the Cleveland Clinic Omnimax Theater has
been going above and beyond the typical movie going experience. This
multi-story, circular thea,ter surrounds
viewers with the film and makes them
feel like they are part of the movie.
The Omnimax often shows
educational films or feature films
where the visual and audio impact
would be lost on conventional flat .
screens.
This months' movies are
"Everest," "Alaska, Spirit of the
Wild," and most recently, "Mysteries
of Egypt." Films are rotated every six
months.
"Everest" follows an international team of mountaineers as they
make their way up the world's tallest
mountain. In addition to providing interesting information on Mt. Everest's
creation and evolution, the movie also
tells a dramatic story. It portrays the
climbers' relationships with each
olher, as well as their courage and determination to scale the mountain.
The second movie showing is
"Alaska, Spirit of the Wild."This film
takes the audience on a journey into
the wilds of Alaska, cruising past icy
landscapes, exotic wild animals and
the strange phenomena only found in
the northernmost state. The film explores the survival and snuggle against
nature's harsh conditions, season after season. Charleton Heston narrates
the film.
The newest showing at the
Omnimax is "The Mysteries of
Egypt," which opened on Sept. 17.
This film examines !he 5,000 year-old

culture of Egypt by exploring some of
the country 's most renownc<l artifacts.
"The Mysteries of Egypt" begins with
a visual overview of the Nile River and
then continues on through the pyramids, over the Valley of the Dead and
into the tomb of King Tutankhamun.
The film is co-produced by National
Geographic Films and Destination
Cinemas.
The Omnimax Theater is the
second largest in the United States, according to Charles Sandford, an
Omnimax staff member. It features
360-degree screens and 11,600 wans
of digital sound. The result is breathtaking.
In addition to the round theater
and 'ultra-real' digital sound, the
Omnimax stands out from a conventional theater by using 70mm film instead of the usual 35mm. This larger
film is able to show more images per
frame than 3Smrn.
"It's a completely different way
to see movies," notes Sandford.
The
Cleveland
Clinic
Omnimax Theater is a part of the Great
Lakes Science Center and is located
between the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame and the new Cleveland Browns
Stadium at601 Eries ide Avenue in the
N orthcoast Harbor.
The Omnimax Theater is open
Sunday through Thursday from 9:30
a.m. until 5:30p.m., on Fridays from
9:30a.m. until 5:45 p.m., and Saturdays from 9:30 a.m. until 6:45 p.m.
Tickets are $7.75 for adults.
For more information or to purchase tickets for the Omnimax Theater, call the Great Lakes Science Center at (216) 694-2000 or call
Ticketmaster at (216) 241-5555.
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Record comeback sets up showdown with Mount
Sports Ed1tor
It took the greatest comeback
in team history, but the John Carroll
Umversity football team defeated the
surprising Otterbem Cardinals 27-24,
Saturday at Wasmer Field.
Senior placekicker David
Vitatoe kicked a 29-yard field goal
w1th 21 seconds remaining 10 cap a
twenty-point second-half comeback
and secure head coach Regis Scafe's
first home win and second Ohio Athletic Conference victory.
"It was a great win and really
gave us a tremendous feeling when we
walked otT the field ," Scafe said. "A
lot of people though! we were done
w1th, and had they known that in 77
years no John Carroll team had overcome a 17-point difference to win, it
would have made those feelings
worse. But give crcdil to the players
and coaches who never believed we
were out of it. We did an awesome
job in the second half in every phase
of the game."
The JCU defense held Otterbein
scoreless in the second half, and the
Blue Streak offense took control of the
game. In the second stanza, the defense limitc<l the Cardinals to 64 yards
while JCU 's offense rolled up 362
yards.
Carroll came out of the gate
quick in the second half. scoring on
its very first possession. Freshman
quarterback Tom Arth scrambled for
a 43-yard touchdown, capping a tivcplay, 76-yard driv e to bring the Blue
Streaks to within 10 points.
"I look to throw first," Arth
said. "But if the pocket breaks down

Omnimax Theater
explores mysteries of
Egypt and great outdoors

SPORTS

ing 77 yards on 13 carries.
JCU cut deeper into !he Cardinal lead in the fou rt h quarter when
Vitatoe booted the first Of his two field
goals. With 5:26 remaining in the final quarter, the senior All-America
sclec1ion connected on a 26-yarder,
cutting the deficit to a touchdown.
On the very nex t offensive play
from scrimmage, Arth connected with

former St. Ignatius teammate sophomore Jeff Lerner on a 72-yard touchdown pass. Arth made adjustments
to the Cardinal defensive backfield all
afternoon and keyed on the defensive
backs on the touchdown pass.
"Their cornerbacks were dropping off inlo the flats," said Arlh,
whose defensive reads seemed un characteristic of a freshman quarterback in just his second collegiate start.
"The safclies had to decide which receiver to pick up, and I knew one of
our guys had to be open."
The cornerback followed senior wide receiver Larry Holmes inside, leaving Lerner open on the outside . After making the catch at
midfield, it was a foot race to the end
zone. Arth finished the day 20-33 for
307 yards and one touchdown.
The defense continued its second half domination, forcing the Cardinals imo a three-and-out situation.
With just over two minutes remaining, !he Blue Streaks took over at their
own 40-yard line.
Arth connected with senior
Bobby Kraft for 18-yards, then hit
Holmes for a 21-yard gain. After a
couple of running plays, the Blue
Streaks were faced with third down
at the Otterbein 12-yard line.
"We just didn't want to make
a mistake," Scafe said. "By kickmg
on third down, you 'protect yourself
against a mistake because you can try
again on fourth down if something
goes wrong."
Vitatoe and the field goal unit
entered the game for what would be
the game-winning 29-yard field goal
anempt. Vitatoe split the uprights, ensuring the Blue Streaks of the1r seventh cons cutivc victo datin back

their jobs. Alii had to do was get past
one guy and run."
It was the third ti me Ziegler
returned a kickoff for a touchdown, a
school record . It was the fourth time
in seven games that JCU has returned
the opening kick for a touchdown .
Otterbein refused to go quietly,
racking up 24 pomts m the first half
on 350 total ofTen 1ve yards. Cardinal
quarterback Mat! D'Oraz1o tossed
three first half touchdowns a !he Cardmals jumped to a 24-7 halftime lead.
JCU (3-0, 2-0 OAC) can not
afford to allow such first half domination by this week's opponent, threetime defending National Champion
Mount Union.
"We have to come out with
emotion and can't put ourselves in a
hole," Scafe said. "No one in the country thinks that we have a shot, bul we
know that if we play well and play
consistent we are capable ofwinning."
The top-ranked Purple Radicrs
(3-0, 2-0 OAC) enter this Saturday's
showdown riding a 45-game win
streak, two shy of the National Collegiate Athletic Associalion record held
by the University ofOklahoma ( 19531957). Mount Union has not lost a
regular season game since a 23-10 loss
to Baldwin-Wallace on Oct. IS, 1994.
Mount Union leads the all-time
series with JCU 12-2-2, which dates
back to 1920. when Moun! drubbed the
Blue Streaks 48-0. The last time that
a John Carroll team defeated the Raiders was on Nov. 4, 1989, when Scafe
was the defensive coordiantor.
"The one thing I remember
about the game was how we created
our own opportunities and capitalized
on any mistake," Scafe sa1d. " You beal
a ood tc

On the opening kickoff, it
looked as if the Blue Streaks were going to control the game. Senior David
Ziegler fielded the ball at his 13-yard
line, broke a tackle and sprinted down
the left sideline 87 yards to open the
scoring.
"Our return unit has been the
best in the country for three years"
Ziegler said. "The guys up front did

This season Mount Union is
tops in the OAC with a (+I 0) turnover
margin, committing just two turnovers.
JCU has turned the ball o'ver nine times
in its three contests .
"We nec<l to hold onto the ball,"
Scafe said. "Mount runs a precision
offense and makes very few mistakes.
We must limit our mistakes and force
at least one turnover."

Women's soccer keeps rolling
Gregory-Murphy
Staff Reporter
Seven was almost an unlucky
number for the John Carroll University women's soccer team.
After winning a school record
six games in a row, the Blue Streaks
opened the Ohio Athletic Conference
portion of their schedule against crosstown rival Baldwin-Wallace College.
A mediocre first half produced a 1-1
deadlock with the Yellow Jackets.
Junior Julie Scaffidi tallied the halfs
lone goal for the Blue Streaks.
. At halftime, head coach Tracy
Blasms decided to make some adjustments.
"We were playing down to their
level in the first half," said Blasius .
''There was a lot of kicking and running. I told the team 10 spread the
field, play balls to the feet, and play
up to our level."
The team responded well and
dominated the second half. Strong
defense allowed the Streaks to shut
down the B- W attack, while the offense continued to collect goals at a
record pace.
Senior Maureen Mohney
opened the second half's sconng by
netting her ninth goal of !he season.
Two minutes later, Scaffidi found the
net for the second time in the game.
To close OUI the scormg, sophomore

Jill Comerford scored her team leading 11"' goal of the seaosn.
Comerford, who leads the
OAC with II goals, now needs one
goal to tie and two goals to break the
school record for goals in a season.
Shannon Sullivan, who scored 12
goals i n 1996, currently holds that
record.
The team also continued its
assault on the school record for goals
in a season. The Blue Streaks have
tallied 33 goals during the 1999 season, three shy of the 1997 club record
of36 goals.
During its seven game winning
streak, John Carroll has outscored its
opponents 32-4, a tribute to both the
offense and defense.
'The teams we have played so
far have been much weaker than us.
We have been playing at nur level and
not down at our opponents level,"
Blasius said. "Our offense has been
clicking and the defense has gotten
better each game. Our goalkeeper
[Samantha Sommer] made at least
four key saves against Allegheny."
Earlier last week, the Blue
Streaks defeated visiting Allegheny to
avenge last season's 3-l loss. Sophomore Amy Marcclis, playing in her
first game since a back mjury Sidelined her on September 5"', carne back
ready to play She scored the first goal

for the Blue Streaks to propel them 10
a 2-0 victory.
Sommer recorded her S"' shutout of the season with 11 saves.
Mohney netted JCU'S other goal.
Mohney, the only active senior
on the roster, has taken on the role of
team leader now that fellow senior Jen
Lamie lie is out with an injury.
"I miss having len out there, but
I feel very comfortable as the leader,
Mohney ~aid. "Because I have been
around for three years, I have experience playing against the other teams.
I am able to give the underclassmen
advice on our rivalries and what things
to look for during games and at practices."
Mohney also noted that as a senior, she has to give I 00 percent during every game to set an example for
the underclassmen.
"I need to play hard every game
so people c¢ see it," Mohney said. "1
also expect ~e same from the younger
players. Mamtaining high intensity
and a lot of on-field communication
will be the key for us during the remainder of the season."
The team traveled to Capital
yesterday to face the defending OAC
champions and try to preserve their
sixth place ranking in the Great Lakes
Region. On Saturday afternoon, the
Blue Streaks will host Mount Umon.

Pbol.obJNKklC'O'u

Soph~more

Jason Parker breaks a tackle and heads upfield,
followmg the blocks of seniors Michael Murphey (61) and
Stephen Gruber (63).

Soccer finds goal,
racl<s up two wins
Dan Emstberger
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University
men's soccer team played two
games without losing one for the
first time this season.
The Blue Streaks (3-3-l)
blanked The College ofWoosler on
the road last Wednesday 3-0 .
The win kept the men's soccct tcan1 m the a\\cm the had lie
son. After therr season opening loss
10 Case Western ReseiVe University,
The Blue Streaks have followed every loss with a win and every win
with a loss.
For John Carroll (3-3-l) thus
far in 1999, it has been all or nothing when they play. In its three
wins, JCU has scored seven goals
while allowing just one. In its three
losses, John Carroll has been shutout all three times while giving up
seven goals.
Junior Brian Cavalier made
his presence felt in his return to the
lineup against Wooster. Cavalier
scored one goal and assisted on another. This was the first action
Cavalier has seen since September
II.
The additional firepower for
John Carroll was supplied by freshman Brendan Verner. Verner scored
a pair of goals in the game for his
first collegiate points.
Another familiar face also re·
turnc<lto action for the Blue Streaks
against Wooster. Senior goalkeeper
Paul Habrecht returned from an injury that kept him out of action during the first five games. Habrecht
made three saves and posted his first
shutout since a 4·0 blanking of
Capital on Oct. 24, 1998.
Freshman Jim Brahm, who
tended goal in four of the first five
games for John Carroll, is currently
second in the Ohio Athletic Conference in saves per game (7.00) and
fourth in the OAC w1th a l. 75 goals
allowed average.
The Blue Streaks did not follow theirpauem with a loss to Lake
Eric on Monday, but they did not
exactly start a winning streak erther.
The contest between John
Carroll and Lake Erie m Painsvllle
'
Ohio, ended in a 3·3 draw.
Lake Eric scored a goal right

before the end of the first half to
give !he Storm a 1-0 lead at mtcrmtssion.
The Stonn scored first oul of
the break to make 11 2·0. Sopho
more Frank Banle responded by
scoring his first career goal to make
it 2-1.
Lake Erie scored again w1th
Ill mmutcs rcmammg to 1,\IVC the
S.tmm
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follow the vrctory over Wooster
with another loss.
W1th len mmutcs rcrnanung,
Cavalier scored h1s second goal of
!he season to bring JCU withm one.
The goal caused a momentum
swing in JCU's favor, and the offense became more agressive as the
clock continued to tick.
Just inside of three minules
to play and trailing 3-2, freshman
Brendan Verner dribbled the ball
into the 00)( and positioned himscl f
for a shot on goal. Before Verner
could get the shot off, he was fouled
by a Lake Erie de fe nder, and the
officials awarded the Blue Streaks
a penalty kick.
Junior Brian Sevchek took
control of the situation, and stepped
in to attempt the penalty kick.
"It seemed like no one
wanted to take the shot," Scvchek
said. "I had a good feeling and
blocked everything out."
Sevchek placed the ball on
the ~pot and focusc:Q on the upper
left comer of the net, hoping the
goalie would misjudge the shot.
"I got a good shot off,"
Sevchek said. "But, the goalie
guessed right and got a hand on it.
Luckily, I hit it hard enough and the
ball went into the net."
The game-tying goal was
Sevchek's second of the year, and
he is tied for fifth place in the Oh10
Athletic Conference standings with
0.33 assists per game.
The Blue Streaks hosted a
strong Thomas More squad yesterday, and the stiff competition will
continue when OACplayopens this
Saturday at Mount Union.
"Every OAC game is like a
playoff game," Sevchek said.
"They all are battles to the last
minute and we have to give 100%
for all 90 minutes."
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SPORTS FLASHES
OAC PLAYER OF THE
WEEK- Senior placekicker David
Vitatoe was named OAC Special
Teams Player of the Week followmg
his performance in John Carroll's 2724 come-from-behind victory over
Otterbein last Saturday. Vitatoe went
two-for-two on field goal attempts,
including the 29-yard game-winner
with less than 20 seconds to play.
The senior All-American also nailed
a 26-yarder and went three-for-three
on exrra point attempts.

TOPS ON THE PITCHSophomore Jill Comerford is the
0
leader in both points per game
.00) and goals per game (1 .22).
The midfielder also ranks third in
the conference in assists, averaging
.56 assists per game ... Junior goaleeper Samantha Sommer leads
the OAC m both shutouts (4) and
goals against average (1 .03) ... Senior Maureen Mohney ranks third
1111JMIC:~Il>lllil-tii4~,Jfli"OAC m points per game (2.10)
and is third in goals per game (.90)

also making its mark in the polls. The
Blue Streaks are currently ranked siKth
in the NCAA Division Ill Great lakes
Region poll. Th1s IS the h1ghest ran
mg m school history for the w
program.

VOLLEYBALL LEADERS- Freshman Beth Gr.cybowski
continues to make her presence felt
leading the OAC with 4.36 digs per
game ... Junior Autumn Budrys is
tops in the OAC with 1.08 blocks
per game.

CLIMB! G THE POLLSThe Blue Streak football team moved
up two spots to No. 12 in the latest
American Football Coaches Association (AFCA) Div1sion IJI poll .
received 541 points in the pol . The
John Carroll women's soccer team is

Hall of Fame inducts six new members
John Manuszak
Staff Reporter
The careers of s1x fonner John
Carroll Universtty student athletes will
be honored during homecoming activities this weekend.
Included in the Hall of Fame
class of 1999 are first-year candidates
Pete Hayek and Audrey Warnock. The
SIX inductees will join roughly 100
other member honored by John
Carroll in the Hall of Fame.
"These six individuals all have
shown tremendous abilities on and off
the playmg field," John Carroll University athletic d1rector Tony DeCarlo
said. " In an athlcttc sense, all candidates mu t have made an impact in
their sport and been honored for their
~

m~ewrry."

Athletes arc nominated for admittance to the hall, and nommations

are looked at by the Blue and Gold
Club. An athlete must have graduated
from JCU and cannot be nominated
until ten years after graduation.
This year's class met and exceeded all of those requirements.
Pete Hayek, '89, was a fourtime nat1onal qualifier and a three-time
All-American for the JCU wrestling
team. Hayek finished his career with
a record of94-31-3 and was twice selected as a Division ITI Wrestling
Coaches •Association Scholar-Athlete.
Also in his time at John Carroll, he
won three Presidents Athletic Conference Championships.
Audrey Warnock, ' 89, played
both basketball and softball at JCU.
She was a four-time President's AthletiC Conference honoree in basketball
and finished her career with I ,382
points. Warnock also eKcelled on the

diamond as the PAC Softball Player
of the Year.
Luke Baum, '86 , won five PAC
titles while a memberofthe JCU track
and field team, including three in the
long jump and two in the triple jump.
Baum holds the outdoor record in the
long jump at 23 feet, 5 inches.
Tom Bennett, '87, wrestled his
way to three PAC Championships and
Ill victories. Bennett was also a
three-time All-American.
Mark Fernstel, '86, was a twotime All-America swimmer for the
Blue Streaks, placing 15th nationally
in the 50-yard freestyle as a junior and
ninth in the 100-yard freestyle his senior year. Fcrnstel holds the JCU
records in both events.
The six individuals will be induc ted into the hall on Friday, Oct. I,
during the Hall of Fame Dinner.
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Volleyball just nrlsses
who leads the league in digs per game ,
has totalled 353, enough to surpass last
Sports Editor
Th ere ' s not much the John year's team-leading season total of351
Carroll University women 's volleyball by Nicole Peterson.
Junior Lisa Eirons, playing in
team wouldn ' t have given for a few
extra points last weekend. Four points only the second tournament of her varsity career, turned in the team-leading
to be exact.
JCU wound up placing sixth in hitting percentage of .264 and contribthe eight-team Ohio Wesleyan lnvita- uted 28 kills and eight blocks . Meantlonal after finding itself on the short while, freshman Kristie Branam,
sophomore Maureen Bachtel and seend of several close matches.
"To sum up the weekend, I nior Katie Farrell found themselves
think there was a four-point difference among Ohio Athletic Conference leadbetween us being 1-3 and 3-1 ," head ers in individual categories.
"I thought we had some good
coach Gretchen Weitbrecht said. "We
lost to Hanover, 17-15, in rally scor- points last weekend," Weitbrecht said.
ing in the fifth game , and we lost to "I thought we moved a lot better as a
Washington & Jefferson, 15-13, in team, but we just didn 'I seem to play
rally scoring in the fifth . Had we gone with a sense of urgency throughout the
two points better in both of those whole match."
"When our back was against the
games, I think we would have felt
wall, we played hard, but we dug ourmuch better about ourselves."
In fact, three of the Blue selves too deep of a hole and couldn't
Streaks' four matches went the dis- get out," Weitbrecht continued.
tance, but JCU was only able to pull "We're going to try to play with a little
out one win. This was particulary sur- more intensity this week in practice
prising, considering that entering the and as we get ready for our conference
weekend, John Carroll had shown te- opponents."
And preparing for conference
nacity in five-game matches, winning
opponents is key now, as the Blue
five and losing only two.
JCU opened the weekend by Streaks attempt to shift gears. So far
losing to Hanover, then falling to host their season has consisted of mostly
Ohio Wesleyen in three matches . two-day tournaments . Now JCU will
Hanover and Ohio Wesleyan would go be facing OAC rivals one at a time .
"I think this will be a plus for
on to face each other in the finals.
The Blue Streaks rebounded our players to be able to concentrate
with a five-game victory over Capi- all their energy into one match,"
tal, 15-12..1:.15,15-10,.11-15 , 17-15. Weitbrecht said. "And I don't think
there's one of them that's not confi· r~in
This would prove to be
at they can't play five games
of the weekend as they blew a 2-1 adard, knowing that's
vantage to lose to Washington & and play I
Jefferson in the final game of the con- where they can focus h;>~rgy."
The Blue Streaks opene<hht!
solation round.
Junior Autumn Budrys contin- conference schedule last night when
ued to provide a dominant force at the they hosted Capital in the Don Shula
net. leading the conference in blocks· Sports Center. The next game is at
per game (I .08) and total blocks (90). home as well , against Mount Union on
Freshman Beth Grzybowski, Tuesday, Oct. 5.

Rona Proudfoot
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DeRosa i.n search of the 'offici a ' top level
Rona Proudfoot
Sports Editor
Joe DeRosa certainly knows a
thing or two about stepping up to the
next level.
That's what he did when he
captained the 1978 John Carroll University football team to its best season in the latter half of the decade.
That's what he did when he
moved up through the officiating
ranks to become a referee for the National Basketball Association.
That's what he did when he was
selected to represent the United States
by officiating the 1996 Olympic
Games in Atlanta.
And that's the challenge that
DeRosa, who graduated from JCU
with an accounting major in 1979,
faces now.
"Right now I'm at a crossroads
in my career as to whether I'm going
to step up and move up to the next
level," DeRosa said . ''I'd like to get a
little more established in the NBA as
far as trying to reach my ultimate goal
of working the finals."
Judging from past experience,
DeRosa shouldn't have a problem
doing just that. After all, he got his
start refereeing while he was a two-

sport athlete and team leader for the
Blue Srreaks in football and track and
field .
" When I was a junior at John
Carroll, I went home for Christmas
break, and I was basically out of money
forthe second semester," DeRosa said.
"My dad convinced me to start officiating.,.
"After a long discussion , I decided to do it," DeRosa continued.
"The first league 1 worked in was the
fifth and sixth grade Catholic league
in Youngstown. "
It didn't take him long to move
up through the officiating ranks.
"I went back to school that year
and found some games to work, and
the neKt year I worked about every day
of the year during basketball season,"
DeRosa said. "After college I moved
to Kentucky and started officiating
high school there."
From there he went on to referee junior college, Division I college
and eventually the NBA.
DeRosa, who is entering his
11th year with the NBA, considers officiating the Olympics to have been the
highlight of his career so far. Of over
200,000 referees throughout the country, only one is picked every four years

Cross Country suffers setback at Wooster Invitational
Rough start hurts women
Veronica Gor1ey
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University women's
cross country team has faced and dealt with
strong opponents for the past several weeks.
Last weekend. however, they weren't up
to the challenge.
The Blue Streaks scored 209 points to
place eighth of twelve teams at the Wooster
Invitational on Saturday.
Conference foe Baldwin-Wallace College won the meet with 29 points.
Freshman Vickie Nussbaum led the Blue
Streaks for the second ttmc in four week . placing 13th in the 138-runner field with a time of
20 minutes, 46 seconds.
Nussbaum's other team-leading performance was at the Muskingurn Invitational. a
similar course because of1ts rough terrain and
difficulty level.

Sophomore Susie Sauer runs sideby-side with her competitor.

Hull tumbles while men fall

" It was a tougher course because of the Rona Proudfoot
SportS Ed1tor
hills," Nussbaum said of the Wooster course.
Plagued by injuries and missing three of
Senior Debbie Pagano, another consistant
top-finisher for the Blue Streaks, was the second its top five runners, the John Carroll University
JCU runner' to cross the finish line. Pagano men's cross country team was able to manage
only an II th place finish at the 13-team Wooster
placed 40th in 21:54.
'
Missing was sophomore Molly Byrnes. Invitational last weekend .
Among the missing were senior Nick SellByrnes has split top-finisher duties with Pagano
ers, who has been haunted by injuries for most
and Nussbaum so far this year.
Sophomore Julia Augustine, freshman ofthe season, and freshman Eric Heintz who was
Vicki Krol and sophomore Dana Anderson forced to sit the meet out with a shin injury.
"We didn 't run with anybody that ran last
rounded out the top five, coming in 54th, 62nd
year," head coach Dick Mann said. "When
and 68th, respectively.
"Dana Anderson really carne through this you're missing 60 percent of your man-power,
weekend," Lanese said, citing Anderson's per- you can't expect to do too well."
And of the runners that were lefi, few were
formance as one of the meet's few highlights. "I
running at full capacity.
think she had a breakthrough race."
"It's not the ideal situation, but we keep
The begining of the race may have held
the key to John Carroll's problems. Several hun- changing surfaces all the time," Mann said. "We
dred yards into the race, the entire field was go on the sidewalks one day, grass another day,
forced to pass through a botrleneck only a few track another day, it's conducive to having some
leg problems, and we're getting a lot of it this
feet wide.
"We didn't start off the race as we usually year."
Noncthele s, freshman Matthew Hils
do," Nussbaum said. "We usually start off topulled out an impressive effort to lead the Blue
gether and pace ourselves."
Without the pack, Nu sbaum was forced Streaks, placing 32nd. His time of29 minutes, 8
seconds was his best of the season and only six
to work individually to improve her place.
"Vickie came from the back of the race to seconds ~head of classmate Brad Hull who was
35th. This was the first time this year that anythe top with a great Ia t mile," Lanese said.
Th1s weekend's meet will be an impor- one other than Hull has finished first for the team.
"Hils is improving each week," Mann
tant race for the Blue Streaks. Due to a venue
change for the Ohio Athletic Conference Cross said. "But Brad [Hull) should have been up there,
Country Championship , the women have too. He fell down at the first mile, and I think it
scrapped plans to run at LeMoyne in New York. affected him mentally. He has beaten the guy
They will run at Ohio Northern in Ada, Ohio, who took fourth in the race."
Rounding out the top five for JCU were
where the conference championship race will be
sophomores Matt Mullan and Corey Klein in
held.
"Our team is in a refocusing stage," 87th and I05th and freshman Jim Gaul in I 14th.
"It looks like everybody on the team is
Lanese said. "We will be more focused for this
weekend. Leadership 1s essential for a team and injured right now," Mann said. "Hils is complaining about his shins, Jim [Gaul] has shin
that's what we're focusing on !hi week."

Ph oto coun uy ol r~ Dd.o...,

splints, and Heintz has shin splints ."
While the football team hosts conference
foe Mount Union College in this weekend's
Homecoming Game, the men's cross country
team will be traveling to Alliance, Ohio, for
the Mount Union Invitational.
The women's team has decided to run
at Ohio Northern to get a look at the site of the
conference race, but Mann feels that running
the tougher Mount Union course will pay off
for his team in the long run . He admits, however, that he hasn't been able to adjust practices to prepare for the tougher courses.
"Right now we're having trouble changing what we're doing because it's hard to run
the hills when everybody's hurting," Mann
said. "I've had to cut back the workouts because we're hurting. Jllness and physical breakdown are just hurting us right now, and we don't
have the depth to compensate for it."

Photo by l.ona Prowlfoot

Sophomore Matt Mullan leads on an
uphill portion of the course.
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DeRosa, an All-Presidents Athletic Conference selection for
the Blue Streaks at safety in 1978, co-captained the squad to
a 5-4 finish under head coach Don Stupica.

people."
DeRo a keeps busy with officiating even when he's not on the
court. He assigns referees for the
American Mid-East Conference,
which includes local schools such as
Walsh, Malone and otre Dame College of Onio. He also runs Purchase
Official Supplies, one in a national
franchise of supply stores for officials
in all sports, close to his home in
Barberton, Ohio .
DeRosa won· t be able to come
back to John Carroll for homecoming
this year.
On Oct. 2, the date of Homecoming festivities, not to mention the
football rnatchup with Mount Union,
DeRosa will be on a plane, headed for
the NBA officiating training camp in
New Jersey.
But don 'I expect him to be too
far out of earshot.
"Last year, for the Mount
Union game, I'd decided not to go,"
DeRosa said. "It was pouring down
rain, and I had decided I didn't want
to get sick, so l was going to stay
home. 11
DeRosa was listening to the
game on the radio from his house, but
he couldn't stay away. He wound up
driving to Alliance mid-game to see
the Blue Streaks nearly upset the
Purple Raiders.
DeRosa 's prtde in h1 s alma
mater extends past the gridiron, how-

to officiate the games for the United
States.
Nonetheless , DeRosa has no
doubt that officiating in the final round
of the NBA Championship would top
even that experience. DeRo a has
worked the playoffs for the past five
years, going as far as the second round
in the I ast four of those years.
"The biggest thing that 1 talk
about when I talk to referees is that we
all want one more game," DeRosa said.
"That's my goal is to get one more
game, and then after that I want one
more game."
"The playoffs, to a lot of people,
are what the NBA is all about," DeRosa
continued. "The playoffs are a whole
different experience than the regular
season. They're fun. There's a lot on
the line, and everything you do is subject to being criticized."
The hardest part of refereeing
for DeRosa is spending time away from
his family while he travels the country
to the different NBA arenas.
"Some weeks I may work four
or five games and other weeks I may
work just two, but it averages out to
about 12 per month," DeRosa said.
"That basically means that I' m away
from home about 20 days each month."
He insists, however, that his
wife Patti and children Valerie and JB
have been nothing but supportive.
"My daughter's 12, and that's all
she's ever known is the dad who referees and travels," DeRosa said. "And
my son is only eight. He doesn't look
at it as a big deal , that's just what dad
does. Probably the nicest thing is I'm
home most of the summer, and that
helps make up for the t1me I m1ss. "
And during DeRosa's off-season, fami ly lt me is a pn ority. The
DeRosas try to take two or three vaca-

"You never kn w who 's out
there in the crowds at the arena that I
work 1n that IS a John Carroll alum,"
DeRosa said. "There have been several times that people that Tdon 't even
know just came down to where we
were walkmg tn or out of the arena
and called my name out and 'a1d, ·You

is spent
upcoming season and conducting officiating camps for aspiring referees.
"Mainly what I try, to do is conduct those camps and go and visit other
camps and try to give back some of the
good that people have given to me,"
DeRosa said. "I probably do more of
it than I should and it cuts away from
some of that free time in the summer,
but it's something that I like to do, and
I think I've been able to help some

you out there doing a great job."'
"I've just always tried to go out
and do the best I can at what I do,"
DeRosa continued. "With the talent
level 1 referee, being consistent and
performing at my best every night is
cruciaL The players that I referee are
paid a good sum of money, and they're
expected to perform at a higher level,
so there's no excuse for me not to do
the same thing."

DeRosa has taken his
athletic pursuits from the
football field to the basketball
court as an NBA official.
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Senior, Football
Featured as OAC Special Teams Player of the
Week. Connected on both
field goal attempts, including the 29-yard game-winner with 21 seconds left in
Saturday's 27-24 victory
over Otterbein at home.
Was also perfect on extra
point attempts, going 3-3.

Junior, Soccer
Recorded her OAC
leading fifth shuto-ut this
past weekend in a l-0 victory over Alleghany. Has
yielded just three goals in
her last seven games as the
starting goalkeeper. Leads
the OAC in goals against
aveage, yielding a meager
1.03 goals per game.

The December 4th LSAT
is approaching!
Get the score
that gets you in!
Last class begins:
Wednesday, October 20th
Call today to enroll!

KAPLAN
1·800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan
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SPORTS FLASHES
OAC PLAYER OF THE
WEEK- Senior placekicker David
Vitatoe was named OAC Special
Teams Player of the Week following
his perfonnance in John Carroll's 2724 come-from-behind victory over
Otterbem last Saturday. Vita toe went
two-for-two on field goal attempts.
including the 29-yard game-winner
with less than 20 seconds to play
The senior All-Amen can also nailed
a 26-yarder and went three-for-three
on extra pomt attempts.
CLIMBING THE POLLSThe Blue Streak football team moved
up two spots to No. 12 in the latest
Amen can Football Coaches Association (AFCA) Division Ill poll.
received 541 points in the pol . The
John Carroll women's soccer team •s

TOPS ON THE PITCHSophomore Jill Comerford is the
0
leader in both points per game
.00) and goals per game ( 1.22).
The m1dfielder also ranks third m
the conference in assists, averaging
.56 ass1sts per game ... Junior goaleeper Samantha Sommer leads
the OAC in both shutouts (4) and
goals against average ( 1.03) ... Senior Maureen Mohney ranks third
BIJiiiJC~a~~o~loot...-e::;l/flf OAC m points per game (2.1 0)
and IS third m goals per game (.90)
yards
VOLLEYBALL LEADark is good
ERS- Freshman Beth GrLybowski
or I
the NCAA Division
contmues to make her presence felt
· gs and third in the OAC.
leading the OAC with 4.36 digs per
tis also among the leaders in allgame ... Junior Autumn Budrys is
purpose yards. Gaining 197.5 yards
tops in the OAC with 1.08 blocks
per game, Kraft ranks 18~ in the naper game.
t•on and second m the OAC.

also making its mark in the polls. The
Blue Streaks arc currently ranked sixth
in the NCAA Division HI Great Lakes
Region poll. This is the highest ran
mg in school history for the w
program.

Hall of Fame inducts six new members
John Manuszak
Staff Reporter
The careers of s1x fanner John
Carroll University student athletes will
be honored during homecoming activities this weekend.
Included in the Hall of Fame
class of 1999 are first-year cand1dates
Pete Hayek and Audrey Warnock. The
six inductees will join roughly 100
other members honored by John
Carroll in the Hall of Fame.
"These six individuals all have
shown tremendous abilities on and off
the playmg field," John Carroll University athletic director Tony DeCarlo
said. "In an athletic sense, all candidates must have made an impact in
the1r sport and been honored for their

m

are looked at by the Blue and Gold
Club. An athlete must have graduated
from JCU and cannot be nominated
until ten years after graduation.
Th1s year's class met and exceeded all of those requirements.
Pete Hayek, '89, was a fourtime national qualifier and a three-time
All-American for the JCU wrestling
team. Hayek finished his career with
a record of94-31-3 and was twice selected as a Divisi n ITT Wrestling
Coaches' Association Scholar-Athlete.
Also in his time at John Carroll, he
won three Presidents Athletic Conference Championships.
Audrey Warnock, '89, played
both basketball and softball at JCU.
She was a four-time President's Athletic Conference honoree in basketball

Athletes are nom mated for admittance to the hall, and nominations

and fin1shed her career w1th 1,382
points. Warnock also excelled on the

diamond as the PAC Softball Player
of the Year.
Luke Baum, '86, won five PAC
titles while a memberofthe JCU track
and field team, including three in the
long jump and two in the triple jump.
Baum holds the outdoor record in the
long jump at 23 feet, 5 inches.
Tom Bennett, '87, wrestled his
way to three PAC Championships and
Ill victories- Bennett was also a
three-time All-American.
Mark Fernstel , '86, was a twotime All-America swimmer for the
Blue Streaks, placing 15th nationally
in the 50-yard freestyle as a junior and
ninth in the I 00-yard freestyle his senior year. Femstel holds the JCU
records in both events.
The sill individuals will be inducted into the hall on Friday, Oct. I ,
during the Hall of Fame Dinner.
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Volleyball just misses
Rona Proudfoot
Sports Editor
There's not much the John
Carroll University women's volleyball
team wouldn't have given for a few
extra points last weekend. Four points
to be exact.
JCU wound up placing sixth in
the eight-team Ohio Wesleyan lnvitallonal after finding itself on the short
end of several close matches.
"To sum up the weekend, I
think there was a four-point difference
between us being l-3 and 3-1," head
coach Gretchen Weitbrecht said. "We
lost to Hanover, 17-15, in rally scoring in the fifth game, and we lost to
Washington & Jefferson, 15-13 , in
rally scoring in the fifth. Had we gone
two points better in both of those
games, I think we would have felt
much better about ourselves."
In fact, three of the Blue
Streaks' four matches went the distance, but JCU was only able to pull
out one win. Th1s was particulary surprising, considering that entering the
weekend, John Carroll had shown tenacity in five-game matches, winning
ftve and losing only two.
JCU opened the weekend by
losing to Hanover, then falling to host
Ohio Wesleyen in three matches.
Hanover and Ohio Wesleyan would go
on to face each other in the finals.
The Blue Streaks rebounded
with a five-game victory over Capital, 15-l2,1.:.15.15-IO,.ll-15, 17-15.
This would prove to be
in
of the weekend as they blew a 2-1 advantage to lose to Washington &
Jefferson in the final game of the consolation round.
Junior Autumn Budrys continued to provide a dominant force at the
net, leading the conference in bl01:ks·
per game (1.08) and total blocks (90) .
Freshman Beth Grzybowski,

who leads the league tn digs per game,
has totalled 353, enough to surpass last
year's team-leading season total of351
by Nicole Peterson.
Jumor Lisa Eirons, playing in
only the second tournament of her varsity career, turned in the team-leading
hitting percentage of .264 and contributed 28 kills and eight blocks . Meanwhile, freshman Kristie Branam ,
sophomore Maureen Bachtel and senior Katie Farrell found themselves
among Oh10Athletic Conference leaders in individual categories.
"I thought we had some good
points last weekend," Weitbrecht said.
" I thought we moved a lot better as a
team, but we just didn't seem to play
with a sense of urgency throughout the
whole match ."
"When our back was against the
wall, we played hard, but we dug ourselves too deep of a hole and couldn't
get out," Weitbrecht continued.
"We're going to try to play with a little
more intensity this week in practice
and as we get ready for our conference
opponents."
And preparing for conference
opponents is key now, as the Blue
Streaks attempt to shift gears. So far
their season has consisted of mostly
two-day tournaments. Now JCU will
be facing OAC rivals one at a time .
"I think this will be a plus for
our players to be able to concentrate
all their energy into one match,"
Weitbrecht said. "And I don't think
there's one of them that's not confiat they can't play five games
and play
ard, knowing that's
nergy. "
where they can focus
The Blue Streaks opene
conference schedule last night when
they hosted Capital in the Don Shula
Sports Center. The next game is at
home as well , against Mount Union on
Tuesday, Oct. 5.

SPORTS
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DeRosa in search of the 'official' top level
Rona Proudfoot
Sports Editor
Joe DeRosa certainly knows a
thing or two about stepping up to the
next level.
That 's what he did when he
captained the 1978 John Carroll Umversity football team to its best season in the latter half of the decade.
That's what he did when he
moved up through the officiating
ranks to become a referee for the National Basketball Association.
That's what he did when he was
selected to represent the United States
by officiating the 1996 Olympic
Games in Atlanta.
And that's the challenge that
DeRosa, who graduated from JCU
with an accounting major in 1979,
faces now.
"Right now I'm at a crossroads
in my career as to whether I'm going
to step up and move up to the next
level," DeRosa said. "I'd like to get a
litt le more established in the NBA as
far as trying to reach my ultimate goal
of working the finals."
Judging from past experience,
DeRosa shouldn't have a problem
doing just that. After all, he got his
start refereeing while he was a two-

sport athlete and team leader for the
Blue Streaks in football and track and
field.
"When I was a junior at John
Carroll, I went home for Christmas
break, and I was basically out of money
for the second semester," DeRosa said.
"My dad convinced me to start officiating."
"After a long discussion, I decided to do it," DeRosa continued.
"The first league I worked in was the
fifth and sixth grade Catholic league
in Youngstown."
It didn't take him long to move
up through the offic1ating ranks.
"I went back to school that year
and found some games to work, and
the next year I worked about every day
of the year dunng basketball season,"
DeRosa said. "After college I moved
to Kentucky and started officiating
high school there."
From there he went on to referee junior college, Division I college
and eventually the NBA.
DeRosa, who is entering his
II th year with the NBA, considers officiating the Olympics to have been the
highlight of his career so far. Of over
200,000 referees throughout the country, only one is picked every four years

Cross Country suffers setback at Wooster Invitational
Rough start hurts women

Hull tumbles while men fall
Pholo courtuy ol!ot De Ito••

Veronica Gol1ey
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University women's
cross country team has faced and dealt with
strong opponents for the past several weeks.
Last weekend, however, they weren't up
to the challenge.
The Blue Streaks scored 209 points to
place eighth of twelve teams at the Wooster
lnvltallonal on Saturday.
Conference foe Baldwm-Wallace College won the meet with 29 points.
Freshman Vickie Nussbaum led the Blue
Streaks for the second t1me 111 four weeks, placing 13th m the 13 -runner field with a time of
20 minute , 46 seconds.
Nussbaum's other team-leading performance was at the Mu kingum Invitational, a
similar course because of its rough terram and
d1fficulty level.

Sophomore Susie Sauer runs sideby-side with her competitor.

"It was a tougher course because of the
hills," Nussbaum said of the Wooster course.
Senior Debbie Pagano, another consistant
top-finisher for the Blue Streaks, was the second
JCU runner' to cross the finish line. Pagano
placed 40th in 21:54.
Missing was sophomore Molly Byrnes.
Byrnes has split top-finisher duties with Pagano
and Nussbaum so far this year.
Sophomore Julia Augustine, freshman
Vicki Krol and sophomore Dana Anderson
rounded out the top five, coming in 54th, 62nd
and 68th, respectively.
"Dana Anderson really came through this
weekend," Lanese said, citing Anderson's pcrfonnance as one of the meet's few highlights. "I
think she had a breakthrough race."
The begining of the race may have held
the key to John Carroll's problems. Several hundred yards into the race, the entire f1eld was
forced to pass through a bottleneck only a few
feet w1de.
"We didn't start off the race as we usually
do," Nus baum said. "We usually start off together and pace ourselves."
Without the pack, ussbaum was forced
10 work individually to 1mprove her place.
"Vickie came from the back of the race to
the top with a great last mile," Lanese said.
This weekend's meet w11l be an important race for the Blue Streaks. Due to a venue
change for the Ohio Athletic Conference Cross
Country Championship, the women have
scrapped plans to run at LeMoyne in New York.
They will run at Oh10 orthem in Ada, Ohio,
where the conference championship race will be
held.
"Our team is in a refocusing stage,"
Lanese said. "We will be more focused for this
weekend. Leadership is essential for a team and
that's what we're f01:using on this week."

Rona Proudfoot
Sports Ed1tor
Plagued by injuries and missing three of
its top five runners, the John Carroll University
men's cross country team was able to manage
only an II th place finish at the 13-team Wooster
·
Invitational last weekend .
Among the missing were senior Nick Sellers, who has been haunted by injuries for most
of the season, and freshman Eric Heintz who was
forced to sit the meet out with a shin injury.
"We didn't run with anybody that ran last
year," head coach Dick Mann said. "When
you're missing 60 percent of your man-power,
you can't expect to do too well."
And of the runners that were left, few were
running at full capacity.
"ft's not the ideal situation, but we keep
changing surfaces all the time," Mann said. "We
go on the sidewalks one day, grass another day,
track another day, it 's conducive to having some
leg problems, and we're getting a lot of it this
year."
Nonetheless, freshman Matthew Hils
pulled out an impressive effort to lead the Blue
Streaks, placing 32nd. His time of29 minutes, 8
seconds was his best of the season and only six
seconds '!head of classmate Brad Hull who was
35th. This was the first time this year that anyone other than Hull has finished first for the team.
"Hils is improving each week," Mann
said. "But Brad [Hull] should have been up there,
too. He fell down at the first mile, and I think it
affected him mentally. He has beaten the guy
who took fourth in the race."
Rounding out the top five for JCU were
sophomores Man Mullan and Corey Klein in
87th and I05th and freshman Jim Gaul in !14th.
"It looks like everybody on the team is
injured right now," Marm said. "Hils is complaining about his shins, Jim [Gaul) has &bin

splints, and Heintz has shin splints."
While the football team hosts conference
foe Mount Union College in this weekend's
Homecoming Game, the men's cross country
team will be traveling to Alliance, Ohio, for
the Mount Union Invitational.
The women's team has decided to run
at Ohio Northern to get a look at the site of the
conference race, but Mann feels that running
the tougher Mount Union course will pay off
for his team in the long run. He admits, however, that he hasn't been able to adjust practices to prepare for the tougher courses.
"Right now we're having trouble changing what we're doing because it's hard to run
the hills when everybody's hurting," Mann
said. "I've had to cut back the workouts because we're hurting. lllness and physical breakdown are just hurting us right now, and we don't
have the depth to compensate for it."

Sophomore Matt Mullan leads on an
uphill portion of the course.
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DeRosa, an All-Presidents Athletic Conference selection for
the Blue Streaks at safety in 1978, co-captained the squad to
a 5-4 finish under head coach Don Stupica.

Senior, Football
Featured as OAC Special Teams Player of tbe
Week. Connected on both
field goal attempts, including the ~9-yard game-winner with 21 seconds left in
Saturday's 27-24 victory
over Otterbein at home.
Was also perfect on extra
point attempts, going 3-3.

Junior, Soccer
Recorded ber OAC
leading fifth shutout this
past weekend in a 1-0 victory over Alleghany. Has
yielded just three goals in
her last seven games as the ; '
starting goalkeeper. Leads
the OAC in goals against
aveage, yielding a meager
1.03 goals per game.
:.

to officiate the games for the Umted
States.
Nonetheless, DeRosa has no
doubt that officiating in the final round
of the NBA Championship would top
even that expenence. DeRosa has
worked the playoffs for the past five
years, going as far as the second round
in the last four of those years.
"The biggest thing that I talk
about when I talk to referees is that we
all want one more game," DeRosa said.
"That's my goal is to get one more
game, and then after that [ want one
more game."
"The playoffs, to a lot of people,
arewhattheNBA is all about," DeRosa
continued. "The playoffs are a whole
different e:~:perience than the regular
season. They 're fun . There's a lot on
the line, and everything you do is subject to being criticized."
The hardest part of refereeing
for DeRosa is spending time away from
his family while he travels the country
to the different NBA arenas.
"Some weeks l may work four
or five games and other weeks I may
work just two, but it averages out to
about 12 per month," DeRosa said.
"That basically means that I'm away
from home about 20 days each month."
He insists, however, that his
wife Patti and children Valerie and JB
have been nothing but supportive.
"My daughter's 12, and that's all
she's ever known IS the dad who referees and travels," DeRosa said. "And
my son is only eight. He doesn 't look
at it as a big deal, that's just what dad
does. Probably the mcest thmg 1s I'm
home most of the summer, and that
helps make up for the time I miss."
And during DeRosa's off-season, family time is a priority. The
DeRosas try to take two or three vaca-

"You never know who's out
there in the crowds at the arena· that I
work m that IS a John Carroll alum,"
DeRosa sa1d. 'There have been cveral times that people that I don 't even
know just came down to where we
were walking tn or out of the arena
and called my name out and sa1ct , 'Ym1

time is spent
upcoming season and conducting officiating camps for aspiring referees.
"Mainly what I try.to do is conduct those camps and go and visit other
camps and try to give back some of the
good that people have given to me,"
DeRosa said. "I probably do more of
it than I should and it cuts away from
some of that free time in the summer,
but it's something that I like to do, and
I think I've been able to help some

you out there doing a great job."'
"l'vejust always tried to go out
and do the be t I can at what I do,"
DeRosa continued. "With the talent
level I referee, being consistent and
performing at my best every night is
crucial. The players that I referee are
paid a good sum of money, and they're
eltpccted to perform at a higher level ,
so there's no excuse for me not to do
the same thing."

people."
DeRosa keeps busy wtth officiating even when he's not on the
court. He assigns referees for the
American Mid-East Conference,
which includes local schools such as
Walsh, Malone and Notre Dame College of Ohio. He also runs Purcha e
Official Supphes, one in a national
franchise of supply stores for officials
in all sports, close to his home in
Barberton, Ohio.
DeRosa won't be able to come
back to John Carroll for homecoming
this year.
On Oct. 2, the date of Homecoming festivities, not to mention the
football matchup with Mount Union,
DeRosa will be on a plane, headed for
the NBA officiating training camp in
New Jersey.
But don't expect him to be too
far out of earshot.
"Last year, for the Mount
Union game, I'd decided not to go,"
DeRosa said. "It was pouring down
rain, and J had decided I didn't want
to get sick, so I was going to stay
home."
DeRosa was listening to the
game on the radio from his house, but
he couldn't stay away. He wound up
driving to Alliance mid-game to see
the Blue Streaks nearly upset the
Purple Raiders.
DeRosa 's pride m h1s alma
mater extends past the gridtron, how-

DeRosa has taken his
athletic pursuits from the
football field to the basketball
court as an NBA official.
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Hits

ditorial Cartoon

Ode to Beer,
Leaves and
Homecoming
Homecoming. Now, before you groan, consider the potential Homecoming has to offer. Sure,
it's exactly what your anti-football, cheerleaderssuck, no-school-spirit mentality tells you to hate, but,
when you think about the connotations of Homecoming, there is no denying its possibilities. At its
fmest, Homecoming means celebrations, carnivals,
parades, and beer. Yes, at the very least, keep in
mind that somewhere within the essence that is
Homecoming, lies beer. Cold, frothy beer, overflowing from kegs laden with October leaves. It's almost poetic when you think about it. Beer and leaves
and while we're at it, let's throw in some alumni
and make a party of it.
We have a Homecoming here at John Carroll.
Surely, you've seen the signs advertising the event.
You've heard about some number of bids (What exactly are these bids anyway?) and how };9Jl'..d-betterhurry because they're going to sell out fast. You've
heard about a football game. You've heard about a
Block Party where student organizations can set up
booths for fundraising. You've heard about... Well,
about all you've heard because John Carroll's
Consider it "Un Pequeno Homecoming," John
Carroll's little attempt at a big bash.
Years ago, our Homecoming lived up to its
potential. Carnivals, parades, Oktoberfests, bands
and wonder of all wonders, a beer-chugging contest
in the cafeteria! Years ago, students made a big deal
out of Homecoming. They had dunking booths,
Jello-Slurping contests and tug-of-war. And believe
it or not, the students actually got involved! So
what's happened to us'?
Whether you like it or not, JCU's teenieweenie Homecoming is making its yearly visit and
rather than whine about the cheesiness that you and
your friends believe Homecoming embodies, try
enjoying it for a change. How often are the words
John Carroll University and "Beer Tent'' actually
used in the same sentence? The problem with Homecoming at John Carroll is not within what Homecoming represents, but rather it is within each of us
who choose to ignore it. It's not about being a diehard Blue Streaks fan and you can leave the taffeta
to the Homecoming Queen. Do the activities that
appeal to you and provoke the university to begin
offering more activities in coming years. If you don't
want to get spiffied up for the dao.ce. then focus on
the daytime activities.lfyou'resickof~~fooO.
check out the Block Party and relish in an afternoon
away:.from Parkhurst. If you're of legal age, camp
out in the Beer Tent and find out what Life after
emou i'eallJ
Beast
~ ilt the o;g)a;q

by Jake Mrkvicka

HIT: Homecoming week. HIT: Long Live the Beer Tent!
miss: You're not 21, you're single, and you're stuck at the bake
sale. HIT: Kegs on campus. miss: Better keep an eye out
for security. HIT: The new computer system is beginning to
make sense. miss: Now where the heck are the printers?
HIT: Fall break, soooo close ... miss: ... and yet soooo far.
HIT: Security Guard Ed Hocevar waving to everyone pulling
into the parking lot ... isn't it nice to feel loved? miss: The sporadic ticketing on Belvoir by the UHPD HIT: 32oz cups in
the Inn Between. miss: The eau d'Inn Between sticking to
you long after you've left. HIT: The Miss America pageant
finally catches up with the 90's. HIT: The JCU Homecoming
Queen contest doesn't even ask about divorces and
abortions..._.and all along you thought they were conservative!!

?
•
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Letters to the Etlitor
Anti-Catholic Bias Apparent
in the Newspaper
Once again the same local Catholic High School has been singled
out in the mainstream media in a story that has no relevancy to the High
School at all. f can think of no other reason for it other than press sensational ism combined with anti-Catholic bias.
I'm referring to a Cleveland Plain Dealer story about the arrest
and ongoing investigation of firefighter Thomas McCarthy . In their
Thursday, September 23,1999 edition, it is stated he is a graduate of this
particular high school. As I reread two days issues of the newspaper I
see:
Claire-Freeman-McCown accused offraud and forgery. Wonder
what high school she attended?
Killer escapesfromjail-hey-I wanna know where he went to grade
school!
Ex-Akron Police Chief Prade sued by kin on behalf of his murder
victims children- did Prade go to a local school or college? Come on,
tell us something here.
Medina Mom in drug case spared prison- is she going back to her
alma matter for public service or to complete her education? This reader
wants to know!
Man in hit-skip found not gui/Ly-well?
Patrolman cleared of shooting dog· Did Officer Matthew Collins
go to any local school? No mention of it in this article.
If I went back over a week of issues rather than just two days
worth, I think I could make a better case of it. But th en, it would be the
same stuff.
While media sensationalism distorts foreign perceptions of
America and her people, anti-Catholic intolerance is more subtle.

John J.C. Sullivan
Northfield, Ohio
Sullivan is a State Director of the
AOH in America,
A national Irish-Catholic fraternity

Bookstore Clarifies Book and
Material Prices

What Exactly Is
To me, diversity is not only the co-existence within one society of different groups of people
with different beliefs, but also the acknowledgment, respect, growth from
and appreciation of the differences
between those beliefs.
To university administrators,
however, diversity seems to be treated
as nothing more than a statistic or
something they can publish in recruiting materials. And have you ever
wondered what exactly the school
Rona Proudfoot
considers diversity? They are perSports Editor
fectly willing to accept ALL stuqent
beliefs ... as long as no student is so
rash as to express a belief that clashes with the views of the Roman
Catholic Church.
Sure, I've heard this argument rebuked a million times. And,
yes, I knew that John Carroll was a Roman Catholic school when I
made the decision to come here. What I wasn't expecting was to
come to an environment where the prevailing philosophy was "assimilate, be assimilated, or step out of the way." If John Carroll is
going to make an extra and focused effort to recruit minority groups,
they can't bring 1hem to the school and simply forget about them.
If school administrators wonder why it's like pulling teeth to get
those groups to come to the university in the first place, they have
to realize that no student wants to come to a school that doesn't
provide an atmosphere conducive to his or her growth as a person.
So why will John Carroll only allow one side of the argument to be represented on so many issues? The truth seems to be
that JCU doesn 't want to challenge its students. They want to provide a cushy atmosphere for the majority population, even if that
means alienating those who fall into the minority. Ever wonder
why administrators won't allow a pro-choice group on campus?
Imagine if the pro-life group was forced to defend its position.
Would they know what to say after years of never encountering a
person who opposed their beliefs? If people really knew what Jesuit ideals are all about, they would realize that the order actually
welcomes education through a questioning and challenging environment.
John Carroll claims to be preparing students for the real world,
but it i actually attempting to create its own version of that world.
In the real world your boss or co-worker or even spouse may be
gay or black or poor. But since you've never learned to associate
with these groups of people, how will you react?
Aside from the chemistty, physics and math I've learned in
my years here so far, there's one other thing I've learned. Unless
I'm a straight, white, upper-middle class, pro-lifer who shops at
Abercrombie & Fitch and worships the piece of cement out by
Dauby Plaza, I'll amount to nothing in this world. Or maybe that's
just in the '"world" of John Carroll University ...
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by Jason Smith and Chris Miklich
America's Finest Gourmet Pizza

464-TONY
8669

381-1200
EMI=IORIUM•

14431 Cedar Rd.
Comer of Cedar & Green

11 a.m.-11 p.m. Sun.-Wed.
11 a.m. -1 a.m. Thurs .-*Col\ege Night
11 a.m.-2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

FREE DELIVERY!
Every Thursday Night
JCU College Night 8 p.m.-1 a.m.
$1 Drafts!
$3 Pitchers!
Discount Wings
Discoimt Pizza Slices

JCU I.D. Discount
8 Cut 1 Topping $5.95
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week of September 9, 1999. We felt that the artie le was a very fair analysis
of the subject and a real help to the students. After reading the article we
wish to clarify one issue which we feel will help in purchasing textbooks.
T'wo of the ti~les, The Norton Anthology Q,fEn~ish Literature and
Human Biolov; are sold with free material in the university Bookstore. IM.
Norton Anthology is sold with a fret: novel valued at $14.95, and 1:iJmJJm
~is sold with a free lab manual valued at $10.95. The faculty negotiated these two packages, and several others, with various publishers, in an
effort to give the students more value for the money when the text is required. Our faculty negotiates, with the publishers, the free material in these
packages, so the package would be unavailable on the Internet. If these
additional titles were bought separately, the cost would increase on line by at
least $10.00, and in the case of the lab manual, would be unavailable anywhere but in the University Bookstore.
We hope this clarification helps in a small way to clarify the sometimes-..j;Qnfusing world of textbooks.
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FIND OUT WHAT'S
HAPPENING ON-CAMPUS

Jim Traverse, JCU Bookstore Manager
and Roseanne Morrissey, JCU Textbook Supervisor

Check out the John Carroll
Web Page for the Student
Activities Calendar

RALLY!
Prepare for a Battle
against Mount Union

6:30p.m. Tonight
Atrium Steps
go to www.jcu.edu/su for
more info

If you'd like to include any information in
the calendar please submit to Cathy in the
Student Leadership Office.
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ditorial Cartoon

Ode to Beer,
Leaves and
Homecoming
Homecoming. Now, before you groan, consider the potential Homecoming has to offer. Sure,
it's exactly what your anti-football, cheerleaderssuck, no-school-spirit mentality tells you to hate, but,
when you think about the connotations of Homecoming, there is no denying its possibilities. At its
fmest, Homecoming means celebrations, carnivals,
parades, and beer. Yes, at the very least, keep in
mind that somewhere within the essence that is
Homecoming, lies beer. Cold, frothy beer, overflowing from kegs laden with October leaves. It's almost poetic when you think about it. Beer and leaves
and while we're at it, let's throw in some alumni
and make a party of it.
We have a Homecoming here at John Carroll.
Surely, you've seen the signs advertising the event.
You've heard about some number of bids (What exactly are these bids anyway?) and how _xoJl.'.d-bette1"
hurry because they're going to sell out fast. You've
heard about a football game. You've heard about a
Block Party where student organizations can set up
booths for fundraising. You've heard about... Well,
that's about all you've heard because John Carroll's
Consider it "Un Pequeno Homecoming," John
Carroll's little attempt at a big bash.
Years ago, our Homecoming lived up to its
potential. Carnivals, parades, Oktoberfests, bands
and wonder of all wonders, a beer-chugging contest
in the cafeteria! Years ago, students made a big deal
out of Homecoming. They had dunking booths,
JeUo-Slurping contests and tug-of-war. And believe
it or not, the students actually got involved! So
what's happened to us?
Whether you like it or not, JCU's teenieweenie Homecoming is making its yearly visit and
rather than whine about the cheesiness that you and
your friends believe Homecoming embodies, try
enjoying it for a change. How often are the words
John Carroll University and "Beer Tent" actually
used in the same sentence? The problem with Homecoming at John Carroll is not within what Homecoming represents, but rather it is within each of us
who choose to ignore it. It's not about being a diehard Blue Streaks fan and you can leave the taffeta
to the Homecoming Queen. Do the activities that
appeal to you and provoke the university to begin
offering more activities in coming years. If you don't
want to get spiffied up for the dance. then focus on
the daytime activities. If you're sick of c.tetedafooa.
check out the Block Party and relish in an afternoon
away .from Parldlurst If you're of legal age. camp
out in the Beer lent and find out what Life after
CarrOU Mit meaos over a cup.of The Beast
~aU dle - :COQ~

lifring oothina todoy'tbo'-1 dll

"'-

by Jake Mrkvicka

HIT: Homecoming week. HIT: Long Live the Beer Tent!
miss: You're not 21, you're single, and you're stuck at the bake
sale. HIT: Kegs on campus. miss: Better keep an eye out
for security. HIT: The new computer system is beginning to
make sense. miss: Now where the heck are the printers?
HIT: Fall break, soooo close ... miss: ... and yet soooo far.
HIT: Security Guard Ed Hocevar waving to everyone pulling
into the parking lot ... isn't it nice to feel loved? miss: The sporadic ticketing on Belvoir by the UHPD HIT: 32oz cups in
the Inn Between. miss: The eau d'Inn Between sticking to
you long after you've left. HIT: The Miss America pageant
finally catches up with the 90's. HIT: The JCU Homecoming
Queen contest doesn't even ask about divorces and
abortions ..anc! all along you thought they were conservative!!
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Anti-Catholic Bias Apparent
in the Newspaper
Once again the same local Catholic High School has been singled
out in the mainstream media in a story that has no relevancy to the High
School at all. I can think of no other reason for it other than press sensationalism combined with anti-Catholic bias .
I' m referring to a Cleveland Pla in Dealer story about the arrest
and ongoing investigation of firefighter Thomas McC arth y. In th eir
Thursday, September 23,1999 edit ion , it is stated he is a graduate of this
particular high schoo l. A s I reread two days iss ues of th e newspaper I
see :
Claire-Freeman-McCown accused offraud and forgery . Wonder
what high schoo l she attended?
Killer escapes from jail-hey-I wanna know where he went to grade
sc hool!
Ex-Akron Police Chief Prade sued by kin on behalf of his murder
victim~- children- did Prade go to a local school or college? Come on,
tell us something here .
Medina Mom in drug case spared prison- is she going back to her
alma matter for public service or to complete her education ? This reader
wan ts to know!
Man in hit-skip found not guilty-well?
Patrolman cleared of shooting dog - Did Officer Matthew Collins
go to any local school ? No mention of it in this article.
If I went back over a week of issues rather than just two days
worth, I think I could make a better case of it. But then, it would be the
same stuff.
While medi a sensationalism distorts foreign perceptions of
America and her people , anti-Catholic intolerance is more subtle.

John J. C. Sullivan
Northfield, Ohio
Sullivan is a State Director of the
AOH in America,
A national Irish-Catholic fraternity

It was with great interest that we at the univ ersity Bookstore read the
article till
eltliig OIOe'
week of September 9, 1999. We felt that the article was a very fair analysis
of the subject and a real help to the students. After reading the article we
wish to clarify one issue which we feel will help in purchasing textbooks.
Two of the ti~les, The Norton Anthology o(Engljsh Literature and
Human Biology are sold with free material in the university Bookstore. lli
Norton Anthology is sold with a fret: novel valued at $14.95, and liJmJJ;m.
/l.iQlQJ:J!. is sold with a free lab manual valued at $10.95. The faculty negotiated these two packages, and several others, with various publishers, in an
effort to give the students more value for the money when the text is required. Our faculty negotiates, with the publishers, the free material in these
packages, so the package would be unavailable on the Internet . If these
additional titles were bought separately, the cost would increase on line by at
least $10 .00, and in the case of the lab manual, would be unavailable anywhere hut in the University Bookstore.
We hope this clarification helps in a small way to clarifY the sometimes.-..onfusing world of textbooks.
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Letters to the Editor

Bookstore Clarifies Book and
Material Prices

What Exactly Is
To me, diversity is not only the co- existence within one society of different groups of people
with different beliefs, but also the acknowledgment, respect, growth from
and appreciation of th e differences
between those beliefs.
To university administrators,
however, diversity seems to be treated
as nothing more than a statistic or
something they can publish in recruiting materials. And have you ever
wondered what exactly the school
Rona Proudfoot
considers diversity? They are perSports Editor
fectly willing to accept ALL stu4ent
beliefs .. . as long as no student is so
rash as to express a belief that clashes with the views of the Roman
Catholic Church .
Sure, I've heard this argument rebuked a million times. And,
yes, I knew that John Carroll was a Roman Catholic school when I
made the decision to come here. What I wasn't expecting was to
come to an environment where the prevailing philosophy was "assimilate, he assimilated, or step out of the way." If John Carroll is
going to make an extra and focused effort to recruit minority groups.
they can't bring them to the school and simply forget about them .
If school administrators wonder why it's like pulling teeth to get
those groups to come to the university in the first place, they have
to realize that no student wants to come to a school that doesn't
provide an atmosphere conducive to his or her growth as a person .
So why will John Carroll only allow one side of the argument to be represented on so many issues? The truth seems to be
that JCU doesn't want to challenge its students. They want to provide a cushy atmosphere for the majority population, even if that
means alienating those who fall into the minority. Ever wonder
why administrators won't allow a pro-choice group on campus?
Imagine if the pro-life group was forced to defend its position.
Would they know what to say after years of never encountering a
person who opposed their beliefs? If people really knew what Jesuit ideals arc all about, they would realize that the order actually
welcomes education through a questioning and challenging environment.
John Carroll claims to be preparing students for the real world,
but it i actually attempting to create its own version of that world.
In the real world your boss or co-worker or even spouse may be
gay or black or poor. But since you've never learned to associate
with these groups of people, how will you react?
Aside from the chemistry, physics and math I've learned in
my years here so far, there's one other thing I've learned. Unless
I'm a straight, white, upper-middle class, pro-lifer who shops at
Abercrombie & Fitch and worships the piece of cement oul by
Dauby Plaza, I'll amoWit to nothing in this world. Or maybe that's
just in the "world" of John Carroll University ...
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RALLY!
Prepare for a Battle
against Mount Union

6:30p.m. Tonight
Atrium Steps
go to www.jcu.edu/su for
more info
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If you'd like to include any information in
the calendar please submit to Cathy in the
Student Leadership Office.
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Does the explanation I am about to give represent a typical college
day for you? The alann beeps and you say, "Is it morning already?" Then
you Jwnp out of bed. throw on some clothes and run from class to class eating
a lunch in between. Before you know it, you have socialized with all your
fuends and it is time for dinner. Following supper, you read a few chapters,
run to a mcc:Ung and then head back to the room for another hour or so of
studying and maybe more socializing. If you're lucky, you climb into bed at
a reasonable hour. Then you say to yourself, ''I'm exhausted- I'll say my
prayers tomorrow." The lights go out and tomorrow turns out to be just like
every other day. Everyday you shut your eyes .. .leaving Jesus waiting ....
I admit, we live m a fast paced soctety. Busy is a oormaJ word in many
of our vocabularies. However, we need to make sure our life bas balance. So
often many of us are Wlbalanccd because we arc not "spiritually fit." Jesus
wants to be our best friend and our first priority in life, but we become so
hwricd and over-comnntted to other areas that we neglect our relationship
with Him.
In my own life, J made a personal comrmtment to Jesus to wake up
each morning and spend time with Him in prayer and in Scripture. I tum to
Him so that 1 may start each day m His hands. My prayers never cease as I
constantly keep Him near as I walk to and from classes. I ask H1m, "How are
You gomg to make my life exctting today? Are you going to bnng someone
special into my life ... someone that may help me or that I can help?'' We need
to be in tunc to God or we will mtss out on His gJJJdanCe and blessings.
Dear Lord Jesus, I pray that we put you first in our lives. So oflen we
neglect you, yet you are so faithfolto liS. Lord please forgive us for placing
tire world in your place. J pray that we have a desire to meet w1th you each
day. Thank you for revealing your love to us In your most precious name,

Melanie Shakarian is President of
the Student Union and Jason
Ewell is Vice President of the
Student Union

Guest Commentary

Amen.
Amy Plut is a senior at

John Carroll University

- I·
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Athletics? We Care!

Guest Commentary

The Purest Love

Commentaries or
columns submitted to the Carroll
News do not reflect the views of
its editors or staff.
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Yes. There is going to be a Homecoming Rally.
There will be a Homecoming Rally because that ts what students want. Srudents want to show support for their fellow students.
Students enjoy taktng a stand for what they believe in; we
have a need to support our Blue Streaks. It give us an opportunity
to demonstrate our school pnde.
As the representatives for the Student Union, we felt the best
way to maintain pirit was not to cancel the Homecomtng rally. We
want to empower students, create a contagious atmosphere of school
spirit.
Come, get ready for the battle. Allow your school pride to
become contagious. Wear JCU apparel. Bring your friends. Make
lots of noise . Take this opportunity to show you believe in Homecoming tradition and our athletes; demonstrate your school spirit .
Rally. 6:30. Tonight. The Atrium Steps.

Technology As Our Shield

The other day, my neighbor called me. He lives next door. On the same day
1 talked with three other people on the computer; we were all m the same but! ding,
on the same floor, in the same wing, just a few doors separating our three rooms .
What is our problem? Are people just too tired (from all their homework, of course)
to get out of their rooms and talk to others? Or is technology just spoil ing us until we
lose the fine arts of face-to-face conversation and letter writ mg.
Technology provides a shield behind which we are able to hide our true
thoughts. Sitting behind a computer screen, as I am whi le writing this, you have no
idea as to the sincerity of anything that l say or write. Now it can be argued that email and instant messenger allow for more people to communicate wtth each other.
It brings the world closer together; allows for ideas to be shared from opposite end s
Luke Ogonek
of any spectrum. Heck, it even attempts to organize activities on campus.
is a senior
Right, it certainly does help in mass communication and organization. But on
at JCU
a personal level, I simply do not buy it. The value of a piece of paper with the
flowing script of a personal hand makes a letter fee l much better than the standard
type set of an e-mai l. But aside from the aesthetic purposes, computers filter your
thQughts. You are able to continuously edit, go back, and rewrite. Not so with a sheet of paper, unless you start over.
Your thoughts are wrltien m
·
arked out, but there on a thm sheet of paper. There ts
little room for editing, little room for starting over, but rather,
lection of thought s as they appear m your
mind. It is a window into your way of thinking on a subject. Letters are also a
ommumcatmg your thoughts,
d frame . It ts your
your ideas are uninterrupted by others. No one can stop you mid-thought and change yo
.
time, your chance to tell people your side of an issue.
In addition to all of this, people love to get something other than campus mat!. And please, get off you
and knock on your neighbor's door, have a powwow in the halls, heck, go out somewhere and make a scene.

HOROSCOPES

Top Ten
Reasons
You're Better Off At
John Carroll Instead of
Mount Union

8. The average age (or the
.
student-athlete at Carroll 1s
18-23~ not 24-29.

7. You can pretend you know
Don Shula.

6. You will get a job after
John Carroll.

5. You

aren~t

considered white

trash.

4. Why would you want to be a
raider? Streaking so much
more fun!
3. You don"t have to answer the

,

Alliance?,
2. JCU has academic standards.
1. Prison time isn"t a requirement (or graduation.

~

ARIES
Time for you to fall in love
again? It could happen in an academic setting. If you' re already in
love, then you and your sweetheart
ought to take a class. Something
both physically and mentally stimulating would be best. Do it with
friends , if possible. Dancing, anyone?

10. You don"t have to we.ar the
colors purple and white.

9. Cow tipping isn~t a regular
weekend activity at )CU.

19

CANCER

Although you're a person of
few words, those few words could be
worth their weight in gold. It doesn't
take many to get the meaning across
if you choose the right ones. And, you
sure can. Timing is everything, however. Wait for the right moment.

n

This ought to be pretty interesting. Things are happening quickly, but
you can most likely keep up. If you
start losing track of what's going on,
ask someone to help. They' ll be glad
to explain.

~

Do you have a friend far away
you can talk to about everything?
That's a good person to talk to right
now. Sharing about a recent breakthrough will make it more likely to
stick . Congrats on your new point
of view, by the way!

If you ask leading questions,
you 'II find out all sorts of things. Keep
the most of what you learn to yourself. This is how you gather the information that gives you edge. Think of
it as an Easter egg hunt, except instead
of eggs, your hunting aces to keep up
your sleeve.

/

Don't let the negotiations under way keep you from taking on

You and your sweetheart ought
to take a little time to celebrate. The

right now. Ask a loved one to help
you shoose between them. Working
together, you'll find it easier to tell
good ideas from bad.

ofdifferent lcfnds of love, so you hlnle
lots of people you could celebrate
with. Or, maybe you'll dectde that
three's a crowd.

SAGITTARIUS

Looks like an cxcellant
evening for a fascinating conversation. A favorite foR:ign restraunt
would be a good destination. Your
perfect date is a person who posses
a bit of a challenge and can teach you
a thing or two.

~AQUARIUS

{)CAPRICORN

VIRGO

Weave in and out and stay out
of other people's way. They' R: moving quickly, but are they being efficient? Maybe not, but be careful how
you tell them. They're having so
much fun, they may not care that the
job's not getting done!

1JL SCORPIO

LIBRA

GEMINI

You should round out this
month on a successful note . Celebrate by launching a new project.
Something you start now could turn
out well, especially if it involves
love. Going back to S(.hool 's a good
idea, too, and travel should be lads
offun . Enjoy!

LEO

It's nice to know what 's going on, but you don't want to hear
about it all day long. Tell a talkative
friend you' re interested, but only in
the stuff that affects you. He or she
can keep all the rest of it, with your
blessing.

Q

TAURUS

}{

PISCES

There's a lot of acttvity at
your. house. What are you

dom~'!

• !Mid !dell, .clually. You INIJIIto M
in the tearing-down phase, gertmg
ready for the butldmg-bcauttful part.
Just keep it up, you arc domg tine

DO YOU ENJOY USING
MATH AND COMPUTERS
TO SOLVE 'fHE PROBLEMS OF BUSINESS
AND SOCIETY?

"Watching Glen drive
thru Mount Union's
secondary."
Adam Dunn
Junior

"Listening to Jodeci with
my friend Vinnie."
Matt Branchilz
Junior

"I love the dancing. It
enables me to let loose
and interact with others."

"Kegs n' eggs!"
Kat Supanic
Junior

Queniesha Cummings

Freshman

Express Your

• Are You Interested in a High-Paying, Secure and
Challenging Career?

Opinions In

• Would You Like to Be Enrolled in a Program that
Consistently Leads to Job Placement?

THE CARROLL
NEWS
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Let Us Tell You About Our
M.S.M. and Ph.D. Programs at Our

OPEN HOUSE

"What's homecoming'?"

"School spirit!"

"Togetherness."

Sally Johnston
Senior

Karla Taborn
Junior

"The block party before

"The whole weekend."

the game."
Pat Beard
Junior

Heather Krouser
Sophomore

Kimberly Knausz
Junior

All tetters And
Commentaries
Must Be Submitted
By Monday At
Noo

Department of Operations Research
and Operations Management
Weatherhead School of Management
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1999
10:30 A.M.-4:00P.M.
A'ITENDANCE IS FRE
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The Purest Love
Does the eKplanation I am about to give represent a typical coUege
day for you? The alarm beeps and you say, kls it morning already?" Then
you jwnp out of bed. throw on some clothes and run from class to class eating
a lunch in between. Before you know it, you have socialized With all your
friends and it is time for dinner Following supper, you read a few chapters,
run to a meeting anii then head back to the room for another hour or so of
studying and maybe more socializing. If you're lucky, you climb into bed at
a reasonable hour. Then you say to yourself, "I'm exhausted- I'll say my
prayers tomorrow." The lights go out and tomorrow turns out to be just like
every oCher day. Everyday you shut your eyes ... leaving Jesus waiting ....
I admit. we live m a fast paced society. Busy isaoormal word in many
of our vocabularies. However, we need to make sure our life has balance. So
often many of us are Mba lanced becau~ we are not "spiritually fit." Jesus
wants to be our best fri nd and our ftrst priority in life, but we become so
hmned and over-comnntted to other areas that we neglect our relationship
with Him.
In my own life, 1 made a ptl!Sonal commitment to Jesus to wake up
each momn;g and speod time with Him in prayer and 1.11 Scripture. I tum to
Him so that I may start each day in H1s hands. My pmyLTS never cease as r
constantly ke<.-p Him near as I walk to and from classes. I ask Him, "How are
You gomg to make my life exciting today? Aie you going to bring someone
special into my life ...someone that may help me or that! can help?'. We need
to be in tune to God or we will miss out on His gu1dance and ble5,1ings.
Dear Lord Jesus, 1pray that we put you first in our lives. So often we
neglect you, yet you are so faithful to us. Lord please forgive us for placing
the world in your place. I pray thai we have a desire to meeJ with you each
day. 71tank you for revealing your love to us In your most precious name,
Amen.
.Amy Plut is a senior ai

John Ca1T0/I University

Commentaries or
columns submitted to the Carroll
News do not reflect the views of
its editors or staff.
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Melanie Shakarian is President of
the Student Union and Jason
Ewell is Vice President of the
Student Union
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Yes. There is gomg to be a Homecoming Rally.
There will be a Homecoming Rally because that ts what students want. Students want to show support for their fellow students.
Students enjoy taking a stand for what they believe m; we
have a need to support our Blue Streaks. It gives u an opportunity
to demonstrate our school pride.
As the representatives for the Student Union, we felt the best
way to maintain spirit was not to cancel the Homecoming rally. We
want to empower students, create a contagious atmosphere of school
spirit.
Come, get ready for the battle. Allow your school pride to
become contagious. Wear JCU apparel. Bring your friends. Make
lots of noise. Take this opportunity to show you believe in Homecoming tradition and our athletes; demonstrate your school spirit.
Rally. 6:30. Tonight. The Atrium Steps.

Technology As Our Shield

The other day, my neighbor called me. He lives next door. On the same day
I talked with three other people on the computer; we were all m the same building,
on the same floor, in the same wing, just a few doors separating our three rooms.
What is our problem? Are people just too tired (from all their homework, of course)
to get out oftheirrooms and talk to others? Or is technology just spoiling us until we
lose the fine arts of face-to-face conversation and letter wrihng.
Technology provides a shield behind which we are able to hide our true
thoughts. Sitting behind a computer screen, as I am while writing this, you have no
idea as to the sincerity of anything that I say or write. Now it can be argued that email and instant messenger allow for more people to communicate with each otl1er.
It brings the world closer together; allows for ideas to be shared from opposite ends
Luke Ogonek
of any spectrum. Heck, it even attempts to organize activities on campus.
is a senior
Right, it certainly does help in mass communication and organization. But on
atJCU
a personal level, I simply do not buy it. The value of a piece of paper with the
flowing script of a personal hand makes a letter feel much better than the standard
type set of an e-mail. But aside from the aesthetic purposes, computers filter your
thoughts. You are able to continuously edit, go back, and rewrite. Not so with a sheet of paper, unless you start over.
Your thoughts are written m c i'Mtkcll slfll
·
arked out, but there - on a thm sheet of paper. There 1s
little room for editing, little room for starting over, but rather,
lection of thoughts a.s they appear m your
mind. It is a window into your way of thinking on a subject. Letters are also a
ommumcatmg your thoughts,
d frame . It IS your
your ideas are uninterrupted by others. No one can stop you mid-thought and change yo
.
time, your chance to tell people your side of an issue.
In addition to all of this, people love to get something other than campus mat!. And please, get off you
and knock on your neighbor's door, have a powwow in the halls, heck, go out somewhere and make a scene.

HOROSCOPES

Top Ten
Reasons
You're Better Off At
John Carroll Instead of
Mount Union

wee ken a activity at }CU.
8. The average age (or the

.
stuaent·athlete at Carroll ts
18·23~ not 2'1·29.

7. You can pretend you know
Don Shula.
6. You will get a job after
John Carrotl.

5. You

aren~t

considered white

trash.
4. Why would you want to be a
raider? Streaking so much
more fun!

3. You

don~t

- .. .. .&.:.,....
"'.........-..
~

have to answer the

~l&on

.. n "-&on &onll ; ...

~

Alliance?»

z. JCU has academic standards.
1. Prison time isn~t a require·
ment tor graduation.

~

ARIES
Time for you to fall in love
again? It could happen in an academic setting. If you're already in
love, then you and your sweetheart
ought to take a class. Something
both physically and mentally stimulating would be best. Do it with
friends, if possible. Dancing, anyone?

10. You aon~t have to we_ar the
colors purple ana White.
9. cow tipping isn~t a regular
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CANCER
It's nice to know what's going on, but you don't want to hear
about it all day long. Tell a talka tive
friend you' re interested, but only in
the stuff that affects you. He or she
can keep all the rest of it, with your
blessing.

-0

TAURUS

Alt hough you' re a person of
few words, those few words could be
worth their weight in gold. It doesn't
take many to get the meaning across
if you choose the right ones. And, you
sure can. Timing is everything, however. Wait for the right moment.

LEO
This ought to be pretty interesting. Things are happening quickly, but
you can most likely keep up. If you
start losing track of what's going on,
ask someone to help. They'll be glad
to explain.

111 SCORPIO

LIBRA

Do you have a fri end far away
you can talk to about everyth ing?
That's a good person to talk to right
now. Sharing about a recent breakthrough will make it more likely to
stick. Congrats on your new point
of view, by the way!

:() CAPRICORN
Don't let the negotiations under way keep you from taking on

If yo u ask leading questions,
you'll find out all sorts of things. Keep
the mosl of what you learn to yourself. This is how you gather the information that gives you edge. Think of
it as an Easter egg hunt, except instead
of eggs, your hunting aces to keep up
your sleeve.

~AQUARIUS

n

GEMINI

You should round out this
month on a successful note. Celebrate by launching a new project.
Something you start now could tum
out well, especially if it involves
love. Going back to school's a good
idea, too, and travel should be lads
of fun. Enjoy!

~

VIRGO

Weave in and out and stay out
of other pe<>ple's way. They' re moving quickly, but are they being efficient? Maybe not, but be careful how
you tell them. They're having so
much fun, they may not care that the
job 's not getting done!

/

SAGITTARIUS

Looks like an excellant
evening for a fascinating conversation. A favorite foretgn restraunt
would be a good destination. Your
perfect date is a person who posses
a bit of a chal lenge and ean teach you
a thing or two.

}{

PISCES

You and your sweetheart ought
to take a little time to celebrate. The

There's a lot of acttvity at
your house What are you doing?

ofdifferent Jcincls of love, so you flaw
lots of people you could celebrate
with. Or, maybe you'll decide that
three's a crowd.

a bad Ida, actually. ~ ...nf
in the tearing-down phase, gerting
ready for the buildrng-beautJful part.
Just keep tl up, you arc dotng fine.

• .L

right now. Ask a loved one to help
you shoose between them. Working
together, you'll find it easier to tell
good ideas from bad.

DO YOU ENJOY USING
MATH AND COMPUTERS
TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS OF BUSINESS
AND SOCIETY?

"Watching Glen drive
thru Mount Union's
secondary."
Adam Dunn
Junior

"Listening to Jodeci with
my friend Vinnie."
Matt Branchilz
Junior

"I love the dancing. It
enables me to let loose
and interact with others."

"Kegs n' eggs!"
Kat Supanic
Junior

Quenlesha Cummings
Freshman

Express Your

• Are You Interested in a High-Paying, Secure and
Challenging Career?

Opinions In

• Would You Like to Be Enrolled in a Program that
Consistently Leads to Job Placement?

THE CARROLL

NEws ·
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Let Us Tell You About Our
M.S.M. and Ph.D. Programs at Our

OPEN BOUSE

"What's homecoming?"

"School spirit!"

"Togetherness."

Pat Beard
Junior

Sally Johnston

Karla Taborn
Junior

Senior

''The block party before
the game."
Heather Krauser
Sophomore

Kimberly Knausz
Junior

Alll:etters And
Commentaries
Must Be Submitted
By Monday At
oon

Department of Operations Research
and Operations Management
Weatherhead School of Management
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1999
10:30 A.M. -4:00P.M.
ATTENDANCE IS FREE

_;ji
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MAMA'S BOVZ by JERRY CRAFT

CLASS
SITlliR WAI\lED

-

Looking for a responsible g1rl to
babysit cvenmgs on weekend. 6 If2
yr old 5 yr old 3 mm from JCU.
216-321-5795.
Seeking baby-sllter for 8-month old
for Sanmlay evenings and occa.~1onal
weekend days and weeknights.
Shaker Hetght5. Call 216-991-1880.
Needed: Part-time childcare for our
10 month old daughter m our North
Solon home. Non-smoker own
transportal!on a must. Please call
440-519-0595
Baby-sttter nccdcd for two chtldrcn
in Shaker Ht~ . Part-ttme, flextble
houn,. car helpful. Call Patricia at
216-491-1871
Professtonal Sitler needed. Fall, year
round Chargin Valley and Cleveland
East side. Pan-umc and full ume.
Flextble hours. Pmd holidays and
transportal.ion. Always Tender Care,
Inc. 440-543-0336 and 440-2473892.

Ther Princcnton Rcvtew, the nation's
leader m lest preparauon, IS seeking

motivated. dynamic student who IS
active at John Carroll University to
Jom our company as a Marketing intern. Responsibthues include, but are
not limitied to: atding in creation and
unplementation of a comprehensive
marketmg plan; developing and
mamtammg relauonshtps between
1he Princeton Review and campus
organizauons; representing The
R

C\

at

uons and Olhcr events; coordinaung
on~pus adverusmg; aidmg m the
development and expanston of progrnmmmg. TI1is posiuon requires a
I0-15 hour per week commttment.
The mtemship IS paid hourly plus a
honUis progmm for achteving set
goals. Those mterested should contact Tmv1s l...athmorc at 216-3600 I00 Rcsumrs may be faxed to 216360-0101.
SWIM COACH Org:uulCd and
knowledgat>le person needed to provtde lcadellOiup 10 a 60 member USS
swun tc;un. Appl1cants should have
excellent pubhc relations skills as well
as coachtng and/or competitive
sw1mmmg expcnence. 9 month or
year round opportumly. 0r-dllge Rccreauon 216-831-860 I ext. 260.
LIFEGAURDS lmmedtate opportumues for hfegaunls. swtmming instructors and aquauc supcrvi ors.
Year round employment Flextble
schedule Compctettve salary Lifeguard tmmmg and CPRIPR required.
Orange Recreation 2 I 6-831-860 I

TGI Fnday's. Now htnng all positionsservers. door post uons. bus.">Cr.>- at the
Mayfield Hts. locaiJon- Golden Gates
Plaza. Flexible hours available- Earn
upto$5Wwk Apply Mon.-Thull'. 24p.m.
Excellent paying Job. Fun, flextble and
close to campus. The Pet Au Pmr needs
reliable help to care for neighborhood
pets. No expcncnce necessary. Please
call Amanda today 216-291-1498.
FREE Baby Boom Box+ Earn $1200!
Fundrruscr for student groups and organtzattons. Earn up to .$4 per
Mastercard app. Call for mfo or v1sit
our website. Qualtfied callers recctve
a FREE Baby Boom Box 1-800-9320528 ext. I I 9 or ext. I 25.
www.ocmconcepts.com
Srudcnt needed to walk puppy weckdaysmJCUarea. Goodpay. 216-3712522.

S pnng Break '00 Cancun, Mazatlan
or Jamaica from $399. Reps wanted!
Sell15 and travel free! Lowest Prices
Guaranteed'!! Info: Call 1-800-4468355. www.sunbreaks.com
1·~

1

n

Rooms for rent. Cedar/Lec..near CoYentry. Nice house. All privilcdges utilities includ $400-425. Comes with
great dog. Grocery I nun. away. Steve
216-371-4209.
South Euclid- Roomate wanted to share
house with two females. Off-street
parkmg, 5 minutes to JCU. $300.00 a
. elec
phone). Call Crystal216-297- I 658.

KING CROSSWORD
ACROSS
I Adhesive
4 Sh1pworm
9 P.O abbr.
12 Heston 's
org.
13 PhanLorn's
tern tory
14 Earher
than
15 Opened,
m a way
17 Ashen
18 "Who am
Judge?"
19 Kumquat
or
shad dock
21 Portions
of31
Across
24 1/3 of a
1970
rize
us eer
28 Stage
extras,
for short
31 Play
divisions
33 Ump
35 Grandscale
36 Mush.room

38 Wimer
woe
40 Precam-

brian, for
one
41 Andy's pal
43 Garland
45 Lunn
47 Bottom
I me
48 DadaJsm
founder
49 Stevenson
book
54 Go fast
55 Wiesel et
al .
56 Hudson
co-star
57 Played
the frrst
card
58 Answer
59"- Sera,
Sera"
DOWN
I Wildebcest
2 Coffee
Kettle
4 Straw hat
5 Adversary
6 Dem.'s
rival
7 Upright
8 Communication
devices
an

the
packaging
10 Lady of the

Haus
I I H1deaways

16 Dtanst
AnaJs
20 Verifiable
21 Emulated
Summer
Sanders
22 Gabrielle
Chane I
23 Caught
27 3, on the
phone
29 Green
land
30 Con game
32 Btg rig
34 Warm
fabnc
37 Storage
structure
39 Restless
42 Fence
steps
44 Cell's

-

Data Entry spec1al1st. Pan-umc, nonprofit organiz.alion. Cleveland Hts.
Enter data in donor cla!abase. mmntmn reoords, office suppon as needed.
Database expencnce excellent organizational skils required. Flexible
Schedule, 20 hrlwk., $6.50/hr. Call
216-371-0209or fax 216-371-0218.

-=::::::::,

Man Percival

"I'm leaving you and I'm taking your
slippers with me."

Wo
Creator
46 Ontario's
neighbor
50 Quick swim
51 Smns
delay
52 Perrier.
e.g.
S-3 l'um blue?

Shaker Heights- 3310 Warrensville
Center Road. Luxunous & spacious l
& 2 bdrms. Cctling fans, mini-blinds,
appliances. carpet/wood floors indoor
garage. Starung at $550.00 216-4643300.
Shaker He1ghts- 3270 Warrensv11le
Center Road. Luxury I & 2 bdrms.
Newly decormed Some with 2 baths.
Indoor garage. heat. apphances, carpet/
hardwood floors. Starung at $550.00
216-464-3300.
"I think it's

Shaker Heights- Van Aken. Charmmg
I & 2 bedroom aparunents, newly
decorated. carpeting, cetling fans, rrumblinds, appliances. Indoor garage mcluded. Starting at $415.00 216-4643300.

s,..

Cleveland Heights- Cedar and Taylor.
ewly decorated tudios and I bedrooms. Carpeting/hardwood floors,
ceilmg fans. m1ru-bbnds. Appliances.
heat mcludcd. On bus hne. Starung at
$395 00 216-464-3300.
Classified ads cost $3.00 for lhe tin;t ten
words and $.20 for each additional word.
1b be placed ads must be typed or handwntten clearly and legibly and sent to or
dropped off at The Carroll News office
wnh payment. Class1fied ads will not be
run Wlthoul pre-payment Classifieds
wtll not be taken over lhe phone. Deadlme for class1fied I> noon of lhe Monday
pnor to pubticaoon

rFor Ad RAtes and Information
Business. (216) 397-4398
F.W ()•w: (216) 397-1729
Gener.U Info (:!16)397-t7tl
Mail us at:
Thc:OuroU News
1!1100 North Par1< Blvd

I Uruver>tly Heights, OH 44ll8
E-nmil to lhe CN at:
Carroi.INews@jcu.edu

sal~ to say that you've wom out
your· yam privileges."
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Pan-llme SAT mstructors wanted
1-!Jgh standardu.ed test scores and a
dynam1c personality required .
$12.00'hrto sta11 plus training. Flexi!Jie weekend and everung hours in a
relaxed woo cnV!fonment. Call the
nail on's leader m test prep. The
Princeton Rev1ew. at 2 16-360-0 I00
for more mfonnauon.
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by Jake Mrkvicka

